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The flowers that bloom in
the spring—if there is any— 
are seen here in a city of Kel­
owna greenhouse building up
Serving Tlie Four Seasons Playground
Kelowna, British Columbia, Thursday, February 24, 1972 10# per Copy
si”*d Coyer Defends
>'Wjk\ OTTAWA (CP)— The govern- “
X ' Ww meat is clamping tighter con- fl? MBk n
/ - ♦' ’ x fr013 on methadone, frequently M A fl| Ba H,
h TS&v / Ak » i used as a heroin substitute, and : H W ■. ,W .■ ... H n H ,  __ \
X. X/ X. > amphetamine drugs which are ■ ■ * JK HA JR iMk HI HkHi
jtk^WZ 1 „K \ ; commonly called “speed. * H HTO P HZ MWT
EBWHBHW>Hr<C'<’'V ' X.' \ Health Minister John Munro H_ H H WrS H «3H H»- WLjm H W ■» flTH mB hK$ ’'
w> > '^k?_.*.. ^9 announced in the Commons ! HHB H HI H HI Wk H
today that new regulations will
be enforced whereby the drugs 
can be prescribed only with his 
permission. \
Following recommendations 
made by the LeDain commis­
sion on the non-medical use of 
drugs, Mr. Munro . said physi­
cians receiving permission to 
prescribe methadone must be 
associated with a specialized 
clinic.
The. regulatory changes can 
be made in a few weeks, he 
said, and the program should be 
fully operational by June 1.
“In the meantime, I call on 
the physicians of Canada to uti­
lize restraint in the use of meth­
adone.”
The minister said his depart­
ment has received many reports 
concerning the misuse and 
abuse of methadone: .
The LeDain commission, in 
suggesting that use of the drug 
be restricted to specialized 
treatment clinics, described the 
drug as “the most promising of 
all available approaches to the 
opiate narcotic dependence 
problem.” Mr. Munro said sev­
eral months ago there was a 
growing methadone-abuse prob­
lem among non-heroin addicts.
Amid Laughter
PLANTS EAGER TO GET OUT
their strength and biding 
their time until the great day
which brighten up the city inby gardener Werner Korsch 
and will eventually grace warmer weather.
when they can go outside, some of the many flower beds 
They are being tended here
(Courier Photo)
Victoria's Ads Ban Classed 
As Dictating By Prohibition
CHINA VISIT
Demolish Walls
VANCOUVER (CP) — British 
Coumbia’s Social Credit govern­
ment is trying to “dictate by 
prohibition” through legislation 
banning < advertisements of liq­
uor and tobacco in the province, 
a Vancouver lawyer told B.C. 
Supreme Court Justice E. E. 
Hinkson Wednt '’ay.
The lawyer, Doug Brown, was 
continuing an argument on be­
half of four tobacco companies 
and three publishing firms in 
the second day of a test case 
challenging the validity of the 
Tobacco Advertising Restraint 
Act and amendments to the Liq­
uor Control Act, which took ef­
fect Sept. 1.
Mr. Brown said he wanted “to 
keep open the question of free­
dom of the press” and the rjght 
of the public to be informed. 
This included their right to be 
informed on commercial mat­
ters.
"... The province does not 
have an unfettered right to do 
what it pleases.”
Mr. Brown said the tobacco 
products and magazines pro­
duced and sold by the seven 
companies involved in the court 
action are “articles of com­
merce” and it is important that 
these be allowed to pass freely 
from province to province.
“What is the use of having the 
right of interproyincial com­
merce without the right of jet­
ting people know the article has 
arrived?” he asked.
He noted that Time Canada 
Ltd., one of the plaintiffs, is 
printed in British Columbia for 
distribution within B.C., Alberta 
and Saskatchewan “and, there­
fore passes as an article of 
commerce.”
However, he said, the present 
legislation prohibits the maga­
zine from being marketed in 
B.C. unless the publishers make 
a complete revision by deleting 
ads that were intended to be 
distributed through other prov­
inces.




States President Nixon visited
r- United In the evening, the Nixons,
Bennett Asked; Reconsider
OSOYOOS, B.C. (CP) — Stan 
Stodola, president of the British 
Columbia Weekly Newspapers 
Association, Wednesday urged 
Premier W. A. C. Bennett to 
reconsider a decision to with­
hold government advertising 
from Victoria’s two daily news­
papers.
Attorney-General Leslie Pet­
erson said last week the pro­
vincial government would । no 
longer advertise in Uie Colonist 
or Times after the newspapers 
ran a cigarette ad, prohibited 
by law in B,C.
Today Publications Ltd., 
which publishes three newspa­
pers in the Cranbrook area of 
B.C., announced Monday it will 
not accept provincial govern­
ment ads until the ban on the 
Victoria papers Is lifted. The 
■Bridge RIvor-LIUooet News, a 
weekly edited by Margaret 
“Ma” Murray, took, the same 
stand 'Tuesday.
Mr. Stodola, publisher of the
Osoyoos Times in the Okanagan 
Valley, said government action 
against the two Victoria papers 
"must be the most serious 
threat to the freedom of the 
press that this province has 
ever experienced."
In a wire to Premier Ben­
nett, he called the ad-ban deci­
sion "an unprecedented form of 
economic reprisal which does 
not belong In a freedom-loving 
country,"
Mn Stodolfusaid similar ac­
tion to that taRjen by Today 
Publications and Mrs, Murray 
was being considered by othei 
newspapers in B.C.
"I strongly urge that you 
take a second look at this most 
undesirable situation and forth­
with remove the ban against 
the two Victorin newspapers," 
Mr. Stodola said.
the Great Wall of China today 
and called for an end to "walls 
of any kind between peoples." 
Then he met with Chinese Pre­
mier Chou En-lai for three 
hours.
As usual, nothing emerged 
from the secret talks in the 
Great Hall of the People. But in 
12 hours of talks over four ses­
sions, they obviously have been 
working on bringing their two 
nations closer together.
It was not yet clear whether 
they had taken up the nettle- 
some problem of Vietnam. 
Nixon said before coming here 
that at least the prisoners-of- 
war issue would be on the 
agenda.
While such issues as cultural 
exchanges would be .easier to 
settle, Chou has made plain he 
considers U.S. plans for settling 
the war unacceptable.
MEET FRIDAY
Chou and Nixon will meet 
again Friday after the president 
visits the Forbidutn City.
with members of the presiden­
tial party, were guests of Chou 
at an informal Peking duck din­
ner in the banquet room of the 
Great Hall of the People. The 
press was excluded.
On his visit to the Great Wall, 
an engineering marvel built 
2,200 years ago to keep out bar­
barians, Nixon told reporters:
“What is most important is 
that we have an open world.”
Storm, Strike 
Cut Flights
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
All scheduled morning flights 
to the Maritimes were cancelled 
by Air Canada today because of 
a snow storm developing there 
and a 20-day strike by airport 
technicians.
The storm, -expected to drop 
three to six inches of snow, fur­
ther hampers commercial air­
lines in Canada already facing 
flight cancellations and delays 
because of the strike.
OTTAWA (CP) — Solicitor- 1 
General Jean-Pierre Goyer told 1 
he Commons today that the 1 
only question in the minds bi 
prison authorities in the Yves 
Geoffroy case was whether the 
convicted wife murderer should > 
be given leave of 50 or 72 hours 
to marry his mistress.
They decided on 50 hours.
Geoffroy married Carmen 
Parent outside the prison walls 
Christmas Eve and then van­
ished on a forged passport.
Mr, Goyer's new statement in 
the Commons on the case led to 
a renewed demand by the Con­
servatives for a judicial inquiry 
and by the NDP for the tabling 
of all pertinent documents.
The opposition shouted with 
laughter when Mr; Goyer said 
the decision was between 50 
hours and 72. The Liberals did 
not join in and looked embar­
rassed.
Mr. Goyer said 14 persons 
were involved in the decision to 
allow Geoffroy out of prison to 
be married after serving 14 
months of a life sentence for 
strangling his wife and setting
Mr. Lewis said that only aprison was made to a peniten- l._. ------- —
tiary official, though the minis- guilty conscience could suggest
ter did not say whether the re­
quest was made in writing.
The minister said he might 
create a precedent if he tabled 
other documents as requested 
by Mr. Lewis.
He added that Mr. Lewis was 
questioning his veracity.
that he had accused Mr. Goyer
of not telling the truth.
Mr. Goyer repeated in reply 
to Mr. Asselin that the truth ; 
had been told. An -error had : 
been committed and a progres­
sive program for prison leaves 
had been put in jeopardy.
Quality Of Mercy Strained
Robert McCleave (PC—Hali­
fax-East Hants) asked whether 
the forged passport issued to 
Geoffroy was called for or 
mailed.
Ex t e r n a 1 Affairs Minister 
Mitchell Sharp said the passport 
was mailed to the return ad­
dress and was obviously not 
picked up by Geoffroy, who was
marry Carmen Parent, the 
woman with whom he had been 
living before the murder.
External Affairs Minister 
Mitchell Sharp said Miss Parent 
was issued a passport in her 
name last June 29, the day after
Montreal
Endures
MONTREAL, (CP) — Montre­
alers endured a fourth straight 
day of snarled, rush-hour traf­
fic, school closures and other 
disruptions today despite some 
overnight snow-clcaring by city 
workers who had been on strike 
since last week.
Plows cleared drifts from 
most major arteries and wid­
ened narrow tracks in others 
but streets remained slippery 
because of hard-packed snow 
and ice, made more treacherous 




VANCOUVER (CP) - British 
Columbia Hydro and Power 
Authority ' announced , today it 
has awarded two contacts for 
gas turbine units for two gener­
ating stations which are to go 
into operation next year at 
Prince Rupert and Port Hardy.
Total value of the contracts is 
$6.8 million.
The units will use modified jet 
aircraft engines, each driving a 
turbine coupled to an electric 
generator. They can be pow­
ered by either diesel oil or 
natural,gas.
The units will be the largest 
of their type ever ordered by 
B.C. Hydro.
A 40,500-kilowatt unit for Port 
Hardy will be supplied by the 
Curtiss - Wright Corporation of 
Woodbridge, N.J., under a $3,7 
million contract.
A $3.1 million contract goes to 
United Aircraft of Canada Ltd. 
of Longueull, Que., for a 28,619- 
kllowatt unit for Prince Rupert.
A transport department 
spokesman said only 52 per cent 
of all commercial airline flights 
operated in and out of Toronto 
Wednesday "and it should be 
the same today.”
In Montreal, Air Canada re­
ported the first two flights to 
Toronto and one to New York 
were cancelled and other flights 
to Toronto and one to New York 
were cancelled and other flights 
were behind schedule.
Meanwhile in Ottawa, the 
technicians’ union i s s u e d a 
statement saying that desig­
nated employees who have left 
their jobs in some airports "do 
not feel guilty of any offence 
against the public or em­
ployer.”
It said they are "convinced 
that they probably have avoided 
an impending air disaster by 
persuading the public to use a 
safer means of transportation 
during the present crisis.”
the body afire.
Mr. Goyer said the decision 
by these 14 was unanimous.
The “only” q u e s t i o n, he 
added, was whether Geoffroy 
should be given 50 or 72 hours 
outside the prison to be married 
to the woman with whom he 
had lived for nine months while 
his wife was still alive.
David Lewis, NDP leader, 
skid the three documents tabled 
so far by Mr. Goyer—on orders 
of Commons Speaker Lucien La­
moureux—show that everyone 
involved assumed the marriage 
would take place within the 
prison, St. Vincent de Paul.
Mr. Goyer said there are 
other documents in the case, 
such as the recorded decisions 
of prison authorities.
, Mr. Lewis demanded that all 
the documents be made public 
and Martial Asselin (PC—Char­
levoix) renewed a demand for a 
full judicial inquiry.
Mr. Lewis said Geoffroy’s re­
quest last June 28 to get mar­
ried did not refer to any mar­
riage outside the prison.
Mr. Goyer said Geoffroy’s re­
quest to be married outside the
then still in prison.
Mr. McCleave asked whether 
a visa was issued for Geoffroy i 
to travel to other countries.
SHARP SHOWS HUMOR
In one of the few flashes of 
humor from the Liberal side in 
days of Commons exchanges on 
the case, Mr. Sharp said Can­
ada issues visas for persons 
coming into the country and 
that Geoffroy and his wife wer­
en’t interested in that direction.
Geoffroy had served 14 
months of a life sentence when 
he was released Dec. 24 on a 
50-hour unescorted leave to
Geoffroy applied to prison au­
thorities for permission,to 
marry her. .. ..
The minister said outside the
House the RCMP "found a pass­
port that had Geoffroy’s picture 
in it and it was issued under 
another name altogether.”
“All the documentation was 
forged so we have reason to be­
lieve that he is probably using 
that passport.” ■
RECALLS RAY CASE
This recalled the case of 
James Earl Ray, assassin of 
Martin Luther King, who fled to 
Canada and got a Canadian 
■ passport bearing the name of a 
Toronto policeman unaware of 
the fraud.
BLOODY SUNDAY PROBE




By THE CANADIAN PRESS
CBC technicians were back at 
work at - most . centres across 
Canada today as mediators con­
ferred with union and manage­
ment representatives in Mont­
real in an effort to resolve is­
sues that have led.to rotating 
strikes against the corporation 
for more than a month.
DOLLAR UP
NEW YORK (CP) - Cana­
dian dollar up 3-32 at 99 >19-64 In 
terms of U.S. funds. Pound ster­
ling up 9-64 at $2.60^ ,
U.S. Coast Guard Estimates 
Oil Spills Along B.C. Coast
1 WASHINGTON (AP) — The 
United States Coast Guard says 
the tinker system to serve the 
proposed Alaska pipeline likely 
would spill at least 140,000 bar­
rels of oil—the equivalent of a 
small tankci" load—Into the sea 
each year.
A dally average of at least 405 
1 barrels would be spilled on the 
tanker route along Canada's 
West Coast, the coast guard 
said. Most of that would result 
from damage to ships at sen.
The coast guard study, re- 
i leased Wednesday by the U.S, 
interior department, was based 
<in worldwide H t a 11 s 11 e s on 
tanker accidents, unintentional 
t-tills and intentional dis­
charges,
The interior department is 
considering the application by a 
group of seven oil companies to 
build an oil pipeline from Alas­
ka's Norm Slope to a part of 
Valdes on its southern const.
At full operation, toe coast 
guard noted, the pipeline would 
deliver two million barrels of oil
dally to Vaiden for tanker ship­
ment to points on the U.S. West 
Const.
Spills averaging 384 barrels n 
dny would total more than 
140,000 barrels a year, equal to 
losing the cargo of a 16,000-ton 
tanker each year, 
CARRY WATER BALLAST
This minimum estimate . as­
sumes that none of the tankers 
serving the pipeline would Inten­
tionally discharge oil nt sea but 
would carry a ballast of water 
Into Valdez .harbor wheye the 
pipeline company would remove 
waste oil.' ;
The confit guard said tlie 
ocean environment along the 
proitosod tanker route is "vir­
tually unblcml:.hed.”
Meanwhile, the Inferior de­
partment released the condition 
it would place ii|xm nny permit 
It might issue for construction 






NEWS IN A MINUTE
Sharp Quake Jolts San Andreas Fault
HOLLISTER, Calif. (AP) — A sharp earthquake along 
the San Andrens fault jolted the Hollister area today, the 
sheriff's department said. Hollister is abouL80 miles south of 
Sun Frimcisco,
' -
Hockey Injury Damage Suit Rejected
OTTAWA (CP) — A judge has thrown out a suit, for 
damages over n hockey injury, saying tlie game is one thnt 
invites body contact, Judge A, E, Honeywell dismissed in 
county court nn Sjl.OOO dnmngc clnlm brought by an Ottawa 
man against Michael West of Toronto. ,
Sanctions Sought Against Rhodesia
UNITED NATIONS (Reuter) - The three African mem­
bers of the United Nations Security Council formally propos­
ed today thnt the 15-nntlon Ixwly decide thnt sanctions 
against white-hiled Rhodesln "shnll remain fully In force” 
until the territory’s people “exercise freely and equally their 
right to self-determination,”
U.S. Gold-Price-Hike Move Backed
( WASHINGTON (Reuter) — The Senate banking com- 
, mlttee approved unanimously Thursdny n bill to raise the 
official price of gold to $38 nn ounce from $35, thus devaluing 
the United States dollar. Tlie measure now goes to the full 
Senate, where It is expected to be approved by the end of 
this month, .
Boys Helpless 
In Ax Slaying 
MANCHESTER, Eng’land 
(Reuter) — Three young boys 
stood helplessly as their mother 
and aunt were hacked to death 
with an ax In this northwest 
England city Wednesday night, 
but police believe the attacker 
may have been killed iby a 
train.
Police hunting the man they 
believe slaughtered Mary Ber­
nadette Buckley, 34, and her sis­
ter, Bridget Egan, 25, were 
travelling today to the mld-Eng- 
land town of Stoke to Identify 
the body of a mon found on a 
railway track. He ■ had been 
struck by a train. ,
Shortly before the killings, in 
Mrs, Buckley’s first-floor apart­
ment, a man went from apart­
ment to apartment In the build­
ing, asking neighbors if he could 
borrow an axe, ) .
Police called to the house 
found Mrs, Buckley’■ three sons 
—13, 10 and 4—to the apart­
ment, near the two mutilated 
bodies. The children wore jin- 
hurt.
Was Right!
WASHINGTON (AP) — Scien­
tists who twice hauled atomic 
clocks around the world in 80 
hour trips say they have con­
firmed what Albert Einstein 
theorized: time is relative.
The flights also yielded new 
time-keeping information Impor­
tant to national defence, space 
exploration and navigation.
One of Einstein's theories of 
relativity holds that toe time a 
clock measures depends on Its 
speed relative to the earth, tlie 
stars and all other objects in 
the universe.
Thus, time travels mofc 
slowly for a rapidly-moving ob­
ject than for a stationary one.
Astronomer Richard Keating 
and physicist Joseph Hafele set 
out to prove that Einstein 
theory last October when they 
flew around toe world, first to 
the east and a week later to toe 
west, with four atomic clocks in 
tow.
COLERAINE, Northern Ire­
land. (CP) — A Scottish police 
observer who saw the Jan. 30 
Bloody Sunday clash between 
Ulster demonstrators and the 
British army said Wednesday 
the first firing he heard came 
from an automatic weapon of a 
type not used by the military.
Assistant Chief Constable 
Robert Campbell of Renfrew 
and Bute counties, Scotland, 
was testifying at a court of in­
quiry by Lord Widgery, Eng­
land's chief justice, into the 
fatal shooting of 13 civilians in 
the Londonderry march.
Reporter Simon Winchester of 
The Guardian of London testi­
fied he had been fired at twice, 
apparently by an army sniper, 
as he made his way across ter­
ritory occupied by the demon­
strators. Winchester was wear­
ing an a r m y -t y p e combat 
jacket.
Reporter John Chartres of 
The Times of London told of 
seeing a dead civilian in the 
back of a car near an army 
post. A nail bomb was sticking 
out of the man’s jacket pocket.
Brian Cashinella, another 
Times reporter, said he counted 
three , shot men on the ground 
after soldiers of the parachute 
regiment went Into the Bogside, 
the Londonderry Roman Catho- 
, lie area that was the centre of 
the civil rights demonstration.
A colonel told him two civilian 
, snipers had been killed in front 
of a barricade of rubble and two 
of his own soldiers had been
injured by acid bombs, one seri­
ously.
The evidence ’ came at tha 
third day of evidence at the 
hearing in this town 35 miles 
from Londonderry. Lord Widg- 
ery’s tribunal was set up by the 
British government in response 
to claims that soldiers had fired 
indisciminately upon demon- 
strators during the rioting.
, Assistant Chief Constable 
Campbell, at the scene to ob­
serve methods of controlling 
civil disturbances, said he saw 
a crowd of about 300 militants 
throwing different types of mis­
siles toward army barricades.
“It was just about this time 
that I heard two fairly long 
bursts of automatic fire," ho 
said. “These were rather slower 
automatic fire than I normally 
associate with a Sten gun, for 
instance."
A soldier near him had said it 
was a Thompson sub-machine­
gun,
The commission has heard 
that the army did not carry 
Thompsons.
Campbell said toe bursts 
seemed to come from toe area 
of the Rossville Flats, a tall 
apartment block overlooking the 
riot area. Up to this point there 
had been no sound of shooting 
by the troops.
TERROR STRIKER
BELFAST (AP) — Terrorist 
fire'bombers struck twice in 
Northern Ireland early todrty, 
razing a city hall and blasting a 
। shop.
The theory implies a clock 
travelling eastward at the 600- 
mile-an-hour speed of a Jet 
plane should show an elapsed 
time a fraction of a second less 
than that of a comparable clock 
that stayed homo during an 80- 
hour global flight.
The same clock travelling 
westward should show an 
elapsed time a fraction of a sec­
ond greater than that of an 
earthbound clock because the 
plane would be flying against 
tire earth's easterly rotation.
\\ '
Freed On Bail
PALO ALTO, Calif. (AP) 
Black militant Angela Davis has 
been freed on $102,500 ball and
la expected to spend her first 
day to more than 16 months out­
side jail walls nt a secret hide­
out la Santa Clara County. >
|M>> »** **
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"Anyone call for a cab?
Heath Mobilizes Forces 
Against Pay-Rate Rises
LONDON (CP) - Prime Mln- 
later Edward Heath is rapidly 
mobilizing his government's re­
sources for a tough campaign to 
hold down the costs of Brltaln’d 
recent power crisis and head off 
a dangerous new escalation of 
pay rates. ' ' ’
In his first public comment on 
too crippling power shortage, 
Heath announced he has ap­
pointed Earl JclHcoe, lord privy 
seal, to coordinate “the full 
weight of the government” be­
hind recovery-efforts.
The Conservative leader also 
levelled strong criticism at the 
country’s 280,000 coal miners 
whose six-lweck strike caused 
the crisis,
The strike Is expected to end 
formally next week after miners 
complete their vote on settle­
ment terms, arrived nt last Sat­
urday, which give them average 
increases of 20 per cent,
A ballot on the settlement 
terms went to tire rank and flic 
Wednesday with a union recom­
mendation to accept. Reeiflta 
are expected hy Friday to »ttow 
overwhelming approval.
Since picketing censed Satur­
day. coal has been rushed from
EDWARD HEATH
. . . flexes muscles
stockpiles to electricity generat­
ing stations but there still la not 
enough to get electricity back, to 
normal until production re­
sume! in tire mines.
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names in the news
Censorship 'Not Acceptable
Censorship is neither accept­
able nor practical in modem 
life. Bay McDonald, British Col­
umbia motion picture director, 
told the legislature’s movie 
committee Wednesday in Vic­
toria. Mr. McDonald. 55, said: 
Tn 1933, censorship was an 
acceptable and an elficient 
method of dealing with real or 
fancied problems of communi­
cation including motion picture 
entertainment,” he said. “To­
day it is neither acceptable or 
efficient.” He said nearly all 
the complaints he receives 
about movies come from elder­
ly people, and more than 50 per 
cent come from people who 
have not seen the film they are 
complaining about.
Industrial Development Min­
ister Waldo Skillings said Wed­
nesday in Victoria he will re­
new the proposal for a super­
port at Prince Rupert, B.C., 
when he meets in Vancouver 
Saturday with representatives 
of the Prairie provinces.
WALDO SKILLINGS 
. . . superport revived
complaining that . union
LEGISLATURE 
AT A GLANCE
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
WEDNESDAY. Feb. 23.1972 
Gordon Dowding
three mining firms had staked 
more than 160 claims in a 700- 
acrc area in the southwest cor­
ner of the city.
The unmanned Luna 20 space­
craft is heading back to earth 
with bits of moon rock drilled 
from a mountain area between 
the Sea of Fertility and the 
Sea of Crisis. .
de­
Justice Minister Otto Lang, 
responsible for the Canadian 
wheat board, said in Ottawa 
attempts are being made to 
speed the flow of grain through 
the port of Vancouver and he 
is optimistic that greater quan­
tities can move through the 
port.
Negotiations for a master 
contract agreement for the Brit­
ish Columbia coast logging in­
dustry opened Wednesday in 
Vancouver with employers
mands “lend an air of unreal­
ity” to the proceedings. The 
International Woodworkers of 
America has a list of 44 de­
mands, including an across-the- 
board wage increase of $1 an 
hour, which regional president 
Jack Moore has said arise 
“out of years of frustration for 
bur members.”
The provincial cabinet in Vic­
toria has ordered Arthur John 
Towell back to jail to stand 
trial for the murder of a couple 
killed by a sniper in Vancouver 
almost five years ago. Towell 
has been held in Riverview 
Mental Hospital since the 
deaths of David Wester, 31, 
an assistant professor at Uni­
versity of British Columbia, 
and his wife, Marlene, 30. A 
coroner’s jury found he was of 
unsound mind and he was com­
mitted to Riverview. Towell 
now has been certified as re­
covered and he will be .trans­
ferred to Oakalla correctional 
centre “to await his trial or 
other disposition according to 
law.” .
posal was prompted by Prem­
ier' W. A. C. Bennett’* an­
nouncement in the recent bud­
get speech that the province 
would provide $10 million for 
municipalities wishing to bury 
utility lines as a beautification 
measure.
Justice, ,Minister Jerome Cho­
quette says in Montreal fines 
and jail sentences for possess­
ion of. “soft” drugs such as 
marijuana and hashish should 
be lighter than at present.
The Quebec Police Commis­
sion inquiry into the" conduct of 
Jean Jacques Saulnier was ad­
journed today until Friday at 
the request of Mr. Saulnier’s
Burnaby-Edmonds) 









provincial government should 
regionalize the Milk Market­
ing Board.
Don Marshall (SC—South 
Peace River) asked for gov­
ernment action to help the 
northern B.C. farmers.
NDP leader Dave Barrett 
knocked the government for. 
not promoting the sale of 
B.C. apples.
THURSDAY, Feb. 24, 1972
Debate on the spending 
estimates of the agriculture 
department is scheduled to 
continue.
Mayor Gordon Nicol of Kam­
loops has asked the provincial 
government for a legal opinion 
on the staking of mining claims
A North Vancouver man, 
Robert Findlay, whose wife 
died last September at a health 
spa in North Vancouver, has 
launched legal action for dam­
ages in British Columbia Sup­
reme Court.
Vancouver City, council has 
approved in principle a pro­
within Kamloops’ boundaries, gram to bury some utility lines 
This came after it was learned I underground at a cost of $3
lawyer, Jean-Louis Leger in 
Montreal.
The tram involved in a col­
lision with a car at a level 
crossing in Montreal Friday 
was a Canadian National 
freight train, not a CP Rail 
train as The Canadian Press 
reported. Nick Clark was trap­
ped for two hours in his car 
million to $6 million. The pro- 
following the collision, pinned 
by his hands and legs. He was 
freed by firemen and removed 
to hospital where his condition 
was described as satisfactory.
The British Columbia Social 
Credit government was given 
an urgent request by one of its 
own members Wednesday to 
come up with some “bold, new 
policies” to help farmers in 
northern B.C. cope with a situa­





Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd, 
1654 Ellis St.
1 TORONTO (CP) — Industrial 
and gold issues on the Toronto 
stock market moved moderately 
higher while other sectors 
drifted lower in active mid­
morning trading today.
The industrial index was up 
.69 to 201.61 and golds .62 to 
; 174.52. Base metals were off .02 
i to 88.16 and western oils .56 to 
‘ 215.26.
[ Volume by 11 a.m. was 949,000 
| shares compared with 715,000 at 
the same time Wednesday.
Advances outnumbered de­
clines 130 to 109 with 195 issues 
unchanged.
Banking, beverage, chemical, 
real estate, steel and industrial 
j mining issues posted moderate- 
f gains as 13 of the industrial in- 
I dex’s 17 sub-groups moved 
f higher.
F o od processing, pipeline, 



























































































































30s.” Don Marshall, SC, South 
Peace River, produced a list 
of suggestions in the legisla­
ture for the government to pro­
vide assistance to these farm­
ers “in order to meet this very 
dangerous situation.”
Peter Auld’s admiration of 
Prime Minister Trudeau cost 
him $100. Wednesday in London, 
Ont. During the prime minis­
ter’s visit last Nov. 11, he held 
a banner that read: “Bienvenue 
To A Great Canadian And A 
Far Out Prime Minister.” The 
banner attracted the attention 
of an RCMP plain-clothesman 









VANCOUVER (CP) — Prices 
were mixed as the Vancouver 
Stock Exchange opened with 
moderate trading today. First- 
hour volume was 288,590 shares.
Tokar led the industrials sec-





















Believed Held In Aussie
SYDNEY, Australia (AP) - 
A man described by police as a 
most-wanted fugitive from Can­
ada was arrested in a dawn 
raid on a Sydney suburban 
home Thursday.
Police refused to name the 
35-year-old bearded man but 
said he was wanted by Cana­
dian authorities for questioning 
in connection with the death of 
a police informant and the at­
tempted murder of a prison 
warden and his son. 1
The man is alleged to have 
escaped from prison in British 
Columbia in 1966 while serving 
a six-year sentence for narcot­
ics possession.
An informer later was killed, 
and the prison guard and his 
son were injured when they 
opened a Christmas parcel con­
taining a bomb. The guard lost 
both hands, the son one eye. 
SURROUND HOUSE
Police sharpshooters sur- 
rounded the house in Jenkins 
(Road, Carlingford, at 3 a.m. 
Three hours later, a police
squad armed with pistols and 
shotguns burst into the house 
and found the man cooking 
breakfast for a young woman 
and two children living there.
The man threw up his hands 
and backed against the kitchen 
wall.
Police seized two revolvers 
and a large quantity of ammu­
nition.
A spokesman said officers of 
the RCMP were expected to ar­
rive in Australia soon to apply 
for an extradition order.
The man, held on charges of 
being an illegal immigrant, is 




toon residents lost 25 tons of fat 
during 1971—but nobody’s miss­
ing it. A Star-Phoenix reporter 
found that about 3,060 persons 
enrolled in the city’s recognized 
weight-loss clubs and special 
diets, calorie-counting, hobbies 
and exercise programs all had 
played a part in an estimated 
weight-loss of 17 pounds for 
each person.
HASTE MAKES WASTE
VANCOUVER (CP) — A lot 
of people appear to have han­
dled their Christmas card mail­
ing in too great a hurry. The 
Vancouver post office reports 
that it ended the 1971 Yuletide 
season with 44,000 Christmas 
cards and letters undelivered 
because they lacked such vital 
information as street addresses, 
destinations and, in some cases, 





Chapparal was the most ac­
tive of the oils issues, up .01 at 
.41 after trading 6,000 shares.
In the mines, Leemac led 
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Mon.-Fri. U:30 *.m.-i:36 p.m
Includes:
5 courses, salad and 























































































. cigarette to the ground. The 
4,bU policeman discovered it was 
marijuana. Auld, 22, was fined 
$100 for possession.
The Marquess of Salisbury, a 
power in Britain’s Conserva­
tive party and member of the 
Cecil family, which dominated 
political life for three centuries, 
died Wednesday. He was 78. A 
right winger, Salisbury was the 
grandson of the man who gave 



















































Burgers 3 for $1.00
Fish and Chips 70c





6 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 26, 6 p.m. -10 p.m.
• ITALIAN FOOD
• GERMAN FOOD













PRINCE RUPERT (CP)—The 
Yellowhead Highway between 
Prince Rupert and Terrace was 
reopened to convoyed traffic 
Wednesday after being blocked 
by. deep snowslides since last 
week. The highway, No. 16, was 
clogged for a nine-mile stretch 
between two points1 when a 
series of slides thundered down 
onto the road.
OFFICER DIES
VANCOUVER (CP) — Insp. 
Joseph Cotter, 58, a veteran of 
30 years on the city police force, 
died in hospital Wednesday. He 
joined the force in April, 1941 
and rose through the ranks to 
become an inspector, in 1966.
$1-MILLION BYLAW
NORTH VANCOUVER (CP)— 
Ratepayers in North and West 
Vancouver vote next month on 
referendums for additional 
school operating funds totalling 
more than $1 million. North 
Vancouver is seeking $815;668, 
the amount by which the dist­
rict’s $16,779,419 budget exceeds 
a new government limit on 
operating expenses. Voting will 
take place March 16. West Van­
couver school board, whose total 
budget of $6,328,265 is $226,000 
over the new ceiling, says it 
may have to lay off 50 teachers 
if the referendum is defeated. 
No date has been set for the 




VANCOUVER (CP) - Mr. 
Justice Gordon Rae reserved 
judgment Wednesday in Arthur 
MacDonald’s $140,000 Supreme 
Court <?f British Columbia dam­
age suit against a kelp firm and 
two of its officials.
Mr. MacDonald, a veterinar­
ian, sued Vancouver lawyer 
Harold R. Hine and business 
executive Donald E. Bennett, 
claiming they misrepresented 
the affairs of the company at 
the time in 1968 and 1969 that 
he bought $90,000 in Canada 
Kelp Ltd. shares and loaned the 
company $50,000. He seeks re­
turn of the money.
Canada Kelp was formed as a 
venture to harvest the Queen 
Charlotte Islands kelp beds and 
process the seaweed as a new 
supply of protein for the world.
The company now is in re­
ceivership and its shares are 
said by Mr. MacDonald to be 
worthless.
Both Hine and Bennett denied 
the allegations.






Showing at 7 and 9 p.m.
PARAMOUNT
Serving Kelowna — 
Every Day at 








4 p.m. - 8 p.m.
EVERYBODY WELCOME
Adults $2.50 —- Children $1.25
All Proceeds to Catholic Charities
Tickets at Dyck’s Drugs and Kelowna Tobacco Store 
This ad sponsored by Valley Building Materials
Logging Plan 
Opposed
COURTENAY, B.C. (CP) - 
Conservationists here are org­
anizing a campaign to prevent 
MacMillan Bloedel Ltd. from 
putting logging roads and cut­
ting timber in the White River 
watershed.
Barry Thornton, president of 
the Steelhead Society of B.C., 
said the group’s aim 4s to pro­
tect sport and commercial fish 
spawning grounds in the wil­
derness.
Mr. Thornton said the group, 
which includes the ComOx-Stra- 
thcona Natural History Society 
on behalf of the B.C. Federa­
tion of Naturalists and the 
Vancouver Island Wildlife Asso­
ciation, was accused of being 
“emotional and selfish" when 
it met with company officials 
in Vancouver this week.
formation bureau for consumers 
opens here next week. The B.C. 
branch of the Consumers’ Asso­
ciation of Canada will staff the 
office with volunteers who can 
advise consumers on various 
problems and who can tell con­
sumers where to make com­
plaints. ,
SEARCH ENDS
PRINCE RUPERT (CP) 
RCMP Wednesday called off
the search of Judge Anthony 
Robinson, 38, who disappeared 
last week while returning home 
to Kincolith, northeast of Prince
attributed to them and claimed 
that Mr. MacDonald was fully, 
aware of the company’s affairs.
TECHNICAL ITCH I
TORQUAY, England (CP) — 
The Cox family was faced with! 
a ticklish situation when central I 
heating was installed in their j 
home. As well as circulatingI 
heat, the new radiators leaked a . 
thin film of dust, used to insu­
late the pipes, and soon the 
family of five was plagued by 
sores and rashes. . During 1! 
months, all the furniture and 
some clothing had to be de­
stroyed because of the dust. A 
Devon court awarded £750 dam­
ages against the heating firm. 
The system was replaced.
Attention!
Kelowna & District 
Retailers
OPENING IN KELOWNA 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1
Rupert in his fishing boat. Last ' 
Monday, he radioed from near 
Fort Simpson that his 35-foot 
boat was having mechanical l 
trouble.
CASH GRANTS STOP
VANCOUVER (CP) — Under 
threat by the provincial govern­
ment to withhold funds, the 
Children’s Aid Society of Van­
couver will not make cash al­
lowances to a select group of 
older wards. The society will 
revert to the system of giving 
vouchers to wards over the age 
of 17, who were to receive 
cash grants because they dem­
onstrated responsibility and 
maturity. Rehabilitation Minis­
ter Phil Gaglardi said there has 
been “a fantastic amount of 
young people using the money 





CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUY THE YARD
Largest selection of fabrics 
in the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances.





Suite 3, 1638 Pandosy St
Phone 763-6269
Penticton 492-8600








TIMERS .... From ............
A
ILFORD AND AGFA PAPER 
KODAK AND ILFORD CHEMICALS







The Royal Trust Company
ATTENTION
Successful Real Estate Salesmen!
(I) Royal Trust sold a house in Canada on the average 
of one per hour during the whole of 1971,
(2) Three Royal Trust Kelowna salesmen had 173 proper­
ties sold in 1971.
(3) Over 60% of properties listed with Royal Trust, 
Kelowna in 1971 were sold during the listing period.
THAT'S PERFORMANCE!!!
We are expanding our Kelowna Real Estate operation and 
, would like another licenced, highly ethical, successful, com­
patible type on our sales force, If you arc interested in your 
future, tclcphpnc JSyd Hodge 762-5200 Extension 29, and 
wc can 111 range an informal discussion over a cup of coffee. 







248 BERNARD AVENUE— 762-5200 -
YOUTH DRAMA FESTIVAL
Students from Rutland Sen- 
• tor Secondary do their thes­
pian thing Wednesday night 
during school’s production of 
The In-Group at two-day 
youth drama festival at Dr.
Knox Secondary School. Oth­
er plays presented included 
Miss Twiddle and the Devil, 
by George Pringle students; 
Queens of France, Immacu- 
lata; Sorry, Wrong Number,
KLO Secondary, and Inter­
lude by the students of Win­
field’s George Elliot Second­
ary. The festival continues to­







gional College students and 
Down, by the City Group.
(Courier Photo)
TRAFFIC REPORT
January A Quiet Month 






r I T Y D A C F Residents Approval Sought 
VI I T rMkJC Demesfic Rcite Set At $6.50
Thursday, February 24, 1972
CITY HALL
Page 3
Kelowna Not Supporting 
Request By Revelstoke
Council has declined to sup­
port efforts by Revelstoke city 
council to speed construction of 
power dams on the Columbia 
River.
Revelstoke council wants the 
provincial government to study 
the possibility of constructing 
two dams as soon as possible.
“Because of our lack of 
knowledge, I think we should 
receive and file this,” suggest­
ed Aid. S. A. Hodge. Other 
members agreed.
At the request of the Rotary 
Club of Kelowna, a January 
decision not to appoint a repre­
sentative to the Pleasantvale 
Homes Society was rescinded. 
The club operates the society 
to provide low-cost housing for 
elderly people. Dr. H. R. Hen­
derson was named to represent 
council, with the suggestion he 
report to council.
The capital expenditure pro­
gram will be discussed at a 
special meeting at 7:30 p.m. 
next Monday. Under the new 
system there would not be an­
other open council meeting un­
til March 6.
Aid. William Kane will be 
acting mayor next month, to 
serve when Mayor Roth is not 
available.
About 2,000 Okanagan Mission 
home owners will decide the 
fate of a proposed $750,000 do­
mestic, wateir system at a com­
bined public meeting and vote­
taking Feb. 29.
Ratepayers will be asked to 
decide approval or rejection of 
the water system which, ac­
cording to Okanagan Mission 
Irrigation District trustees say 
will provide an adequate supply 
of domestic and irrigation 
water under year-round pres­
sure.
The scheme isn’t new to home 
owners who approved a study 
of a water system by the irri­
gation district a year ago. In 
a bid to cut costs, trustees ask- 
, ed the provincial water investi- 
’ gations branch to take over the 
. feasibility probe and gov’ern-
Authority was granted for a 
right-of-way indenture across 
land south of 2090 Glenmore St., 
outside the city, for municipal 
purposes,
ment engineers have been 
working on the proposal since.
The resulting plan will be 
unveiled at the Okanagan Mis­
sion Community Hall at 7:30 
p.m., Tuesday.
Under the proposal, a $150 < H 
per lot connecting application ' i 
fee would be charged, with ad- I 
ditional charges for lata appli- I 
cations following initial installa- ' I 
tion of the system. Domestic I 
tolls per connection would be । I 
$6.50 a month, with irrigation I 
tolls woiking out to $10 per I 
acre a year. Minimum annual I 
tax levy would be $45, with est- I 
imated minimum cost to a I 
single family dwelling being I 
$123 on an acre or less a year. 1 I
Residents currently on exist- I 
ing • public utility services will I 
not pay hook-up charges and I
no tax will be levied for a five- I 
year period. Such residents, I
however, will pay the $6.50 a I 
month domestic toll charge. 1
Eoin Lamont, chairman of 
the irrigation district, said ac- 1
ceptance of the proposal is 1
“very vital to the future well- a
j being of the area." 1
Trustees urge all residents |
) concerned to attend the meet­
ing. 1
Three readings were given to 
a bylaw to amend side yard 
requirements in the industrial 
district.
January’s miserable weather 
resulted in a relatively quiet 
month for Kelowna’s men in 
blue—the special traffic offic­
ers........
A heavy snowfall and cold 
weather combined to keep the 
city’s downtown area free of 
heavy traffic—and if you felt 
like going downtown, you pro­
bably had little difficulty find­
ing a parking spot.
Because of the weather con­
ditions, traffic officers lost 
several days for the marking of 
tires, although they made num-
erous patrols and were called 
upon to perform traffic duty 
at numerous intersections.
Later in the month, at the 
request of city administration, 
they checked snow and ice con­
ditions on .sidewalks and roofs 
where possible danger existed 
for passersby.
According’ to the monthly re­
port submitted by senior traf­
fic officer Kenneth Preston, the 
number of overtime parking 
tickets hanScd out, 429, was the 
lowest number recorded for the 
month of January in the past 
three years.
k FILING TIPS
You And Your Taxes
Other tickets included 65 for 
illegal parking, 13 for failing to 
display a municipal licence, 30 
warnings. A total of 51 traffic 
violation reports were turned 
in. Nobody was nabbed for jay­
walking during the month.
By far the largest number of 
offences took place on Bernard 
Avenue, 112 to be exact, with 
Queensway second at 85, Law­
rence Avenue third, with 76, 
and Leon Avenue fourth, with 
60.
The traffic men worked a 
total of 654 man-hours in 25 
working days during . January, 
their machines covered 2,284 
miles on city streets and there 
were 46 notifications made to 
various city departments re­
garding road conditions, street 
and traffic lights.
Modifications to the bridge on 
Bernard Avenue near Burtch 
Road are expected to begin 
soon, according to A. L. Free- 
bairn, B.C. highways depart­
ment engineer. They are des­
igned to improve visibility. 
The bridge may be closed for 
short periods of time.
The annual meeting of the 
Okanagan Mainline Municipal 
Association will be March 9 in 
Summerland. Aid. Alan Moss 
is the official delegate. Aid. 
S. A. Hodge and Mayor Hilbert 
Roth, an executive member, 
may attend. The meeting is 
open -to all members.
Aid. Gwen Holland opposed a 
motion to permit subdividing 
119 McTavish Ave., known as 
the Pollard property. In 1967 
council bought the land and 
house for extending City Park. 
When nothing had been done 
by last year, council voted to 
sell it except the waterfront. 
Aid.. Holland feels it should be 
retained for park uses.
HIGHWAY CONDITIONS
They've Better Things To Do 
Than Squealing Their Tires
A film on Dr. Norman Beth­
une, Canadian surgeon and au­
thor, who became . a hero in 
China, highlights Friday night’s 
regular Doc Gonzo Medicine 
Show at the National Film 
Board Theatre on Queensway 
Avenue, starting at 7:30 p.m. 
Other films include Eskimo 
Artist—Kenojuak, The Great 
Toy Robbery, Passing Through 
Sweden and Falling From Lad­
ders.
In this continuing series on 
tax tips designed to help Cour­
ier readers with their 1971 re­
turns, the Penticton branch of 
National Revenue has prepared 
the following as Some of the 
most asked questions.
Question — On my income 
tax return, I have always 
claimed my father as a de­
pendant. Last March he was 
killed in an auto accident. How 
much may I claim for him, if 
anything, in my tax return?
Answer — If your father’s 
income for tlic year, up to the 
date of his death, was less than 
$950, you niay claim any 
amount you spent for his sup­
port during the year of his 
death, up to $550 maximum.
Question — I understand that 
to qualify as a dependant for 
income tax purposes my moth­
er’s income must not be more 
than $950. Does this mean her 




’ Question — Last year my wife 
and I decided to assist a child 
who lives in another country. 
We send regular payments for 
this child to receive food, cloth­
ing and education under the 
‘“Foster Parents Plan". We 
have not adopted this youngster, 
but I am wondering if I claim 
the child as (i dependant on my 
Income tax return, or claim the, 
money I send to her as a char­
itable donation?
Answer— You may not claim 
the child as a dependent ns you 
did not have custody or control 
over the youngster. However, 
payments made in the year to 
the Foster Parents Plan of 
Canada orc eligible for dcduc- 
tion ns charitable donations 
MBkwhen supported by proper re- 
^Vccipts. '
Question — My mother does 
not live in Canada and I send 
her a regular allowance, Her 
Income is jess than $950 a yenr, 
Is there n special form I must 
complete when clnlmlng her ns 
a dependant?
Answer — You should comj 
pletc and attach to your return 
a form T1E-NR which niny be 
-obtained from your District
Taxation Office.' You should 
also submit redilttnhcc receipts 
such as cancelled cheques, bank 
drafts, or money orders, as 
proof of support. These docu­
ments should show the amount 
remitted, date of purchase, and 
, the name of the person to whom 
the siipiMirl was given,
Question — father quali­
fies ns a dependant nnd each 
year on my tax form I have to 
fill in nil tiie information re­
garding his nge, income, etc; 
Is it n«t possible for me to Just 
put "see last yenr's return" so 
that I do not hnvc to fill in the 
same details each yenr?
Answer — M you omit any 
of this information on your tax 
jtornvyou arc probably going to 
'’delay the processing of your re­
turn. Therefore, , you should 
enter nil the Information asked 
for each yenr.
Answer — It means her net 
income before. deducting her 
personal exemptions, charit­
able donations or medical ex­
penses.
Question — My mother, age 
63, has an income of under $950 
and I contribute to her support. 
On the tax form I see I must 
state whether she is infirm. 
My mother is very well for her 
age, but could not possibly take 
a job. What exactly is meant 
by infirmity?
Answer — "Infirmity" is not 
defined for purposes of the 
Income Tax Act but is taken to 
ir\ean a degree of physical or 
mental Infirmity which pre­
vents a person from being gain­
fully employed.
Question — My husband and 
I both work nnd I have to em­
ploy a housekeeper to look 
after the children. When filing 
my income tax form, can I 
claim the housekeeper as a 
deduction?
(Answer — No. For the year
Indian councils for Kootenay- 
Okanagan and Thompson River 
districts have succeeded in get­
ting their own economic develop­
ment officers.
The federal Indian affairs de­
partment planned to make 
Douglas Weir, of V e r nd n, 
economic development officer 
for both areas, and move him 
to Kamloops. He was land use 
officer for Kootenay-Okanagan 
district.
Councils for, both districts 
have said he would have too 
much territory to cover. Koote­
nay-Okanagan district has' 12 
bands and about 2,200 members. 
Thompson River, in the Kam­
loops area, has 25 bands with 
about 3,800 members.
Screening committees for both 
districts met Tuesday in Van­
couver with L. E, Wight, de­
partment regional director in 
B;C. It was decided Mr, Weir 
will be economic development 
officer for Kootenay-Okanagan, 
and an officer will be sought for 
Thompson River. Mr, Weir is 
serving that area temporarily.
Bruce Howard, MP for Okan­
agan Boundary, will be in Kel­
owna Friday afternoon for con­
sultations, especially regarding 
unemployment , insurance.. He 
will be at 1630 Ellis St., from 
2 ' p.m. to 5:30 p.m. Appoint­
ments may be arranged by 
phoning 762-4333.
Investigation is continuing 
into ' allegations by the United 
Brotherhood of Carpenters and 
Joiners that a city construction 
company does not pay fair wag­
es. The union made the char­
ges in December after Prehof- 
er Construction received a con­
tract to build a pavilion in City 
Park ‘for the city. Council 
agreed to investigate the mat­
ter if the union provided evi­
dence.
The following is a road con­
dition report from the Highway 
Department to 8:30 a.m. today.
Highway 97 — bare, dry, 
watch for frost heaves and deer 
on road'.
Highway 33 — bare, lower 
levels black ice sections, sand­
ing.
Fraser Canyon — mostly 
bare, some slipppry ; sections 
sanded, watch for rock .on road.
Cache Creek - Kamloops — 
mostly bare, dry, some slip­
pery sections, sanding.
Rogers Pass —one inch new 
snow, slippery sections, sand­
ing.
Allison Pass — bare, lower 
levels compact snow, higher 
levels sanding. Watch for rock 
on road.
Princeton-Penticton — mostly 
bare, some black ice, sanding. 
Watch for rock on road. .
Osoyoos-Grand Forks—mostly 
compact, s 1 i p p e r y sections, 
sanding. .
Salmo-Creston , — bare and 
slippery sections, sanding.
Blueberry-Paulson — com­
pact snow, slippery sections, 
sanding.
Monashee — mostly bare, 
some compact snow sections 
sanded.
Yellowhead Route (Kam-
Three people from Kamloops 
recently had an unnerving ex­
perience but, through it, found 
out about a new organization 
that promotes kindness and 
courtesy on the road.
They were driving on High­
way 33 when one of them be­
came ill, so they pulled off the 
road. The car went into snow 
about half , way up. the door. In 
vain they tried to get it out or 
get help from other motorists.
Finally a group of young 
men stopped. Seeing a chain 
was needed, and unable to get 
one from a passerby, they 
drove 32 miles to Rutland and 
back for one. In minutes thfey 
had the car out and on its way.
The young men are members 
of a new breed of knights of 
the road, The Valley Street Rod 
Association Auto Club Inc.
I
Members stand ready to go to 
the aid of stranded motorists 
anytime.
Consisting mainly of Rutland 
people, the club was started 
about a month ago. Meetings 
are held every Monday night 
at the home of Del Skobalski, 
665 Leithead Rd. There is a 
shop there where members 
work on their own cars. Presi­
dent is Carl Nelson.
Help is given at the risk of 
the motorist. Rides will be pro­
vided to blood clinics, polls and 
other places. It is hoped to ' 
form similar groups in Pentic­
ton, Vernon and Kamloops.
Plans are being prepared for 
drag races in the summer. 
Members are thinking of buy­
ing a station wagon and fixing 





Students in Grades 10-12 in 
Rutland Secondary School have 
moved into the addition recent­
ly erected behind the school.
1971, the housekeeper's salary 
is not deductible for income tax 
purposes. cither by you or your 
husband.
Question—My wife and 1 arc 
both retired, She receives the 
Old Ago Security pension. When 
Lam making out my income 
tux return and claiming my 
wife, must I Include the Old 
Age Security pension ns part pf 
her income?
Answer—Yes; The Old Age. 
Security penpion as well as any 
supplement received are her 
Income and must be taken into 
account In determining the 
amount, if any, of your married 
exemption.
Question—I am a married 
man with , wholly dependent 
parents living overseas, What 
exemption can I claim for my 
parents?
Answer—You may claim the 
actual amounts spent in sup­
port of your parents up to n 
maximum of $550 each. Form 
TtE-NR, which you can obtain 
from your District Taxation 
Office, must bo Completed anti 
attached to your Income tax. 
return.
Question — T supported my 20- 
year-old daughter until' she be­
come married in June, 1971. 
She had no income before or
Mrs. Ella Hall 
Funeral Friday
Funeral services will bo 
from The Garden Chapel 




Maud Hall who died Wednesday 
at the age of 91.
Mrs, Hall was born nt Brace- 
bridge, Ont. on Feb. 2(1; 1880 
and homesteaded near Regina, 
Sask. In 1906, In 1920 they 
moved to the Winfield area 
where she resided ever since. 
She took a particular Interest in 
gardening nnd fishing.
Mrs. Hall was predeceased 
by her husband In 1937 and Is 
now survived by two sons, Fred 
and Charles, of Winfield; one 
(laugher,’ Mrs. Jack (Mildred) 
MncKcnzie, of White h o r a e; 
eight grandchildren, 2(1 great 
grandchildren, nnd four great, 
great grandchildren.
Rev. Frank Lewis will of­
ficiate.
Burial will follow al the 
Lakeview Memorial Park Ceme­
tery.
A live chinchilla will be part 
of the illustrated talk by Mrs. 
J. H. McIIarg, March 1, at 2 
p.m., at the Okanagan Mission 
community hall, and Is part of 
the Senior Citizens Drop-In 
Centre activities. Mrs.. McIIarg 
nnd her husband have been 
raising the fur bearing animals 
since 1944 and now have 400 
on their fur ranch.
Doug Leadbetter is finding a 
photographic memory invalu­
able for his role in The Music 
Man. He plays the part of 
Prof. Harold Hill, a con man. 
One speech contains 500 words, 
and must be given to a musical 
beat. The show will be at the 
Kelowna Community Theatre 
March 14-18, Tickets are being 
sold at the Bank of British Col­
umbia after March 1.
Trucking Talks 
Resume Monday
Negotiations are to resume 
Monday in Calgary between 
the Teamsters’ General Union 
and trucking companies who 
operate in more than one prov­
ince, says A. J. Barnes of Kel­
owna, secretary-treasurer of 
Local 181.
Only one company, Millar 
and Brown, operates . through 
this area. Local 181 has 150 
members working for that com­
pany.
Talks between the union and 
the CNR are expected to re­
sumesoon in Vancouver. Chap­
man Transport, a CNR sub­
sidiary, also has 150 workers 
in Local 181.
Mr. Barnes said the union will 
aim for settlements like that 
concluded with local trucking 
companies.
Reported
, Slippery- streets continue to 
make driving tricky for area 
drivers, and ’ police reported a 
number of mishaps Wednesday.
About 5 p.m. on Highway 33 
near Highway 97, vehicles driv­
en by James Howk, of Kelow­
na, and Bernard Bartier, of 
Rutland, collided, ’ c a u s i n g 
about $300 damage. There were 
no injuries.
A minor mishap on Highland 
Drive south, shortly after noon 
caused about $225 damage to 
cars driven by Georgina Mac­
Donald, and Craig Mooxe, of 
Kelowna. ..
An accident on Belgo Roac 
Wednesday morning caused 
about $700 damage to cars 
driven by Emil Hirsch ond 
W. J, Pittendreigh, both of Rut­
land. Police reported no in­
juries, '
An accident Tuesdiv morn­
ing at the corner of KLO Road 
and Richter Street caused an 
estimated $245 damage to cars
Ted Szelest, of Kelowna, 
was fined $200 and prohibited 
from driving for one month, 
after pleading guilty to a 
charge of impaired driving.
Coates and Clark Limited, of 
Kelowna, was fined $25 for 
operating a business without a 
valid licence issued by the City 
of Kelowna.
Ernest Alfred Campbell, of 
Kelowna, was remanded to 
March 27, after a not guilty 
plea was entered on a similar 
charge. '
Bill Cash, of Kelowna, was 
fined $15 for violating a city 
bylaw by parking in a reserv­
ed area.
Eugene David .Weisbeck, of
driven by Loraine Smith, of
Kelowna, was remanded to 
March 10, after pleading not 
guilty to a charge of driving 
without insurance,
Danny To Rest 
In Home Town
The body of Daniel Allan 
Jones, 8, of Fort St. John, who 
died suddenly Feb. 21 will be 
sent home for burial.
The boy was with his family 
to ski and visit friends in the 
Kelowna area and was the 
object of an intensive search on 
Big White Mountain.
Ronald Melvin Wallin, of Pen­
ticton, was remanded without 
plea to March 3, charged with 
impaired driving;
Two Assume
n  He is survived by his pnrents, 
Salmon Arm, and Kenneth Lar-|Mr. and Mrs. Allan Jones and 
son, of Westbank. , two sisters, from Fort St. John.
Positions
A Kelowna aiderman and a 
Rutland man have positions on 
the executive of the Okanagan 
Regional Library Board.
Aid. Alan Moss, who repre­
sents city council, was named 
vice-chairman at 'Tuesday’s an­
nual meeting. C, D. Buckland 
retains his position as treasur­
er. He represents School Dis­
trict^3 (Central Okanagan).
Aid. Marnie Gilchrist of Cold­
stream steps from vice-chair­
man to chairman, She replaces 
William Halina, former Ver­
non mayor, no longer on the 
board.
Executive members are Aid. 
Sandra Heal of Armstrong, 
Avery King of Penticton and T. 
H. Armstrong of Salmon Arm. 
The latter two are school trus­
tees.
after marriage, 
an income tax 
her?
Answer — In 
may claim an
Who can claim 
exemption for
this case, you 
exemption of
$550 for your d«ii<’’”e"<i |> >r 
husband may claim an exemp­
tion of $1009 for her.
...Snow
The weatherman predicts 
winter* will remain for a while
longer. Occasional snow ami a
little colder him been forecast 
for Friday. High will be 25 to 
32, High and low in the city 
Wednesday was 37 and J5 with 
no precipitation, compared with 
a cooler 33 and 11 with a trace
of snow for the same day a
BCTF Office 
Up For Sale
A fam'.llnr city landmark, 
the B.C, Tree Fruits Ltd. build­
ing al 1173 Water St., has been 
listed for sale, it was confirmed 
today.
A company spokesman told 
the Courier the structure, hous­
ing Ilie administration offices 
of the well-known firm, has 
been listed with Carruthers and 
Melkle .Ltd., since Feb, 15 for 
an asking price of $276,000 cov­
ering land nnd building.
. Tiie spokesman added the 
company plans to construct 
administration facilities in an­
other location, not necessarily 
in the downtown area. No new 
site has been picked ns yet, nnd 
no dctnils on a proposed new 
building nrc available.
J. E. Duncan, president of 
the combined companies of 
B.C. Tree Fruits Ltd., nnd Sun-
Hype Products Ltd., was notwiiwh «„« PMinv u : mNi iw biu iin JlOl
the airport, Overnight low ex-1 available for comment on the 
iierted hwlnv from 10 *>0pcctc today' fr to 20. sale today.
j, i '’14 /
/ '
NEW SHRINE EXECUTIVE
' Beaming their optimism for 
the coming yenr arc new Kel­
owna Shrine Club executive, 
left to right: director Eric 
Bradshaw, first vice-presi­
dent, William Cross, director
Ronald Swnil, director Wil­
liam Winkclanr, secretary 
Carman Woods, treasurer 
Thomas Wilford, president 
Walter Jones, director Alfred
Larson, pasl-presldcnt Nor- 
vlcc-man Jackson, second





Installed the nevy alate of of­
ficer#. The combined Installa­
tion of Oknnngnn Shi ino Clubs 
was held at Vernon Feb. ID.
(Photo by Dorothy Sawicki)
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Mother Nature Has Way 
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It is a wonderful thing to see a 
family play together, enjoying the out­
door life, but when tragedy strikes it 
is sad.
Fot a Fort St. John family of five, 
who were enjoying a week-long skiing 
holiday at Big White Ski Resort, 
Tuesday was a day of bereavement.
Mr. and Mrs. Al Jones with their
and had to go deeper to reach the 
main road to the lodge. The road he 
had crossed was the main road and 
once in the bush he apparently got 
lost.
One wonders if a boy that age 







LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
son Danny, age eight, daughters, 
Windy, 11 and Kim 12, had just 
started their skiing holiday and it was 
to be a happy week.
Monday, about 3 p.m., Danny de-" 
cided to take a last run before the 4 
p.m. closing time for skiers. He had 
plenty of time to make the run and 
return to. the lodge before curfew.
That was the last time Mr. and 
Mrs. Jones saw their boy alive. 
Searchers found his body Tuesday 
afternoon in the bush about three 
miles from the family cabin. He had 
died of exposure and exhaustion.’
The tragedy, like many others, 
could have been averted but how do 
you expect an eight-year-pld, who was 
having'the time of his life and wanted 
one more run at the hill he enjoyed 
so much, to consider any danger that 
could arise.
Searchers felt that the boy did not 
panic until he came to a road and pro­
bably figured it was a secondary road
area, even though Big White is con­
sidered one of the safest. Accidents 
do happen.
We, along with the many involved 
with the search and the people of the 
Valley who kept track of the search 
proceedings, express our regrets to 
the family. There is no doubt they 
were closely knit and were enjoying 
the beautiful winter playground.
Other than a few broken bones 
that goes with skiing no matter where 
you go, Big White had a perfect re­
cord. Their ski patrol is one of the 
best in Canada and they have awards 
to prove it.
They were in action immediately 
and worked around the clock, but 
time and the elements (it was snowing 
heavily) were against them. They 
found the boy and without their ex­
pert training it could have been days 
or even weeks before the body would 
have been found.
No matter how many, precautions 
taken or rules laid down ‘mother na­
ture’ has a way of crossing things up.
Public Hungry For More
The American public, gluttonously 
devouring millions of printed words 
and vivid, satellite-delivered televi­
sion pictures on President Nixon’s 
China visit, are growing increasingly 
insatiable.
An hour later they are hungry for
Chou’s publip exchanges before the
cameras have shown a mastery of 
subtle statesmanship so far.
Chou, in a toast, said the U.S. and 
China had been separated for 20 
years for reasons “known to all,” 
meaning, without saying as much, 
U.S. support for an independent Tai- 
: wan... ■
“There is no reason for us to be 
enemies,” said Nixon who in his early 
years in Congress was a noted red- 
baiter who sought to alert the U.S. 
to fears of a China menace.
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  . AWe-FACE DEIGNED &/
ARTTFR I CARLDAIRIHI96W5PKIGN
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Hit By Fire, Riots
By BOB BOWMAN
Vancouver and Winnipeg have 
been vying for years to be Can­
ada’s third largest city. Winni­
peg regained the honor Jan. 1 
through an amalgamation that 
included such historic communi-
roar of 
charged
assent and the people 
into the street shout-
A TANTRUM
Sir:
With reference to editorial on 
Feb. 21, it appears thus in or­
der to bring out short comings 
of our' provincial government 
and indeed there are short com­
ings. This doesn't excuse the 
prime minister’s gratuitous in- 
suit offered to a premier of a 
province. Too often Prime Min­
ister Trudeau has been guilty 
of exercising a "childish tan­
trum” by some foul expression 
or insult.
Let’s recall when he suggest­
ed to an MP that he was drunk, 
again when he mouthed an un­
pleasant expression to another 
MP and please do not forget the 
vulgar gesture toward press 
members.
There is no excuse of such be­
haviour on the behalf of any 
man holding high office. , 
Yours truly, 




With regard to your editorial 
of Feb. 21 "Embarrassed, 
Ashamed,” may I remind you
serve? Yes, and that obligation 
is to try and better that society, 
not advertise things detriment­
al to ifs physical jand mental 
health. .
Yours truly, 




Oh', heavenly days! Convicts 
are taking off all^zover the 
place! No sooner doeii Solicitor­
questions about archaic polW' 
cies and attitudes. •
Many Canadians who are for­
tunate to have chosen British 
Columbia as their home know 
that it is the bounties of our 
physical environment and pot 
the policies of the provincial 
government that makes them 
lucky to live here.
The man from Victoria who 
occasionally deigns to visit his 
Okanagan riding can rarely 
take time from his role-playing
General Goyer turn his back as premier to serve as our. re* 
to look for Yves Geoffroy, “the presentative in the legislature, 
vanishing bridegroom,” 'than ; He often tells us what is good 
Karen Howard, the frantic for bs but rarely asks us for 
Francophonie, takes off from
Kingston! Just shows you can’t 
trust anyone!
According to the news report 
in the Courier of Feb. 22, the 
comely Karen is of the gentler 
sex, and from Vancouver, B.C, 
She requested leave of absence ’ 
from the Women’s Correctional 
Institute at Kingston, Ont., to 
attend a night school course. 
Her desire was quite under­
standable; she wanted to brush 
up on her conversational
our’thoughts—he’s far too busy 
“plugging-in” elsewhere. As a
I
ing: “Tonight, tonight”.
The Chinese were living in 
temporary shacks about a mile 
away and the rioters had to 
stumble along a rough trail in
ties as St. Boniface, St. Vital the dark to reach them. Then, 
they began a roundup, treatingand Kildonan. Its new popula­
tion figure is 535,000 compared 
with the Vancouver total of 
425,000.
Of course, Winnipeg had a 
. head start, becoming a city in 
1874. Vancouver was not incor­
porated until 1886 when it had 
70 business establishments. 
They included a dozen hotels, 
three restaurants, five grocery
the Chinese roughly and order­
ing them to leave the area.
The Chinese were saved by 
two brave police officers, Chief 
J. Stewart and Supt. Roycroft of 
the provincial force. They 
herded the Chinese into a large 
shack and stood at the door to 
protect them from the mob.
A fire was started in China­
town and Vancouver might have 
been burned to the ground again 
if citizens ' had not helped the
stores, four boot and shoe 
shops, and 10 real estate compa­
nies. Two months later the en­
tire community burned to the’ fire department put out the 
flames.ground.
it seemed for some time that
that Canadians have been em­
barrassed, ashamed, even in­
censed by the abominable be­
havior and policies of Mr. Tru­
deau and his government.
The B.C. government is not 
at war with “the rest of Can­
ada,” but apparently it is 
aware of which way the wind 
has been blowing the last few 
years since the federal election. 
Mr. Bennett, Mr. Peterson and 
their colleagues, of course are 
not perfect, however they are 
giving a voice to the growing 
resentment felt by many peo­
ple in this province. Yes, we 
are Canadians first and British 
Columbians second.
I grant that we need co-oper­
ation, understanding and toler­
ance in dealing‘with problems 
in our nation; however, these 
three qualities or attitudes 
have been as “water off a 
duck’s back” as far as Ottawa 
is concerned. Letters, tele­
grams and petitions of protest 
have been ignored, while we
French. How’s that for British 
Columbians being bigots? But 
somehow she forgot to return 
to her lodgings!
If this means that convicts 
who show an interest in acquir­
ing a knowledge of the French 
language receive preferential 
treatment, it could start an un­
fortunate trend. The popularity 
of French among our criminal 
element will increase to such 
proportions that anyone who is 
proficient in the use of the lan-
guage will lay himself open 






To “smile and smile” might 
well be effective political slo- 
ganism but such smirking does 
not conceal that the premier 
has no answers to legitimate
have beheld harmful and 
tasteful legislation being 
ced upon us.




result, there Is probably no 
other provincial riding in Can­
ada that has been so poorly re- i 
presented for such a long, long I
time. j
To some, the reflected glory
of having the Premier elected |
locally is a sufficient .substitute j
for this lack of representation. . I 
I, for one, am tired of a benign ! 
grandfather pontificating from 
above. I want an MLA!
More and more people hre 
beginning .to realize that a 
policy of “Economic Growth’ 
(the corner-stone of BenncYTX
Credit) ig' self defeating g I A 
cause our Earth simply cam I J 
sustain it. /MLZ
We may rip off thousands of 
acres of prime recreational 
land at Elk River to fuel the 
industries of Japan; but we do 
not delude -ourselves that such 
long-term despoliation for short- 
run gain will serve as a legacy, 
for our children. Such is not 
“the good life.”
The examples are myriad; 
tear-out, chop down, subdivide, 
pollute, flood, promote, and 
grow, grow, grow. Mr. Bennett, 
you’re not getting better— 
you’re getting older. Please 
listen, stop!
Yours truly, 
ROGER M. TAIT ■
Kelowna a
TODAY in HISTORY
more. / . .
Perhaps, as one observer put it, it 
is because they are seeing and hear­
ing everything, and yet nothing at all.
What they really want to know is 
what is going on behind the curtain 
that shields the private talks from the 
cameras eye, says a Canadian Press Nixon had repeatedly warned the 
story °.u\0^as^g^1?.. - _n American people in advance against
Demed is,, the pa . . expecting too much out of this initial
much of the official Washington is contact 
left to scrutinizing every word written * ;
by the comparative handful of accom- Actually, ih the view of many com­
pany ing reporters; studying every TV mentators, both sides would get max-
picture^for any betrayal of coolness, imum advantage from 4he talks by
and overt show of friendliness. resolving not to go too far too fast.
And the Chinese hosts are keep- For Nixon, his “journey for peace,” 
ing the far-away American spectators as he called it, could give an im- 
guessing.
The airport welcoming ceremony 
was small and cool. But next day a 
presidential meeting was hastily ar­
ranged with the enshrined leader, 
Chairman Mao Tse-tung, and ran over 
its appointed time. Afterwards, the 
Chinese said the session was "frank 
and serious”—which in Communist
measurable lift to his campaign for 
re-election next November. Also, he
Vancouver was jinxed. Its citi­
zens did a wonderful job of re­
building after the fire, but a riot 
Feb. 24, 1887, led to suspension 
of the city charter.
In 1887, the railway line was 
being extended from Port 
Moody, the official Pacific coast 
terminal, to Vancouver. Con­
tractors were employing 
Chinese laborers who were will-
The incident led to the suspen­
sion of the city charter for a 
time while the area was put 
under protective custody by the 
police.
OTHER FEB. 24 EVENTS:
1662—Bishop Laval announced
ernment, even with some of its 
shortcomings, is courageous 
and honest in bringing some of 
these things out into the open. 
If I lived in any other province 
(and I have been a resident in 
six provinces, including Que­
bec) my feelings would be ex­
actly the same.
In closing, sir, if the loss ofthat people selling liquor to In- .
dians would be excommuni- advertisements for liquor and
cated.
1865—A telegraph line was 
started from New Westminster,
B.C., to Russia, but was noting to work for low wages. ------
This led to a protest meeting completed.
at city hall, attended by about 1915—Canadian troops were in
300 people. There were several action at Armentieres.
infammatory speeches and then
tobacco is so serious to the 
survival (financially) of news­
papers and periodicals, and 
they can’t carry on without 
them, then I suggest they find 
more worthy means of subsid­
izing them or else close down
someone shouted: "Those in 
favor of turning out the Chinese 
tonight say ‘aye’.” There was a
Here's How 
ECM Works
BRUSSELS (API • The
1925—Canada and the United their publications. Do they not
States agreed on control of Lake have an obligation toward the
of the Woods waterways. society which they pretend to
ByTHE CANADIAN PRESS
Feb. 24, 172 . . .
Louis XIV of France took 
over New France from the 
Company of 100 which had 
been colonising Canada 309 
years ago todqy—in 1663— 
after the governor; Dubois 
D’avaugour, had made him­
self thoroughly unpopular. 
Settlements were by no way 
a success and only Dollard 
des Ormeaux’s fight had 
saved Montreal from being 
wiped out by Indians. Under 
royal rule, the colony could 
raise more taxes and pay 
more soldiers, but it could 
not compete for long with 
British settlements, far 
larger, to the south.
1955—T u r k e y and Iraq 
signed the Baghdad Pact.
1945—P r e m i e r Ahmed 
Maher of Egypt was shot 
and killed in the Chamber 
of Deputies shortly after 
reading a royal decree de­
claring war on the Axis.
1943—The G e rman .
counter-offensive in Russia 
began less than two weeks 
after the Russian recapture 
of Rostov and Kharkov.
1903—The United States 
acquired a naval base at 
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
1848—L o u i s Philippe of 
France abdicated and the 




parlance means it was more than 
ceremonial and that areas of disagree­
ment were included. Nothing is 
known about what was said.
But, as Nixon, Premier Chou En­
lai and other Chinese leaders are well 
aware, they are playing to a far great­
er audience than the American folks 
back home. Moscow is watching, and 
Tokyo. So are the Chinese National­
ists, no doubt apprehensively, on Tai­
wan, and other Asian powers in New 
Delhi and elsewhere.
To the eyes of most observers 
here, the nuances of Nixon’s and
can use it to keep the Russians off 
balance, but he must be cautious not 
to push the Soviets too far, particular­
ly in the face of present delicate dis­
armament negotiations.
Nixon may, as some commentators 
suggest, believe genuine agreement 
with Moscow is far more important 
than better relations with Peking. He 
also may believe that the. Japanese,
angered that they were not given ad­
vance warning of the Peking visit,
Common Market at a glance: 
Old members: France, West 
Germany, Italy, Belgium, 
Netherlands, Luxembourg.
New m e m b e rs . signing 
Saturday: Britain, the Repub­
lic of Ireland, Norway and 
Denmark, with membership 
effective next Jan.’1, subject, 
to votes in each candidate 
country.
Headquarters: The execu­
tive commission and the coun­
cil of ministers in Brussels, 
the Court of Justice in Luxem­
bourg. The European Parlia­
ment meets in Strasbourg and
may in the long haul be a more im- .
< . ---------- ' What it does: It runs a cus-portant diplomatic partner.
For the Chinese, the visit also ser-
ves their purposes of keeping tho 
Russians nervous. Additionally, after 
so many years of self-imposed isola­
tion, it offers a fine platform from 
which to tote the increasing import­
ance of the new China before a world-
wide audience.
toms union—all members let 
in one another’s goods duty 
free and charge the same 
duties bn goods from outside 
countries. The new members 
will move gradually toward 
this arrangement and, com­
plete it by 1978.
Farm policy: Farmers’ in­
come is supported by guaran­
Bank of Montreal
The First Canadian Bank
Skiing isn't exactly the cheapest 
sport in the world. However, at the 
Bank of Montreal; we have a way of 
making things a little easier for you. 
It's called Bancardchek.
With Bancardchek, you’ll never 
run out of money on the slopes. 
You'll be able.to snap up bargains 
in ski clothes or equipment.
Bancardchek is just one of our 
many skiing services. Call in and 
find out about the others. We're 




teed prices. Imports from out­
side countries are discouraged 
by levies that bring foreign
10 YEARS AGO 
February 1962
The annual meeting of the Rutland 
Women’s Inatitute, held at the home of 
Mrs. Caljouw, re-elected Mrs. N. Mc- 
.Laughlin president, Mrs. W. Barber 
’ vice-president and, Mrs. Caljouw sec­
retary-treasurer, Guest speaker waa 
Mrs C. R. Bury of Sussex, England, a 
member of the Women’s Institute In the 
Old Country, who spoke on the work of 
tlw Institute In Britain.
dav—Errol Flynn and Olivia De Havi­
land in “They Died With Their Boots 
On.” Monday and Tuesday—Cagney is 
back in Tl.e Good Old Days, with Olivia 
De Haviland in “Strawberry Blonde”
20 YEARS AGO 
, February 1952
Kcr.ny Amundrud, with hla unexpected 
goal at 16.09 of the third period, busted 
up a 2-2 game and gave the Packers 
their ticket into the OSAL final against 
Kamloops. Kelowna’s other goals were 
by Hensen and Roche. They took the 
Berle? in three straight wins over Ver- 
non Canadians.
30 YEARS AGO 
February 1042
< At the Empress, Friday and Satur-
and Rita Hayworth, Alan Hale, Jack 
Carson, George Tobias.
40 YEARS AGO 
February 1932
Elllaon Notes: A jolly crowd met for 
a toboggan party on the hill behind the 
Bulman property. A alight accident to 
Mra. Caldwell waa the only blot on on 
otherwise enjoyable evening. After the 
tobogganing the rcat of the evening was 
passed in games and dancing at tho 
home of Mr. Len Plddocke.
SO YEARS AGO 
Februory 1922
Moyor D. W. Sutherland left yester­
day for Ottawa where he will make re­
presentations on the Important question . 
of anti dumping legislation. He. was
food up to the same cost. The 
levies go into a fund to subsi­
dize farm exports.
Law for business: Uniform 
on taxes, cartels, quality 
standards, pollution and many 
other matters. Some are 
guidelines, others are binding.
How It works: The commis­
sion represents the area i.s 
whole. It makes proposals to 
the council of ministers, Each 
member country has one vote 
on the council, with a veto on 
all vital matters. The Euro­
pean Parliament gives its ad­
vice and can throw the com­




। OTTAWA (CP) - Oil and gas 
pipelines along the Mackenzie 
accompanied'bydelegates from Vernon. ar* a certainty,
. , Minister Donald S. Macdonald
Ml YEARS AGO
Bancardchek: 
cold cash for the ski hills.
Opportunity Money
A sale in your favourite ski store I
It’s a chance to buy those beautiful 
skis, but your bank account just 
won't stretch that far. Bring out 
your Bancardcheks. They're an in­
stant cash loan if you need it — 
and you'll be able to spread the
Emergoncy bash
It's apres-ski time. You're having 
moro fun than you thought you 
would. And you're also spending
total cost of 
tho season.
your now skis over
more money than you brought with 
you. You have Bancardcheks in your 
pocket? Then you have cash in your 
pocket. That's the beauty of having 
Bancardcheks with you on tho ski 
slooes. They're guaranteed.
Unbounceable
With Bancardchek, you always 
have cash. Not tomorrow. Not next 
week. But the moment you need It. 
Take a friend out to dinner; Have 
your car repaired. We guarantee 
payment of Bancardcheks, whether 
you have money in your account or 
not. You can't accidentally bounce 
a Bancardchek.
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February 1912
After many years delay the govern­
ment has commenced work on a bridge 
over Mission Creek at a point above 
where Mr. William Black and party 
had such a narrow escape from drown­
ing thin year. “All things edme to those 
who wait!” ' '
IN PASSING
There is an average of one tele­
phone to every 55 people In North 
America.
Japan is the biggest buyer of Aus­
tralian coal, purchasing just under 17- 
million tons in 1971.
has said,
He lidded that Canadians will 
be majority owners of the linos.
In his first official comment 
on the proposed pipelines since 
he assumed the portfolio Inst 
month, Mr. Macdonald told re- 
Krters that “you have to take a
ackenzie Valley pipeline as a 
given element of energy pol-
Currcnt studies on the pipe- 
- lines, to be completed before 
the end of this year, involved 
questions of how they should be 
built—not whether they should 
be built. 1
Mr. Macdonald also predicted 
that the trans-Alnska pipeline 
.... aystem... opposed...by environ-.... 







For StudentsRutland, Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank TREADGOLD * ENTERPRISES LTO'
PEACHLAND (Special) — 
‘ ?The building is an abomina­
tion and should be torn down.”
That was Peachland Mayor 
Harold Thwaite’s reaction Wed­
nesday at a meeting of munici­
pal council, when a delegation 
from the Chamber of Com­
merce asked council to retain 
the lease on the recreation ball, 
which they had planned to close 
on March 1. I
This would, they said, give 
them a chance to look into the 
possibility of preserving the 
building, an eight*sided struc­
ture and one of only three of 
its style built In Canada, as an 
historical site and part com- 
munity museum.
J*; Mayor Thwaite said if the 
chamber wishes to do this, he 
could see no problem, as the 
lease the municipality holds on 
the property from the Depart­
ment of Highways does not ex­
pire until October.
1 However, he added, “It is 
^-^foolish, the community isn’t big 
MMaough for . a museum and any- 
WHny, who wants to preserve old 
wWRelics?” The chamber, he said,
would do better to look at the 
future and not at the past.
But aidermen felt differently 
and after much discussion, pas­
sed a motion giving the cham­
ber a 60-day respite to allow a 
feasibility study on their pro­
posal.
Meeting Takes
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Valley Family Court Work 
Outlined By Judge Collver
Band Parents 
Meeting Heid
OYAMA (Special) — An elec­
tion of officers was held at a 
meeting Tuesday for George 
Elliot Senior Secondary 
Band Parents Association. The 
meeting was held in the library 
of Wood Lake Elementary 
School with chairman D. F. 
Elliot presiding.
Mr. Elliot was re-elected 
A* chairman and Mrs. R. L. Pipke 
of Oyama was elected vice- 
chairman. Mrs. M. Day of Win­
field was elected secretary and 
Mr. P. Greer also of Winfield 
was elected treasurer.
Mr. J. Macdonnell, George 
Elliot bandmaster, explained a 
trip the band hoped to take to 
Medicine Hat or Radium and 
Invermere. An auction to fi­
nance the trip will be held 
April 13 in the Winfield Hail.
Mrs. Gerald Holitzke of
Form Of Supper
WINFIELD (Special) — The 
regular monthly meeting of the 
Winfield Women’s Institute was 
held in the form of a pot luck 
supper in the Winfield Memor­
ial Halt
There were five members 
present and four guests: Mrs. 
B. M. Friesen, Mrs. W. P. 
Harms, Mrs. R. H. Fochler and 
Mrs. Clare Gibbons.
Following the dinner, a short 
business meeting was held with 
Mrs. A. C. Hillaby presuming. 
A letter was read from the 
Jack Seaton Park Committee, 
thanking the Women’s Institute 
for the free advertising in the 
Winfield Calendar and for the 
promise of a donation of $100 
during 1972.
Mrs. L. A. Stowe reported on 
the reo: ganization of the cancer 
canvass to be held in this area 
during the latter part of April.
The Women’s Institute has 
been asked to assist with the 
payment of a Land Rover for 
the new area of Lethcso, Afri­
ca. It was also agreed at the 
meeting that the W.I. would 
assist the Winfield Hospital 
Auxiliary with the .purchasing 
of rehabilitation equipment for 
the use of area residents.
The meeting adjourned fol­
lowed by a social hour during 
which time, dresses and shirts 
made by the members for the 
crippled children’s hospital 
were on display.
Okanagan Valley Family 
Court workers have more time 
to deal with problems than 
workers in other centres.
Judge R. D. Coilver, of Pen­
ticton, judge of the family div­
ision for die provincial court 
for Penticton, Kelowna and 
Vernon, made the observation 
in his report for 197L,
The Okanagan Valley enjoys 
a distinct advantage in terms 
of time available to deal with 
family problems. With just over 
1,400 appearances in the fam­
ily division in the three Okana­
gan cities in 1971, the daily ap­
pearance number averages 10.5.
The work of the court is div­
ided into two areas; child pro­
tection applications, family 
maintenance applications and 
family assaults occupy morning 
sessions.
Afternoon sessions aro de-
voted to prosecutions, brought 
under provisions of the Juven-
Jclinquents Act and Section 
65 of the Protection of Children 
Act.
Family division hearings oc­
cupied 134 court days in 1971, 
and, with the exception of stat­
utory holidays and annual vac­
ation periods, court sessions 
were regularly held in Kelowna 
on Wednesdays, Vernon on 
Thursdays and Penticton on 
Fridays each week.
A brochure has been made 
available which generally des­
cribes the work of the family 
court. '•
Judge Coilver’s 1971 report is 
intended to outline some devel­
opments and trends which have 
occurred in the Valley since 
1968.
RUTLAND — Tuesday was a I 
special day for the Rutland I 
Secondary School, grades'10. I 
11 and 12, pupils and teachers, I 
when they occupied their new I 
premises. I
To make an event of this I 
change-over the students re- I 
quested their teachers dress in I 
something different The win- | 
ner was John Robinson, dressed I 
as Napoleon and runner-up I 
James Wyatt who was ban-|l 
daged and carried to the new I 
building on a stretcher. ||
Today, 450 young people are !
538 Leon Ave. Kelowna Phone 763-2602
STOCK
CLEARANCE
hard at work in the attractive I Treadgold & Son Enterprises has just purchased the entire stock ot sport- 
classrooms, decorated in colors ■ “ r * r r
of gold, beige, browns and II ing equipment from Ogopogo Sports Ltd. in Penticton. AU items from this 
oranges, where they start work-1| • .. „ , . . . , ... __ ,
ing at 7:50 a m., and complete I stock and others will be on sale beginning this Friday, Feb. 25. All sales final, 
their day at 2 p.m. These hours I No refunds on sale items, 
are necessary because buses 11
have to be used for the trans- J 
portation of both the Secondary |l 
and the Elementary Schools. |r 
This new school is still short । 
three rooms and portables will ] 
have to be used until the ex-. 
tensions, recently authorized,I
are completed,
SKI CLOTHING & EQUIPMENT
Junior Forest Warden Clubs 
Need The Support Of Adults
Congregations
All Celebrate
Newene Road in Winfield and 
Mrs. Gus Reich, Highway 97 
in Oyama offered their resi- 
' dences as drop-offs for the do­
nations. An auction, committee 
was formed, consisting of Mrs. 
Hoitzke, Mrs. D. F. Elliot, Mrs. 
Dan Shumay, Mrs. Pipke and 
Vernon Earle.
Mr. Macdonnell also described 
a possible new uniform for the 
band incorporating the school 
colors of black and white. He 
intended to send a circular to 
all band parents asking their 




P,nticton, Revelstoke and Sal­
mon Arm will benefit from a 
federal works program for the 
1972-73 fiscal year starting 
April 1.
A $13,752,000 major program 
for the four western provinces 
was outlined in the Commons 
Wednesday.
‘ Penticton will receive $867,000 
for a federal building addition, 
Revelstoke, $100,000 for a public 
building and Salmon Arm will 




OYAMA (Special) — The 
group committee to scouts and 
cubs met in the Legion board 
room with chairman W. Cod- 
erre presiding.
Cubmaster, Dr. N. Hughes, 
reported that 23 cubs had at­
tended the scout and cub Ice 
Stampede in Vernon on'Feb.. 12 
and all thoroughly enjoyed 
themselves.
Fourteen scouts attended, 
with Scoutmaster E. McInnis, 
and placed first in the obstacle 
race and second in the “pony 
express.”
Plans are underway for the 
annual father-and-son banquet, 
which will be held in the Oyama 
Community Hall on March 4 
at 6:30 p.m. Mrs. B. Gatzke is 
again in charge of the menu, 
assisted by Mrs. M. Dewar,
The Scouts and Guides' Own 
was held in the Oyama Hall 
on Feb. 20.
Youths interested in the pro- । 
tection and wise use of forest . 
and wildlife resources will find I 
that the Junior Forest Wardens । 
of British Columbia appeal to 
their interest in the outdoors.
Junior Forest Warden clubs, 
sponsored by the Canadian For­
estry Association, will be start­
ed in the Rutland and Westbank 
areas in the near future. :
Training consists of many 
courses in forestry and wood­
lore, fire fighting, tree identifi­
cation, radio communications 
and more. The club is directed 
to appeal to a boy’s imagina­
tion and interest in the age 
group 10 . to 16 years. Camps 
and field trips provide an op­
portunity to put theory into 
practice. Warden courses are 
planned to emphasize the as­
pects of modern forestry.
The Junior Forest Warden 
group in Kelowna was started 
in 1950 and since that time 
many. Junior Forest Wardens 
have moved into the field of 
forestry or resource manage­
ment for a living.
Enthusiasm appears high in 
Rutland and Westbank areas 
about the formation of a club, 
but the existence of a club will 
depend upon the support of 
adults.
Other warden groups are be­
ing started in the Okanagan 
i Mission, Summerland and Win- 
1 field areas, depending on adult
contact the Canadian Forestry 
Association in Kelowna, 503 
Sutherland Ave. or phone 762- 
0430.
lola mcdonagh
Funeral services will be held 
Friday at 1 p.m. from Day’s 
Chapel of Remembrance for 
Mrs. Lola Melvina McDonagh, 
45, of Winfield, who died Tues­
day in Vernon Jubilee Hospital.
Mrs. McDonagh is survived 
by her husband,, Ross; one 
son, Gregory, at home, and a 
daughter, Mrs. Bruce (Jenni­
fer) Bray, of Ladner; two 
grandchildren, three brothers, 
Roy Barger, of Revelstoke, 
Lawrence, of Vancouver, and 
Eugene, of Telkwa, as well as 
a sister, Althea, .of Kelowna.
Rev. B. Pritchard, of Vernon, 
will conduct the service,' with 
interment to follow in the Gar­
den of Devotion in Lakeview 
Memorial Park.
Special services were held on 
Sunday at the Peachland First i 
Baptist Church, on Blue Waters, 
to commemorate the 68th an­
niversary of its founding.
Joining in celebrations were 
members of all Peachland 
church congregations, and 
many Baptist friends from lip 
and down the valley.
An address was given by the 
present minister, Rev. R. F. 
Filer, while bringing greetings 
from Valley Baptist Churches 
was Rev. Sid Waterman of 
Penticton.
Visiting choirs in attendance 
included the Penticton Youth 
Group choir and the Kelowna | 
First Baptist Church four-part ; 
choir. Afternoon tea and a I 
social hour was held after the' 
service.
The anniversary celebrations 
services will continue next Sun­
day, February 27, at 2:30 p.m., 
and will feature the minister 
and the men’s choir from the 
Trinity Baptist Church in Kel­
owna.
SKIS Kastle, Atomic, Imura
SKI RACKS Trank. Reg. 24,95 11.95
ALL SKI CLOTHING v nre











Used, 28 h.p. ..........
SNOWMOBILE
up to ’A OFF 
$299
CABOOSE New. Reg. 97.50V2OFF
support.
Persons interested in work­
ing with the youth of today and 
helping form an organization in 
either Westbank or Rutland can |
Mr. and Mrs. Al Jones of FortK St. John, B.C., wish to 
express their sincere and deepest appreciation to the 
many hundreds of volunteers who assisted in the search 
for our son Danny on Big White Mountain, especially 
the Ski Patrol and ski instructors, cross country club, 
RCMP, Kelowna Air-Sea Search and Rescue, Alpine 
Helicopters and the many concerned and helpful parties 
in Kelowna and entire district. Thank you.
SNOWMOBILE SUITS 
SUITS And Helmets .. .... 
ALL ACCESSORIES 





ALL HOCKEY EQUIPMENT Hockey sticks % OFF
GUNS AND AMMUNITION % t. % OFF
CASINO
RUTLAND (Staff)—The Rut* 
. land Kinsmen’s Club are host­
ing a Casino night at the Cen­
tennial Hall, Feb. 25, from 8 
b p.m. until 1 a.m., which will 
" Include dancing, entertain­
ment, games of chance and a 
general social evening.
Tickets are obtainable at 
Rutland Pharmary and John- 
ie’s Barber Shop. The proceeds 
from this gala evening go to 












LUXURIOUS In awrythlng but prlct 




MONTREAL (CP) — Ten 
years ago, the Caiindlan-Plish 
dance troupe of St. Mary's par­
ish was started by parents who 
wanted to keep their children 
off the streets. Today It is a suc­
cessful troupe of 80 dancers 
ranging in age from five to 10 
and performs regularly at Place 
des Arts, at Man and His World 
and for the Quebec Immigration 
ngk department.




S FROM YOUR SHOP EASY STOReS
Roasting Chicken PEAS
GRADE A lb 59c Aylmer Asst. Fancy .5 ■ *1S
Chuck or Round Bone........ lb, 79c PREMLuncheon Meat, 12 oz. 2 for 89cS
SIDEWINDER 16 foot with trailer. New reg. $1,995 ...... Now $1200







14 oz. Calif. Solid heads
Store Hours: Mon., Tues., Wed., Sat., 9 to 6 p.m.
















thurs. and Frl., 9:00 to 9:00 p.m.
Prices effective Frl. and Sat., Feb. 25 and 26
Shop-Easy
A CANADIAN’jt’COMPANY'. Westfair Affiliate
SHOPS CAPRI r RUTLAND - SOUTH PANDOSY M
MERCURY Outboard, 7.5 h.p. Demo reduced to sell
CHRYSLER Outboard. 9.9. h.p. Used




12-foot, Thornes. Reg. $249
12-foot, Thomes. Reg. $299
12-foot, Thornes c/w now








Life jackets, bilge pumps, electric hums, oar locks, fights, ski belts, water skis, 
ski ropes, anchors, speedometers.
ALL ITEMS PRICED TO SELL!
SKI ROPE RETREIVER Electric. Reg. 44.95 ....
FISHING EQUIPMENT Tackle, rods ...
Sale 21.50
’/U’AOFF
WM TREADGOLD s S0N ENTERPRISES m
Y 538 Leon Ave.1 Kelowna Phone 763-2602
£v
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• FIRE AT HOME
KUCEVO, Yugoslavia (AP) - 
Fire destroyed about had of the
NEW TENTING EXPERIENCE
Floyd Durrell, inhalation
therapist at the Kelowna Gen­
eral hospital . beams with 
pleasure as he accepts a 
cheque for $1008 on behalf 
of the hospital for purchase
espirator. The donation 
made by Mrs. -John Kropf- 
muller, past regent of the Dr. 
Knox Chapter, IODE, was 
made possible by the pro­
ceeds from the chapter’s
of two croupettes and a sole fund raising project, a
SWINGING PARTNERS
By K.M.
The Wheel-N-Stars held their, 
party Saturday evening in the 
Legion Hall, Penticton, with 
Chuck Jordan of Burnaby as 
caller. Sixteen squares of dan­
cers attended from the various 
Valley clubs, with 29 dancers 
from Vancouver.
The Twirlers held their party 
in the Winfield . Community 
Hall, with 15 squares of dan­
cers enjoying the- calling . of 
Jphn Hutchinson.
Feb. 26 the Stardusters will 
f host their jamboree in the 
I Civic Centre Auditorium, Ver- 
' non, with Bruce Aitkins as 
caller. The same evening the 
Frontier Twirlers will, host a 
party in the Community Hall, 
Oliver, with George Yorga as 
caller.
Feb. 27 a monthly workshop 
Will be held at the Winfield 
Community Hall.. The Okana­
gan Caller-Teacher Association 
I and the Okanagan Square
pledge to the Variety Telethon 
Club, in aid of the under priv­
ileged and handicapped child­
ren and they had issued a chal­
lenge to all square dance dubs 
in the province of B.C. Address 
P.O. Box 7400, Vancouver 3, 
B.C. It was too late to be tele­
vised, so it will appear in all 
newspapers.
A week ago Wednesday even­
ing the Westsyde Squares had 
the beginners as their guests, 
on their regular class night. .
Thursday evening the Kel­
owna Wagon Wheelers invited 
the Westsyde Squares to join
them on their class night 
their guests.'
A GOOD LEADER
He will never do ALL of 
work himself. He’ll size up 






Mrs, H. C. Dunlop and Mrs. 
A. E. Maile, both of Lakeshore 
Road, have completed a won­
derful seven-week vacation in 
the Pacific during which they 
toured many islands, including 
tne Yasawa Islands, which are 
as yet, off the regular tourist 
beat. They also visited the is­
lands of Fiji, Cook, Society, 
Samoa, Tonga, Tahaiti and the 
French Polynesia, stopping off 
a few days at Waikiki on their 
return journey.
Mrs. R. K. Gordon and Mrs. 
R. D. Knox were co-hostesses 
for a miscellaneous shower at 
the latter's home on Bluebird 
Road, in honor of Julie Tread­
gold whose marriage takes 
place on Saturday. Special 
guests included her’ mother, 
Mrs. W. O. Treadgold and her 
sisters Nancy and Wendy. 'Ilie 
honoree was seated in a spec­
ially decorated chair, with um­
brella. pom-poms and stream, 
ers and following a couple of 
games the gifts were presented 
in a box appropriately decorat­
ed. Gauze, pills, bedpan and 
other nursing equipment trim-
Ellis one for intake and one fo ;superfluity shop on ----- . ......
Street. One of the croupettes. output keep the air
is seen here being used by a ing. A reservoir of water 
young patient, Stephen Pa- below supplies humidity and 
carynuk, who is enclosed in an ice chamber cools the air, 
the plastic tent. Two nozzles, if needed.—(Courier photo).
Kelowna Lions Club Hosting




med the box; appropo, Julie's 
graduation as a nurse. Wendy 
Treadgold, wiio assisted in un­
wrapping the many lovely gifts.' 
presented by the 16 ladies who 
attended, also fashioned a 
bride's ‘bow chapeau' for Julie 
to wear. Refreshments were 
served to complete a happy 
evening. J
A house guest this week with 
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Knox is 
Patrick Taylor of Vancouver, 
who will be among the wedding 
guests ^Saturday whet) Julie' 
Treadgold becomes the bride I 





Bras, garter belts, slips, 
assorted styles, broken sizes. 69c
Also, expected to arrive at I 
the airport'on Friday are Eli- I 
zabeth Knox . and Colleen Got- I 
don, both of Vancouver. who! 
will be accompanied by Barbara 1 
Trerise, RN of the Vancouver I 
General Hospital. Miss Trerise iI 
will be maid-of-honor for Julie I 
Treadgold, a recent graduate! 
of the Vancouver General I 
Nursing school and while here I 
will be, a house guest with Miss ! 
Gordon at the'home of her par- I 
ents, Mr. and Mrs. R. K. Gor- I 
don of Pandosy Street. !
Miss Kinsmen And Sing-Outs 
Earn Ovation At
Lady Lions Installation
■"'swear in the ladies executive.IThe Kelowna Lions Club will 
host the Kelowna Lady Lions 
at’ the annual Ladies’ Night to­
night, its regular general meet­
ing being held at El Torp at 6 
p.m, The chairman of the spec­
ial occasion will be Carl 
Schmok.
One of the interesting fea­
tures of the meeting will be 
the installation of officers for 
the Lady Lions group for the 
1972-73 tqrm. Dr. John A. 
Rankine of the Lions Club will
The lady officers being in­
stalled will be president, Mrs. 
Peter Jones-Evans; vice-presi­
dent, Mrs. Roy Novak; secre­
tary, Mrs. Hardy Madsen, and 
treasurer Mrs.. Vic. Stewart. Re-
tiring president Mrs. Darryl 
Tarves will be taking on tl._
mantle of past president.
Following the meeting 
installation the members 





• ,100% cotton, short sleeve, crew neck, QQa 
white only. Sizes S-M-L, fevv
Dance Association hold their 
meetings at 1:30 p.m. and the 
workshop starts at 3 p.m. with 
the Canoe Squares as host club.
March 4, the Peach City 
Promenaders will host a party 
in the Legion Hall, Penticton, 
t ' with John Molter as caller. The 
: same evening the Kelowna 
Wagon Wheelers will host a 
party in the Winfield Commun­
ity Hall, with Wally Sanderson 
<as caller.
I March 3, the Pine Twirlers
I will host a party in the Masonic
I Hall next to the Post Office,
I Kamloops, with Martin Mallard
I caller from Saskatchewan.
I March 11, Westsyde Squares
I will.host a party in the West- 
I bank Community Hall, with Vic 
I Graves of Nelson as caller.
i Westsyde Squares made a
jobs are manned sufficiently, 
see that everyone knows his job 
assignment and then he’ll fol­
low through. An occasional 
phone call,. “How are you get­
ting along?” may. help. If he’s 
wise, he wpn’t wait until.it’s 




Mr. and Mrs. Otto Graf, Gib­
son Road, announce the engage­
ment of their only daughter, 
Odette Pamela to Greg John 
Flower, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Richard Flower, of Williams 
Lake. The wedding will take 
place June 23, at St. Theresa’s 
Roman Catholic Church, Rut-
1 land.
101 Year Old Man 
Through With Love
STOCKTON, Calif. LAP) — 
Hoy Rawlins., who says he’s 
101, married tor the fifth time 
last July.
Shortly after the wedding he 
was in an auto accident. But 
while he was bedridden, his 
wife made off with their furni­
ture, a freezer and his pet 
cat,, said testimony-he made 
in cour.t.
Virginia Slobadian, Miss Kins­
men ’72 in the current Lady of 
the Lake . contest received a 
standing ovation for her contri­
bution to the entertainment dur­
ing the annual Founders-Ladies 
Night, hosted by the Kelowna 
Kinsmen Club,
Miss Slobodian accompanied 
herself on the guitar for two 
solos during the social event, 
which included a smorgasbord 
dinner at the Kelowna Golf and 
Country Club.
Kelowna’s Sing Out group, 
who also entertained with some 
of their infectius optimism, 
also received a standing ova­
tion from the 55 Kinsmen 
couples and, guests in attend­
ance..
The celebration was held to 
observe the founding of the 
Kinsmen ■ Association 52 years 
ago and to give thanks to Kins­
men ladies for their help and 
service.
'Kin' Night
cocktail parties hosted by 
and. Mrs. James Lidstcr; 
and Mrs. Robert Kergan, 
and Mrs. Roy Phillip; Mr. 
Mrs. Hugh Mervyn, Mi*., 






... ---------- - .----  and ■
Mrs. Eric Tasker; Mr. and Mrs.J
Lawrence Olynick and Mr. and I 
Mrs. Dennis Denney. !
Sharing head table honors! 
with Mr. and Mrs. Corrado! 
were president of the Kinette I 
Club, Mrs. Wally Axelson: and II 
Mr. Axelson;,..vice-president of I 
the Kinsmen Club, Andrew 
Sperle and Mrs. Sperlc; score-! 
tafy Eric Tasker and Mrs. Tas- I 
ker, and special guest, Miss j 
Slobodian and her escort, Rob I 
McDougall; ||
The toast to the association of I
Kinsmen -Clubs' Was made by. | 
Allan Ribelin, with a moving I 
reply by James Lidstcr. • II ■
A hilarious toast to the ladies I 
was given by Dr. Allan Broome I
President Am Corrado and to which Mrs. Peter Bulatovich 
his wife Jan welcomed the replied in poetry.
guests to the evening which 
was preceded by a number of
Dancing to the. Snow Kastlcs 
was enjoyed until 1 p.m.
Pram Suits
Three in one orlon pile or nylon snow-1 AA 
suits. Colors pink, red, yellow or blue.
Felt Insoles
A good selection of children's and adults'
felt insoles, available 
. in sizes 12 to 12.












Plans were made nt the Feb-1 
ruary meeting of the Evening I 
branch of the Anglican Church 
Women of St. Michael and All 
Angels' parish to hold a rum­
mage sale on March 8 in con­
junction with the Afternoon 
ACW.
Mrs. Syd Freeman reported' 
on two dinners, entered to, the: 
CNR Pensioners' Club mid the 
annua) supper of St. Michael 
and AH Angels' Church.
Arrangements were complet­
ed to■ nerve tea one afternoon I 
tills month nt the Extended 
Care Unit of the hospital. '
The meeting ended with a! 
humorous auction sale with 




We give free estimates op 
topping and shaping shade 
trees, pruning fruit trees, 
Have iin explain our tree, 





1043 Ellb SI. 
762-0474
LESS CRIME
Criminal eases in Japan de­
creased to 1.122.850 in the firstEmfe’W'gss «> »f 1971 t «*«£in the same period oi 1970.
Men's Dress Socks
Finest botany wool, reinforced with QAa 























Exotic, Pre-finished Plywood Piuielling For 
Your Rumpus Room. Supplies Limited. , 
(V-GroiVe)
10” Casserole—With lid and handle. Reg. 15.95 . , 
4-Cup Casserole—With lid, Reg, 5.25 ............ .......
6-Ciip Casserole—With lid. Reg. 6,25 .. ... .........
7-Cup Cusserole—With lid. Reg. 7.50 . ..X:.. ,
9” Skillet—With lid. Reg. 8.50 .............. ......... ..........
' 8M”'CaU Dish—Reg. 6.25 ............. ..........
Broil & Serve I’lultcr -Reg. 8,95 . ......................
Starter Set—Reg. 16,88 ........... ...........................................
1,000 SPECIAL DOORS
Assorted sizes l'4''x6'6" — 2'4"x


















13 INCLUDES —FRAMES —LENSES —CASE
•fc Tinted and Safety Lenses 













Tinted lenses, safety 
leitscs a n d f a n e y 
Iriinies. nt slightly, 
higlivi' prices . , , and 
special types of bifocals
CONTACT LENSES 
s49.50
See our Brand New 
"AQUA LENSES" 
*79.50
BRING YOUR OPTICAL PRESCRIPTION TO US
WESTERN OPTICAL *
* DISCOUNT SERVICES
KAMLOOPS — KELOWNA — VANCOUVER
CIIARGEX
Phone 762-5035 1471 Pandosy St., Kelowna





















CV| VANIA * s’,a"L'1'-J I L V rlllirl Reg. 874.95 ...
Rich Kids Will 
Be The Achievers
. Dear Ana Landen: 1 am fed 
up with articles and bored with 
^speakers who insist that chil­
dren from affluent families turn 
out to be rotters and bums. The 
statistics prove the contrary. 
Most achievers come from
jipper middle-class families 
with a strong tradition of serv­
ice. Examine the record and 
you'll find that the leadlnjg in­
dustrialists, statesmen, physl- 
•cians and artists do not come 
Irom disadvantaged homes. For 
example, look at the Rockefel­
lers, the Fords; the Saltonstalls, 
.Harrimans, Mellons, Kennedys 
—I could go on and on.
‘ Please put an end to this old 
canard. Perhaps today’s rich 
ADc;d is not doomed after all.—
K- ?n Observer -
Dear Keen: To be a rich kid 
In the 70s is not the same as it 
was in the 20s. Today’s teen-a­
gers have the bomb, Vietnam, 
’pollution, drugs and parents 
, who grew up Ln a depression.
—/Time will tell how well they will
and me than the children I gave 
birth to. Some folks who don't 
know our. two eldest are adopted 
often remark on how much Billy 
looks like his dad and how 
much Valerie resembles me.
When we took our eldest child
from the home, the woman who 
banded him to us gave me this 
little poem. Please pass it 
along:
Not flesh of my flesh 
Nor bone of my bone, 
But still miraculously my 
own.
Never forget for a single 
minute.




Dear B.G.: Thank you on be­
half of the thousands of adop­
tive parents whose sentiments 
are reflected in that little poem. 
It’s lovely.
Too often, it's “from shiir- 
HHmeves to shirtsleeves in three 
H^merations"—and that's a mat- 
'’ ier of record, too.
Dear Ann Landers: I was so 
' pleased when I read that won­
derful line in your column by 
* the person who said: “We have 
four children. Two of them are 
. adopted. I can’t remember 
‘ which ones.”
My husband and I feel the 
same way about our adopted 
; children. We have two others. 
It's amazing that our chosen 
youngsters bear a greater phys­
ical resemblance to my husband
Flag Lesson
For Young' Man
WENATCHEE, Wash. (AP) 
— A young Cashmere, Wash., 
man who found one use for 
the U.S. flag was ordered Fri­
day to put it to a more ac­
customed use and write an 
essay outlining its history.
James Turner, 19, was or­
dered by judge Robert' E. 
Graham to raise and lower 
the flag at the Cashmere city 
hall for 15 days and write a 
1,000-word essay.
Turner was charged with 
desecration of the flag.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. McKay 
showed the rest ot the Middle 
East slides to the members of 
the Senior Citizens’ Association, 
Club 17 on Saturday.
At the garden tomb, where 
Christ was baptized in the riv­
er Jordan, Mr. and Mrs. Mc­
Kay's son and daughter-in-law 
took a jar of the Jordan River 
water and used it to baptize 
their‘ children when they got 
back home.
Highlights of the afternoon 
show were glimpses . of • the 
beautiful flowers, including 
some growing oh the Mount of 
Temptation. Other scenes - of 
interest were St. Catherine’s 
mohastery< the Cheops, the lar­
gest pyramids with steps lead­
ing up to an opening; the Bum- 
■ ing Bush, a cairn at Beirut; 
; among many others.
Pictures of the native peo­
ple and some of their customs 
were intriguing and minarets 
' and mosques depicted in the 
slides were admired.
. To complete the program the 
tyfcKays showed some outstand­
ing Canadian scenes, some .in 
Kelowna City Park, a Canadian 
suiiset and a rainbow, so per­
fect and beautiful that someone 
asked if it were real.
When William Halyck. presi­
dent of the Canadian Mental 
Health Association in Kelowna 
cut the ribbon to officially Open 
the Discovery Club in St. Dav- 
d’s Presbyterian Church Hall, 
t was a tangible expression of 
ove and devotion for the mem­
bers. The executive and advis­
ory board of the CMHA branch 
have worked hard during the 
past year to make this club a 
reality. It will be open Mon­
days, Tuesdays and Thursdays 
from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. each 
week.
- MORE TOURISTS
SEOUL (AP) —■ Japanese 
tourists have begun to outnum­
ber American visitors to Korea 
for the first time since the See* 
ond World War, the transporta­
tion ministry said. It'said in the 
first nine months of 1971, there 




PERTH, Australia (Reuter) 
— Rancher Leonard Calsey, 
who claims his 18,000-acre 
West Australian spread has 
seceded from Australia, was 
fined 82 herb for failing to 
vote.
Calsey, 45, who has de­
clared his Hutt River province 
ranch .200 miles northwest of 
Perth a principality and ap­
pointed a “cabinet,’’ pleaded 
guilty to not voting in state el­
ections. Voting is compulsory.
Perth Magistrate F. Bate­
man asked him:' “If . you 
claim not to be an Australian 
citizen, what are you doing in 
this court without a pass­
port?”
Newly; appointed coordinator 
of the new venture, Mrs. J. A. 
Rigate, welcomed the members > 
and guests and assured the 
members; that the volunteers 
were their friends and will be 
assisting them at their club at] 
all times. ’ ■ i
Guest speaker. Mrs. John 
Olinger spoke on the volunteers 
who assist the club and Rev. | 
Ian Hind expressed the need 
for social clubs to meet the 
needs of people who haven’t 
many social outlets.
., Mrs. Richard Wood sang 
Bless This House, accompanied 
by Mrs. J. C. Easter and the 
Madhatters ? from Rutland dir­
ected by, Mrs. William Drink­
water provided some light en­
tertainment.


















0 New 100% Brighter (Black Matrix) 
Picture Tube
(P Color-Lok & Tint Lok
• Solid State High-Voltage Tripier
• Automatic Fine Tuning




BULK WIENERS Maple Leaf , ib. 49c
HINDS 79c LbSIDES 71c lb.
SIDES OF PORK 49c lb.





ORANGES ..... 7 99c GRAPEFRUIT 899c
PORK LIVER Fresh
PIGS FEET Fresh frozen
1 QQ 
gallon pail / B
FREEZER BEEF
CANADA GOOD, CANADA CHOICE





FLOUR Robin Hood or Five Roses






ROUND STEAK c“Se 
RUMP ROAST S&
ib. 49c
. ib. 99 c
BEANS & TOMATO SAUCE l9 . 3 for 89c
TOILET TISSUE^...... . . 69c
VIVA TOWELS 2, _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  59c
CLARKE'S SOUP Vegetable ................
CRACKERS McCormick .................. ..........
AD A A1CE II ll/T York Sweetened or 
UKANvt JUlLC Unsweetened ..........
PORK & BEANS Brand Seven ........
MATA fUEECE Random cuts, 
Iwt A tntt 3E mild, medium, old .
LAUNDRY DETERGENT ».
SOFT MARGARINE Mom, .... 
CREAM STYLE CORN York.
APPLE JUICE yMk ......... .......
CAKE MIXES Duncan Hines ..............
LARD Tcndcrflake ................. ......................
STRAWBERRY JAM yo*.......
PEANUT BUTTER McLaren’, .
tins 7 for 99c 
i ib. pkg. 35c 
tins 2 for 89C .
14 oz. tins 6 for 99c
. . . . . . . 10% OFF 
............King Size 1*89 
. . .  . 2 ibs 69c 
14 oz. tins 5 for 99c 
48 oz. tins 2 for 69c
........... 19 oz. 49c 
5 lbs. 1.00 
48 oz. tin 99c 
. 3 ibs. 99c
WIN A TURKEY
2 Lucky Shoppers Will Each Win a Whole Turkey This Week 
Enter At Checkout.
Pay Your Light and Phone Bills at Dion’s.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
Nothing Down- Free Delivery - Instant Credit III M AMfl A
Alnine Furniture 3■■ I jf I II W: ■ II I 11 I B U I W OWNERS: CLAUDE and MARGUERITE DION
1M “ j 7M.A77Q HOURS: 9 A.M. TO 9 P.M.-7 DAYS A WEEK





’ I felt embarrassed for him,” was the way Kelowna Buck* 
arco manager and interim coach Wayne North put it after 
nferee Bruce Walker had called 40 penalties in a game be­
tween Bucks and Penticton Broncos Tuesday night.
Players have bad games, and I only hope that he was 
navmg a bad game. He's a good referee but he didn’t seem, to 
be able to get in the game. ( '
.. .Th1e.re were 40 penalties called in the game, and. add one 
if ejecting Penticton coach Don Slater fails intp that category. 
Nine players found their way to the dressing room, leaving the 
remaining stalwarts to carry on.
Bucks were tired by the end of the game, and that's a large 
part of the reason the game ended in a 5-5 tie. Tired players 
make mistakes, and that’s what happened with only a couple 
of minutes left in the period;
Ian MacCrimmon, just getting over a bout with the flu, was ' 
forced to go into the game cold, midway through the second 
period and played an outstanding -game. Defencemen Brad 
Robson and Dave Okrainic were like goalies because of the 
number of shots they got in front of and blocked.
Okrainic and Robson had to handle the bulk of the defen­
sive-chores, as Greg Fox and Bruce Gerlach were carrying on 
their contest to see who can compile the . most minutes in 
penalties.
For those Interested, Bruce had 22 minutes in penalties to 
Fox’s 24, but is still the top bad boy with two hour? and 26 
minutes of resting time and leads Fox by two minutes.
While Bucks were down to two defencemen, Broncos’ 
•Bruce Affleck found himself all by his lonesome with his de­
fensive corp comrades taking early showers.
Back to Walker’s-problems, especially in the second per­
iod. A minor altercation between Fox and Penticton’s minute 
Mark Patterson broke out into a fight between Buck goalie 
Ron Bourcier and Broncos’ Gerry Sismey.
Both Bourder and Sismey deserved to get booted out, but 
Walker obviously disagreed with the dance steps being taken 
,by Bucks’ Ken Selinger and Dale Turner, with Bronco partners 
of Dan Ashman and Terry Puska.
The four got the gate in addition to the first two, and Bruce 
Walker wiped out with a single motion a move to elect him 
Citizen of the Year.
On another topic, already lightly touched upon, is statistics. 
Archie McKinnon took over the scoring leadership Tuesday 
night with his 23rd assist, which gives him 52 points when added 
to his team-leading total of 29 goals.
Selinger is a close second with 51 points on 34 assists and 
17 goals. Murray Hanson completes the top trio with 19 goals 
and 31 assists for 50 points.
While the defensive duo of Fox and Gerlach are competing 
for bad boy honors, another defenceman leads the team in 
having fewest penalties. Dave Okrainic, in just over 30 games 
since joining the team, has had four minor penalties. Second 
to him is forward Jeff Robson with 12 minutes. Robson has 
been used sparingly, with more work lately because of an 
injury. • ,
Robson will likely see less action this weekend, as aihng 
Ken Weninger is expected back. Weninger was hurt two weeks 
ago and is just getting back into the lineup. He will be in the 
lineup for Bucks’ three-game coastal trip.
North is about to relinquish his interim coach status to 
Don Culley, who’s been holidaying. North isn’t reluctant to 
hand over the coaching reins, and is happy he can return the 
team to Culley riding an eight-game unbeaten streak.
Voodoos Are Favored Team
In South Regional Playoffs
Penticton to keep Lakers from 
threatening Voodoos’ hold on
ROSS PHELPS — SPORTS EDITOR 




ed to be the
Voodoos prov-
cream of the
south *rn regional Okanagan 
Senior .Boys’ AA Basketball 
League this season as they
VOODOOS REGIONAL FAVORITES
compiled a 10-2 record in lea- non Panthers and Kelowna 
gue play to grab first place. Owls in playoffs Friday and 
Voodoos, who posted, a 22-11 . Saturday night at Rutland.
Allan Judged By Performance 
Chisox Willing To Pay The Price
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
: "The Chicago club judges Ri­
chie Allen on what he does for 
us on the field,” White Sox 
- manager Chuck Tanner said 
j after the Chisox dealt pitcher 
iTommy John and infielder 
' Steve . Huntz to Los Angeles 
J Dodgers for the 29-year-old slug- 
s ger.' The Chica'go club must be ex- 
J pec ting a lot. t
i Allen agreed Wednesday to a
1972 contract for more than 
$100,000, making him the high­
est-paid player in White Sox his­
tory.
Allen, who spent seven tem­
pestuous season with Philadel­
phia Phillies, will be playing 
for his fourth club in- four sea­
sons. He hit 23 home runs and 




Devils 0 — Ovees 0
Bombers 3 — Knights 3
Maroons 3 — Owls 3
PUPS B
Rebels 6 — Bruins 1
Stars 2 — Sabers 1
Leafs 3 — Kings 1 
Canucks 4 — Canadians 2 
Hawks 8 — Wings 1 
Bruins 2 — Stars 1 
Hawks 2 — Rebels 2 
Sabers 5 — Wings 2 
Capucks 3 — Leafs 1 
Kings 1 — Canadians 1 
PEEWEES
season record, will be out to 
add the .southern regional 
title to their honors as they 
meet Penticton Laker's, Ver-
Members of the champion­
ship team are, back row 
from the left: Daryle Wenin- 
ger, Ken Angus, Benny
Schnidel, Dennis Wolfe, Terry 
Rieger, Tim Murphy. Front 
row—Bob Wikenheiser, Terry 
. Schneider, Ken Bartel, Ran­
dy Runzer, Jim Basran, Beno 
Fath, Alf Davy (coach).
(Courier Photo)
Rutland Voodoos will bo odds- 
on avorltes at the southern 
regional playdowns on their 
home court this weekend.
Voodoos, Who captured the 
league title with a 10-2 record, 
will meet fourth place Vernon 
Panthers Friday night at Rut­
land at 9 p.m. in the second 
game of the playoffs. Second 
place Penticton Lakers will 
meet .Kelowna Owls in the 
opening game at 7:30 p.m.
Voodoos suffered losses to 
only two teams this season in 
regular play, dropping decisions 
to Penticton and to Revelstoke 
Mountaineers, the power in 
the northern division.
Voodoos posted a 22-11 season 
record, including exhibition 
games. Their mark against the 
powerful Vancouver teams was 
a little poorer, as they posted 
a 7-8 record.
Second place Lakers posted 
an 8-4 season record this year, 
• one win better than Owls were 
able to manage. Owls were the 
only team with a chance of 
knocking off Voodoos from top 
spot late in the season but 
dropped an overtime decision 
to the Rutland squad then fol­
lowed with a three-point set­
back to Lakers to be sidelined 
from the top ranking.
. Panthers started off the sea­
son well, but gradually slipped 
into fourth place. One of their 
big wins was a victory over
first place.
The two winners of Friday 
night's games will meet Sat* 
urday to decide the first berth 
in the Valley playdowns. The 
consolation champion will ipeet 
the loser of the championship 
round Tuesday to decide thek 
second berth.. The game will' 
be played at the home of the 
loser of the championship final.
The winner of the' first berth 
will meet the northern zone’s 
number two representative 
next weekend in Valley cham­
pionship'; at Kelowna Secondary 
School. The Valley champto?^s 
ships will run Friday and Sf 
urday next week. tL
REMEMBER WHEN
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Johnny Risko, round-faced 
Cleveland baker's boy, con­
tinued to pick off heavy- _ 
weight boxing title contend­
ers 39 years ago tonight—in 
1933—as he outpointed King 
Levinsky over 10 rounds in 
New York. Tex Rickard 
nicknamed Risko “the 
Spoiler” after he robbed 
Jack Sharkey of a bout with 




> Major Mixed, Feb. 21—High.
’ single, women, Lorraine Schuck 
' 290, men, George Myhill 340;
High triple, women, Carol Koga 
774, men, George Myhill 858;
»Team high single, Mits Koga 
*1339; team high triple, D.M.J. 
■Construction 3570; High aver- 
; age, women, Lorraine _ Schuck
’ < 232, men, Bert Griffin 259;
* ”300” club, George Myhill 340, 
Rico Guidi 334, Bert Griffin 333, 
- Rick Goyette 307, Cec Favell 
i 303; Team standings, Mits Koga 
*221, D.M.J. Construction 218%, 
J Don Chmilar 181%, Sing’s Cafe 
» 165%, Seven Seas 162.
s> Tuesday Ladies, Feb. 22— 
’ High single, Claudia Thompson 
J 288; High triple, Claudia Thomp- 
t son 632; Team high single, Fun 
^Seekers 1180; Team high triple, 
* Tin Pan Alleys 3126; High aver- 
k age, Arlene- Duggan 211; Team 
* standings, Rolling Pins 203, 
• Bombers 197%, Strangers 173.
J Tuesday Mixed, Feb. 22— 
3 High single, women, Clara 
Blncke 330, men, Lon Turner 
1 353; High triple,,women, Clara 
J Blacke 675, men, Isao Terai, 
(» Wally Rogawski 783; Team high
I t! single, The Bay 1180; Team I 5 high triple, 1 Bumpers 3306;
I > High average, women, Dot 
I t Ueda 226, men, Nob Yamaoka 
I 1 233; "300” club, Len Turner 
I S 353, Wally Rogowski 340, Don I Favell 319, Clara Blacke 330; 
I ** Team standings, Willows , 53, 
I Makeups 52%, Capri Motor Inn 
I g 52, Bumpers 51.
I S Simpsons-Scars League, Feb, 
I j 23—High single, women, Shir- 
I 1 Icy Fowler 278, men, George 
I ? Bclzil 286; High triple, women, 
I * Shirley Fowler 666, men, Bob 
I £ Brown 722; Temn high, single, 
I ! Blowhards 1136; Team high 
I s triple, No-No’s 3250; High nver- 
I * nge, women, Shirley Fowler 
I ! 206, men, George Bclzil 208;
I J Temn standings, Blowhards 115, 
I S Sure SJhootcrs 100, No-No's 99, 
| ' Valiants 89, Downspouts 78%, 
I t Memory Lane 78, Ogies 71, 
I White Knights 50%.
ers in 1971.
While Allen was presumably 
content, a couple of other prom­
inent American League sluggers 
were not-at least, not yet.
KILLEBREW UNSIGNED
Hamon Killebrew is one of 
eight Minnesota Twins still un­
signed, while Frank Howard is 
not expected in the Texas 
Rangers’ training camp for 
“quite a while,’’ says general 
manager Joe Burke.
Killebrew, 35, earned $110,000 
last year and is expected to 
agree to a raise of about 
$10,000.
Howard, however, is another 
story. •
After a big yeair—44 homers, 
126 runs batted, in—in 1970, 
Howard received a $120,000 con­
tract. Now he’s coming off his 
least productive season in five 
years—26 homers, 83 RBl and a 
.279 batting average—and the 
club is asking him to take the 
maximum 20-per-cent pay cut.
Howard, meanwhile, is asking 
for a raise.
"We aren’t even in the same 
ball park," Burke said. "I don’t 
expect him for quite a while, 
maybe as long as three weeks.’’
San Francisco pitchers Juan 
Marlchal and Jerry Johnson re­
mained absent from camp, and 
the world champion Pittsburgh 
Pirates came . to terms with 
pitcher Nelson Brlles, for about 
$50,000.
Elsewhere, Atlanta Braves 
signed veteran knuckleballer 
Phil Nlekro; reliever Sparky 
Lyle agreed to terms with Bos­
ton Red J?ox, and veteran Steve 
Hargan, who slipped to a 1-13 
record last year, came to terms 
with Cleveland Indians.
Also, Oakland Athletics signed 
outfielder Joe Rudi and pitcher 
Diego Segul; New York Yan­
kees came Io terms witli Ron 
Blonibcrg and Frank Baker; 
h u r 1 c r Bruce Dal Canton 
reached agreement with Kansas 
City Royals; Montreal Expos 
signed pitcher Mike Torrez, and 
New York Mots came ,to terms 
with outfielder Ken Singleton 
and inflcldOrs Tim Foil, Ken 
Boswell and Ted Martinez..
Lions 2 — Hawks 1
Firemen 4 — Canadians 2
Kinsmen 4 — Mounties 3 
Leafs 3 — Canadians 1 
Legion 5 — Firemen 2 
PUPS B REPS
Vancouver 10 — Kelowna 1 
North Kamloops 7 — Kelowna
BANTAMS
Hawks 5 —. Knights 4
Bruins 3 — Rangers 2
Flyers 3 — Leafs 2
Canadians 4 — A.C.T. 3
MIDGETS
Flyers 8 — Icetronotis 2
Bantam Reps'5 — Canucks 1
The Bantam Rep team travel­
led to Williams Lake for two 
games over the weekend, In the 
game on Saturday it was Wil-, 
liams Lake 3, Kelowna 1, in a 
hard hitting game. Sunday Wil­
liams Lake scored 5 goals in 
the first period then Kelowna 
came up with 6 goals before 
Williams Lake could score 
again, but they came through 
with the tying goal with only 
minutes left in the game.
Team standings in Peewee 
division based on score sheets 













































Andre Blanleil, Moun 15
Rene Blanleil, Moun 11
Robert Angus, Moun. 13




















Monday Ladles, Feb. 21— 
High single, Marg Cameron 
340; High triple, Terry Buch­
ner 756; Team high single, Cof­
fee Mates 1106; Team high 
triple, Coffee Mates 3075; High 
average, Lxiis Grieve 225; ”300" 
club, Marg Cameron 340, Terry 
Buchner 331; Team standings, 
Busy Belles 67, Nibblcrs 60ft, 
Snip and Clip 58, Hurricanes 51.
YOUNGER MEMBERS
MEXICO CITY (AP) - A 
new constitutional amendment 
has lowered the minimum age 
for congressmen and senators to 
21 and 31 respectively, a drop of 
four years In both cases.
Athletic Fan
Wants Damages
ROCHESTER, N.Y. (AP) — 
A spectator who scooped up a 
ball during a National Football 
League game and was felled by 
linebacker Mike Curtis said he 
wants $250,000 damages,
A nationwide television aud­
ience saw Donald Ennis, 30, of 
Rochester, race onto the field 
Dqc. 12 during Ute Miami DoU 
phins-Baltlmorc Colts game and 
grab the ball before being 
blocked by Curtis, who plays 
for the Colts. (
•< Tuesday Mixed "A" League, 
; Feb. 22-lfigh Single,' women, 
Alma Gruber 292, men, Bud 
Toole 350; High triple, Women, 
Joyce Hayashi 720, men, Bud 
TOolv 893; Tram high single, 
i Tag Alongs 1325; Team high. 
\ triple. Hot Shots 3424: Hlgh-av-l 
ernge, women, pcnla Perron 
222, men, Bud Toole 245; "300" 
h chib. Bud Toole 350-346, George
( Schmidt 313; Team standings,!
\Hot Shots 1052, Rutland Weld-' 











F-3IO and the care 
and feeding of 
your automobie.
A dean engine is a healthy engine. F3IQ one of the most important developments in automotive fuel technology in yeas/ 
helps dean critical parts of dirty engines and keeps clean engines dean. If your car runs on gasoline/ use a Chevron gasoline 
with F3IO. Here’s why:
Cleans 
PCVyalve, 
Deposits in the Positive
• Crankcaso Ventilation valve
lead to reduced ..... ,. 
performance of your car’s, 
engine. F-310 helps keep , 
your P.O.V. valve clean.
Moie power.
Intake valve deposits can cause 
loss of power and possibly an 
engine failure. F-310 helps clean 
Intake valves with heavy deposits 
and helps keep them clean.
Peace of mind
F-310 will make you a lot 
happier. Because you’re feeding 
your car one of the best 
gasolines on the market. r
Bette 
gas mileage;
F-310 helps maintain top engine • 




Stay ahead,,, Improve engine 
olficloncy, roduco malnlonanco 




A clean carburetor throtllo body 
moans bettor-performance, 
bettor mileage, 
f-310 hoops it clean.
I,
F-3IO cares about your car.
At Standard Stations and Chevron Dealers
IN Comply Briridi CoJunAU IW R” ■ J} 
. 1 ' ' ' .
I I
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, THUR., FEB. U, 1971 PAGE t^Records Will Soon Topple । Pre-Fight Medical Criticized Gubbels Leads
As GAG Line Continues Pace | By Man Who Examined Gray Reds To Victory
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
New York's GAG Line to
on the verge of
Additionally, the line is close 
to establishing a record of hav- 
each member - score 100
Earlier, after Jim Pappin had
U 1* Ing 
establishing two p^nts of more in a season. GU- 
Hockey League bed ~ ’—National ______
records and could set a third U 
it continues its torrid, scoring
pace.
The line, so named earlier in 
the season after it began scor­
ing a goal a game, was true to 
form Wednesday night, scoring 
two goals in the Rangers' 4-3 
victory over Philadelphia 
Flyers.
In other games, Buffalo 
Sabres, with an assist from 
their opponents, defeated Chi* 
cago Black Hawks 2-1, Boston 
Bruins rallied to beat California 
Golden Seals 8-6. Toronto Maple 
^) Leafs shut out Pittsburgh Pen- 
* gains 2-0 and St. Louis Blues 
blanked Los Angeles Kings by 
the same score.
Jean Ratelle, the leading
... is nine points and Hadfield 
11 Away from 100 points while 
Ratelie, who replaced Boston’s 
Phil Sapoaltoas the NHL’s 
scoring leader, has 108 points. 
HAVE 288 POINTS
scored the opening goal for Chi­
cago, the Sabres tied it when a 
clearing pats bounced off Gerry
Meehan’s i ‘ ~ ’
s B il ue  day by 
skafos past Chicago Ilght-he; 
iy EsposiUo. , who digoalie Ton
OTHER DRYDEN STARS 
The Sabres got brilliant net-
minding from Dave Dryden,
WINNIPEG (CP) — The pre- 
figt\t medical examination of 
boxers was- criticized Wednes­
the man1 who examined 
' tavyweight Stewart Gray, 
___ died . after being knocked 
out in a titlebout Monday night 
with Canadian champion Al 
Sparks of Winnipeg.'
Gray, 27, of. Toronto, was
be able to spend a day or two. 
preferably two, to give them the 
works.
FA woo • vaav 4 a * **•*tt* » **'» VV,  «* »
The Ratelle-Hadfield-Gllbert who was making ^ yrst start knocked out seventh 
ne also has 288 points for the , ^redite<i inis- round by Sparks, and except forU e ls s i ts f r t e
season, 48 short of the record 
set last season by the Esposito- 
Ken Hodge-Wayne Cashman 
line.
Ratelie's goal.Wednesday 
night was the eighth straight 
game in which he scored, leav­
ing him two short of the NHL 
record of 10 shared by former 
Ranger Andy Bathgate and 
Bobby Hull of Chicago Black
tratlon" tor his sharp perform-
ance in the nets. . '
"I just got so tired of practis­
ing and not playing for two 
months that this game was just 
fun,” he said.
The Bruins, who were in­
volved in a five-man trade 
Wednesday with California 
which sent all-star defenceman
Carol Vadnais to Bruins, were
H c_ । trailing the Seals 6-1 before the
He also assisted on two goals gaP® fnr• - - ‘ But tae Bruins exploded for
scorer on the GAG Line, got his 
46th goal of the season, scoring 
in the second period against 
Philadelphia. Vic Hadfield also 
r—scored, his 40th. Rod Gilbert, 
■Map third member of the Une, 
■HU not score Wednesday night 
■Mt he is only one goal away 
^Irom his 40th and when he 
reaches that mark the Une will 
become the first in NHL history 
to have each member with 40 or 
more goals in a season.
to increase his points-total to 
108, one more than Esposito.
The Black Hawks, who have 
tost only three games at home 
all season, dropped their second 
straight at Chicago mainly be­
cause of a miscue by a player. 
. An untimely kick of the puck 
by Chicago forward Christian 
Bordeleau deposited the puck 
into the Black Hawks’ net to 
give Buffalo its win. Craig 
Ramsay was credited with the 
goal.
B.C. Foursome Could Help Quebec 
In Winning Senior Curling Crown
two goals late in the second pe­
riod and five more in the third 
to sink the Seals, who got two- 
goal performances from Gary 
Croteau and Dick Redmond in 
the early stages of the game. 
Rick Smith and Reg Leach, two 
of the players Boston gave up to 
get Vadnais, each assisted on a 
goal for California.
Fred Stanfield scored three 
goals for the Bruins to put them 
back in the game but it was 
Esposito’s two goals less than 
three minutes apart that won
a brief period early Tuesday 
was unconscious until his death 
Tuesday night.
Dr. J. Reid Taylor, a Winni­
peg neuro-surgeon who exam­
ined Gray at the pratfjgbt medi­
cal, said the present system of 
examination is impractical.
He said the doctors see the 
fighters around noon, give them 
a brief examination and the 
boxers fight that night.
“We’d have to get a week’s 
notice before they came to be 
sure they got a complete his­
tory, physical and medical ex­
amination. .
“It would take an awful lot of 
work and reconsideration and 
redoing of the whole plan to 
give them a complete physical,” 
Dr. Taylor said “We’d have to
"If this is what the boxing 
and wrestling commission 
wants, we can do it, but it is 
impractical the way the situa­
tion is now.”
INQUEST EXPECTED
An inquest into Gray's death 
is expected but a decision wiU 
not be made until police com­
plete their report on the inci- 
dent.
An inquest was recommended 
by Dr. W. L. Parker, Mani­
toba’s chief medical examiner, 
who said an autopsy performed 
early Wednesday showed Gray 
difed of a cerebral edema, or 
increased fluid on the brain.
He said "as far as we can 
conjecture” the condition was a 
result of blows to the head.
A 30-point performance, by 
Fred Gubbels led Blackboard 
Jungle to a comorfrom-behlnd 
51-47 victory over Old Style 
Reds in senior men’s basket­
ball league, action.
Bernie Monteleone led Old 
Stylers with 16 points in a los­
ing effort.
Golden Boys kept to the win­
ning ways.* as they dumped 
Canadian Stars 50-37. Bob 
Kingsmill was top scorer for 
the game. with 18 points in a 
losing cause while John Haar 
led the victors with 16 points.
Frontier Greens had little 
trouble waxing OK College 62- 
43, .following a 27-point effort 
by Mike Roydeli. Hayes had 12 
points for College.
Stars will meet College in
the first game next Monday at 
KSS at 7:30 p.m., whUe Rut. 
land follows against Frontier 
Greens and Golden Boys close 
out the evening’s action again­
st Blackboards.
40 KILLED
Forty persons were killed and 
379 injured In traffic accidents 
in the Southern Yemen capital 
of Aden in 1971.
The Manitoba . boxing and 
wrestling commission continued 
its. investigation into the death 
despite the absence of Gray’s 
manager, Irv Ungerman, who 
commission chairman Norm 
Coston said refused to appear.
PRINCE ALBERT, Sask. 1 
(CP) — Ken Weldon and his : 
Quebec rink from Montreal will 
sit on the sidelines this after- : 
noon during the ninth round of 
the Canadian senior men’s curl­
ing championship, hoping Brit­
ish Columia will defeat Al* 
# berta.
Weldon chalked up two wins 
Wednesday in the seventh and 
eighth rounds to move into sole 
possession of first place with a 
7-1 record and gets the bye in 
the ninth round.
Alberta’s Slim Otterson of 
Calgary, who had the bye in the 
eighth round, has a 6-1 record 
while Gordon Walker’s. B.C. 
foursome from Victoria hold 
third place with six wins and 
two losses.
In other ninth-round games 
today, New Brunswick meets 
Nova Scotia, Manitoba meets 
Northern Ontario, Prince Ed­
ward Island goes against Sas­
katchewan and Ontario plays 
Newfoundland.
When e i g h t h-r o u n d play 
ended, N.B.’s Bo Oke from 
Moncton was in fourth place 
with a 5-3 record with N.S. and 
Manitoba tied in fifth with 4-3. 
Saskatchewan and Northern On­
tario had 4-3 records in seventh 
place and P.E.I. was in sole 
possession of ninth spot with 
k two wins and five losses.
Stew Brown pf Guelph, repre- 
enting Ontario, and Newfound­
land’s Lew Budden of Buchans 
were both winless in seven 
games.
Queec took a 9-6 win over 
Newfoundland in the seventh 
round and then went on to down 
Don Bauld’s N.S. rink from Hal­
ifax 8-5 in the eighth round.
B.C. came up with two wins 
Wednesday, 8-7 over P.E.I. and 
10-8 over Northern Ontario’s 
Ken Myers from South Porcu­
pine.
, Don Brownridge led his Mani-
toba foursome from Portage la 
Prairie to a 6-4 victory over 
N.B. and then defeated Ontario 
12-8.
Before sitting out the evening 





Saskatchewan’s Gene Squires 
from Saskatoon edged Ontario 
”-6 in the seventh round but 
ook an upset 8-7 toss from 
: torthem Ontario in the eighth.
After losing to Quebec in the 
seventh round, Newfoundland 
lost 12-8 to N.B. in the eighth 
but observers saw a marked im­
provement in Budden’s rink.
The foursome scored, their 
first four-ender of the series, in 
the sixth end against Oke, and 
came up with one of the most 
spectacular plays during 
Wednesday’s encounters.
Newfoundland’s second, Har­
old Evans, Cleared the house 
with a perfect triple takeout in 
the fourth end but New Bruns­
wick emerged with one point as 
the end was completed.
the game for the Bruins, East 
Division leaders. Bobby Orr as­
sisted on four goals.
PARENT STOPS ’EM ALL
Goalie Bernie Parent, who an­
il 6 u n c e d Tuesday he would 
jump to the rival World Hockey 
Association next year, gave the 
Leafs shutout goaltending and 
moved them back into a tie for 
fourth place in the NHL’s East.
Brad Seiwood and Ron Ellis 
scored, tor the Leafs, who were 
coached by vice-president King 
Clancy after regular coach John 
McLellan was admitted to hos- 
pital a few hours before the 
game to undergo tests for a 
stomach ailment. ,
General manager Jim Greg­
ory said. McLellan was in fact 
ill and added: "I don’t want any 
rumors to the effect that he is| 
in the dog house.”
KOKO CLUB
275 Leon Ave, Phone 762-2956 or 763-3407
FEATURING KELOWNA’S 
BIGGEST ENTERTAINMENT LINEUP
12:00 noon - 1:30 p.m. — TOPLESS
LUNCHEONS “exotic spectacular” 
DEE DEE SPECIAL plus the KOKO GIRLS.
8:00 p.m.—Dine and Dance to. the music of WALLY 
ZAYONCE and THE CANADIAN PACIFIC 






ALL PATTERNS PRICED TO GO!
• ELDORADO OAK • CEDAR
• MISSION OAK • TEAK • PINE
• BAYOU PECAN • CHERRY












MOTT BUILDING MATERIALS LTD.
2490 Highway 97 North, Kelowna









W L T F A Pt
Esso Top Guns 
Still Leaders
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Vernon has the hottest shoot­
ers in the British Columbia 
Junior Hockey League, holding 
down the first four places ln| 
the individual scoring race and i 
six in the Top 10.
John Price, with 43 goals and 
68 assists tor 111 points in 48 
games, has an eight-point lead 
on teammates Ernie. Gare and 
Jim Lawrence, who each have 
103. LaWrence’s total includes 
a league-leading 73 assists.
Wayne Dye of Vernon, who 
missed last week’s games bec­
ause of illness, stiU managed 
to hold down fourth place with 
90 points, including. 48 goals. 
Bruce Affleck of Penticton Is 
tour points behind him. >
SPECTACULAR
NOW ON DISPLAY IN OUR SHOWROOM








45 8 9 259 141 99
40 11 10 266 144 90
33 14 12 222 156 78
26 25 9 197 190 61
25 27 11 160 172 61
12 35 14 154 225 38













38 15 , 7 195 123 83
32 19 9 163 136 73
21 32 9 169 201 51
18 30 14 171 231 50
18 31 11 146 187 47
18 34 9 147 197 45




















TOP TRADE-IN ALLOWANCES ON YOUR OLD CAR
Los Angeles
Games Thursday
Montreal at Minnesota 























“A company building for the future”
Better Ideas Ma 
Better Homes
At Command Homes we think you've got your hand# 
full Just picking out cupboards, carpets, paint colors, 
etc. That’s why we help you pick your lot, pick your 
home design, and arrange your mortgage all In on* 
office.
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1971 2 Dr. SL
579You Save
SEE US FOR ALL
YOUR LEASING NEEDS
A,T., radio, only 800 miles. This sporty unit is a 
Jacobsen executive driven car.
SEE YOUR WINNING SALES TEAM STAFF
< 1 1 I ' \ 1 1 / '
Frank Pcrkscn, Sijlcs Manager — Harvey Campbell, Sales Rep.
Glenn Patterson, Sales Rep, — George McMasters, Sales Rep.
VMVHHfS'rt'fSk
• Quality al a competitive coot to you.
• Down payment to anil your boded.
• Wo pay all legal toes.
• Customer’s selection of decor.
• Luxurious floor covering.
• Controlled |«t grading.
• Skilled craftsmanship throughout.
Phone 765-9056
ASK FOR STAN
1972 2 Dr. SI 
SPORTS COUPE
1972 2 Dr. SL 
ESTATE WAGON
1972 2 Dn 
SEDAN
1972 4 Dr 
SL SEDAN
JACOBSEN PONTIAC BUICK LTD
1658 Pandosy St.
“YOUR TQTAL TRANSPORTATION CENTRE’ 










1505 Harvey Ave. 762-2022
Trade officials here are un­
He
He said the Lower Mainland
and
market for the Island dairy 
farmers.
it
■ board of a director of a poultry 
i association.





A strong Common Market of
•Il 10 nations could also prove a
TO ’
CIGS.




VICTORIA (CP) A Social 
; Credit member of the British 
«Columbia legislature said Wed- 
■ nesday farming conditions in the 
Peace River district now are
worse in some cases than they 
’■were in the “Hungry 30s
Don Marshall (§C — South 
Peace), the lone farmer in the 
house, urged the provincial.gov- 
f ernment to set up a govern- 
ment-sponsored farm marketing 
s corporation, controlled by .B.C. 
producers, to alleviate crisis 
( Conditions in the food growing 
industry.
t He said that while Alberta
’has provided $50 million to aid 
agriculture in that province, 
, B.C. has only established a
’$200,000 fund to promote the 
sale of local food products.
. He said the proposed market 
■ ing corporation should lend mo
’ ney to create food processing 
plants which will enable B.C.
farmers to compete more effi­
ciently in the domestic and in
ternational markets.
This would offset the dwindl
-ing borrowing power farmers
now have, Mr. Marshall said.
EGG BOARD ATTACKED
The legislature also heard an
I attack on the B.C. Egg Market-
*ing Board during a debate on 
Agriculture Minister Cyril Shel 
ford’s salary estimates.
Gordon Dowding (NDP—Bur­
naby-Edmonds) called for an
’investigation of the board be-
’ cause of complaints by egg pro­
ducers in the Interior that the
board is biased in favor of pro­
ducers on the coast;
He charged that the compo­
sition of the five-man board was
"progress and produce under
the free enterprise system.
Fellow backbencher Herb
Bruch of Esquimalt added that 
the hoards tend to protect farm­
ers from the demands of the
open market and do little or
nothing to promote good quality 
produce.
Mr. Little raised the example 
of a poultry farmer in northern
B.C., who, like other farmers, 
■is subject to “control by the 
farmers in the Fraser. Valley.
He said the agriculture indus­
try is developing rapidly’in the 
north.- but the farmer has to
come to the south to get a
quota. Mr. Little said large
stores hold sales sometimes on
eggs from the Fraser Valley,
while the northern farmer can­
not sell his.
Ed Smith (SC—North Peace
River) said the d s not far
off when most farmers “will
have to face bankruptcy,
stressed that something must be 
done to improve the gap bet­
ween production costs and sale
value of farm products.
He said many farmers must 
compete against subsidized pro­
ducers in other countries, add
ing that the federal government
should stop paying lip service




chan-Malahat) urged the gov
ernment to regionalize the milk
marketing board to ensure the
survival of the dairy farmer
on Vancouver Island.
not representative and he ques­
tioned the membership in the
He said the cabinet order-in-
’ council creating the board spe­
cified that members of the board
would have no connection with
the poultry industry.
Meanwhile, a government
’backbencher accused Mr. Shel
- ford of being “bogged down in
■a mire of manure and bureau­
RAPS QUOTA SYSTEM
; Dudley Little (SC — Skeena) 
; said there is some stupidity in 
;- the way marketing boards as 
-sign quotas for farm produce
and suggested that the minister 
? re-examine the boards so that 
» farmers in
chain retailcompanies ____ ____
stores are dumping their milk 
on the Island and reducing the
Speaking in defence of his
estimates, Mr. Shelford repeated 
his position that Canada needs
a national farm policy.
He said the federal govern­
ment should adopt a system of
import permits to control the
amount of food products com­
ing into the country from the 
U.S., especially during peak
crop periods.
Last year, a total of $277 mil
Hon worth of imported food was
brought into Canada, food that
could have been grown in this
country, he said.
After four hours of debate, 
the house voted in favor of thr
$41,672 budgeted for Mr. Shel 
ford’s office expenses.
Enlargement Of ECM Poses
New Problems For Moscow
, MOSCOW (Reuter) With 
i the enlargement of the Euro- 
; pean Economic Community, the
‘l Kremlin faces a potential long 
term problem it has never be
• fore had to consider.
Ever since Czar Peter the 
’• Great opened Russia’s eyes to
powerful attraction to Eastern
neighbors, now joined with the 
Soviet Union in a trade group 
called Comecon. and a military
Western Europe more than 150
years ago, die Western part of 
r the European continent has al- 
ways been divided. :
France, Germany and Britain 
' have each been powerful for 
many of those years, but the 
&three of them have never been 
b united, and compared with Rus
J4 sia, each on its own is a much 
I. smaller power.
Now they appear set to be-
come closer to each other than
ever before, following the his­
toric ceremony in Brussels last 
month in which Britain, Den-
t” mark, Ireland and Norway 
signed a treaty of accession to 
the EEC, climaxing long nego 
tiations
alliance, the Warsaw pact.
Britain is cast as the villain in
the enlargement of the' Common
Market, and is branded by the
Soviet press "the Trojan horse
of the United States in Europe,”
In addition to the Trojan
horse argument, a main line of
criticism here of Common Mar­
ket enlargement is that workers
will suffer and capitalists will
benefit at their expense.
BOOMING trade
Moscow does a booming trade
with the six founding members
of the Community. The total
was about $2.15 billion m 1970, 
But this was about the same as
Soviet exchanges in, 1970 with 
Bulgaria, one of the smaller
members of Comecon,
With the addition of four new
countries, the. Common Market
K POTENTIAL GREAT
If and when the resulting, en- 
1 a r ged 10-nation Community 
moves toward the political unity 
... ardently sought by some West 
European?, this could be a far 
ri more powerful check to Russia 
than any it has ever faced in
will account for about one-ninth 
of the Soviet Union's total trade. 
It is an important trading
area for a Russia seeking to 
acquire modern technology to 
implement a scientific and tech­
nical revolution in its Industry.
derstandably concerned that So­
viet goods exported to pay for 
imported technological exper 
tise are going to have to face a




I OPEN 24 HOURS
J MONTREAL (CP) - Gerry
Brennan, director of St. Vincent' 
4; do Paul Penitentiary, has been 
** transferred to the regional
headquarters of the penltentlor- 
■ les system, Paul Faguy, federal 
| commissioner of penitentiaries, 
J; announced._________ 1
ROCKING MOSCOW 
MOSCOW (AP) Soviet geo
physicist Nikolai Parlisky’ says 
the moon’s gravity makes the
earth's surface rise and fall
every day, and Moscow moves 
up and down about. 15 inches, 




with Every Gas Purchase





















All 3 suits are Iwo button single- 
breasted models with wide notch
lapels and high center vent, varia­
tions In styling Include:
A. DOUBLEKNiT POLYESTER with 3
PATCH POCKETS each with BUT
TONED FLAP.
B. DOUBLEKNIT POLYESTER with 2
FRONT FLAP POCKETS and
ACCENT BREAST FLAP
C. DOUBLE KNIT POLYESTER with
2 FRONT FLAP POCKETS.
The pants all hove wide bell loops, 
Western pockets and flare legs.
These 100% Polyester Doubleknll 
Sults are available In Men's Regular 
and Tall Models, Sixes: 36*44
Costs You . Less!
USE THESE CARDS IN WOOLWORTH STORES ACROSS
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, THUR., FEB. 24, 10T2 PAGE Itwith a aeries of political battlesvalue, it will remove uncer-, meats have already chosen the balance-of-payments deficit, 
between the U.S. and her trad-|tainty In International financial; level at which to fix their cur- Those who expect a gra^Usually Buoyant U.S. Dollar 
Huns Into Some Stormy Seas
■ lUUir up mins 111 was sucugui- ------ - - J- . i----- , r • ■ - ivpv. wuu.ii uuims, uvspvi-
While the dollar may be in for, cncd somewhat by the. Nixon! Washington tost December py, are cheapci to most foreign, cus- atcly searching for acceptable 
.  • - ' the 10 leading non-Commumst. tomers. ways t0 rcducc their holdings, 
industrial states the Group of ti)C U S. hopes the new cur-; have had to intervene in ihe, 
Ten... ' rency alignments, coupled with market to support the dollar. _________________ . ______________ ___ __  .-
In fact, the dollar has notj an expected lowering of tariff Controls may have to be applied that one major reason for these still greatly exceeds demand 
iis tuiure course, ikwcvw.i experts ucueve uiat wime we been convertible into gold since barriers against U.S. exports, to lessen the continuing inflow problems is that former dollar- ’i'<» nirrmirv h.i<nnt vixi
Will almost'certainly be spottedlmove has little or no practical last August and foreign govern-) will help alleviate a crippling of the U.S. currency. I holders sold the currency in
. , : W dual
I circles about how the U.S. gov-, rcncics against that of the U.S. recovery of the dollar arc quick 
Canadian dollar is float- to emphasize that they do not 
ing slightly above the U.S. dol- minimize the dangers and diffi- 
Inr ivhirh moans that Cnnartinn' CUlties which lie ahead.
ing partners. |
That, at least, is the prcdic- e f n m e n t U.ould handle the 
tion of a number of leading fin- tricky issue. — ------- ..
ancial experts here, in both offi- The devaluation was assured lar, which eans that anadian’ culties hich be ahead, 
cial and academic circles. b” ‘l'“ tTc ’'”'4 ,:v“ it c 1 - .. ....y the U.S. as part of a cur-j imports, like those of the U.S.,| DoUars arc still flooding Eu- 
HA n 1 i rtnivi Art * HAAAkrU^ <M 1 a Ha VMraMA AvitAnnilln in/l — ■ . . . ®
The French are demanding great quantities mainly (in Eu- 
the dollar be made convertible rOpe> before the realignment 
into gold again; This would ena- „ . ,
ble central banks to request the e
LONDON (CPI — The usual-
ly-buoyant United States dollar
is encountering stormy seas on 
international exchange markers 
but the long-range outlook for 
the closely-watched currency 
seems favorable. .
Their ootimism as strength- ^'wy realignment reached in are more expensive and exports ropc 
• - » i Hi h nk t A Ht a lrtt-4 k Afvt VtilH a* /iLiAnaiMi. Izx rviAwi f,. ft • a • r» »•>
• rough pounding for some: administration's f o r m a I pro­
time, it will likely strengthen nosal to Congress last week 
steadily—If quite slowly—during i for a 7.89-per-cent devaluation 
the next several years. • of the dollar in relation to gold.
It f t ho e er E beli th hil th
wi tt  I
U.S. buy back its dollars in re- These dollars did not fjpw
Central bank de er turn for payment in gold. But) back to the U.S. when the new the U.S. gold stock isn’t nearly agreement was reached, con- 
large enough to meet such de-
mands.
Economists .argue, however.
trary to what many experts pre­
dicted at the time. As a result,
the supply of dollars in Europe
and the cur ency as o yet re-
gained its strength.
54”. Reg. 4.99 yd. .. .. . Now
chest on chest, 9 drawer dresser, framed mir-
288.88Cotton, peasant ror, panel bed. Reg. list. 349.99.„ Now
. Now100% POLYESTER JACQUARD
MEN'S WEAR1.97. _ Now
Balance of manufac-MEN’S SWEATERS
__ Now
and plain. Reg. 3.97. yd Now
LADIES’ PERMANENT PRESS CULOTTES
of styles and colors. Sizes 8-14.
LADIES’ ARNEL BABY DOLLS
BONDED JUMPERS — In a large color range
Now
WINTER COATS and JACKETS —
3.88
Broken . NowNow
5.88 EVERGREEN CHINA GREEN STRIPE
.. . Now. Reg. 47,77.
NowVegetable bowl. Reg. 1.99. ;
for
NowSalt ,and pepper. Rog._ l.95.14.88 1.94Turtle neck style with long sleeves.Now NowReg. 3.56. .Small soup. Reg. 99c. . Now for Broken size mid color
range of pullover and cardigan styles. 64 9 1 A 
only, Reg. Values to 6.99, , Now10% OffNow forMugs, Rog, 79c. . ' Now ।
Now forSaucers. Reg. 19c. .....
5.88 4lor 97c6” plates, Reg, 59c. Now
ing hobby Io, ereute your own work 6.50ol art, Reg, 13.00, NoW only
• 2 only,









fibre. of ' Now
98.88Now Now onlyReg, list 129,95.
,, Now
Hccnetd, for room humidifiers.
HOT STRIP TRACK PAK
with 5 jolliers, ndd> on Io hot whcols a i f Ion
Assortment of
Bissell 14.88 Reg. 1,77.





oxford and boot styles, Limited 
quantities, Reg, values to 16,95.
- Phillips AM/FM. 77 AE
Now 44..HJ
Shape ol Imrrel. , 19.45
EXTERIOR PAINT -
All Sherwin-Williams
CIRCULAR. SAW by Black & Decker 
7>,i” blade, 4400 R.P.M.
fits all. White mid 
brown only.
assortment of 
sizes, Navy, brown, 
green.
Rust, brown, blue. 
Reg. 8.77 yd.
DOUBLE KNIT — 60-63
Reg. 99c. ..........
CARPET SWEEPER - 












10 feet of truck
Reg. 10.99. . .........
LONG LOUNGE DRESSES — 
and.arnel jersey. Sizes S-M-L.




1 onlv, Model 850.. 
Reg. 179.99,
and styles. Sizes 10 tb 18.
Reg. 14.88. ......... .i.
NYLON QUILTED DUSTERS 
colors. Broken sizes.
CLOTHES BRUSH - 
.handles, Reg. 1.49,




fornia custom styling; working parts 
wheels, red stripe sheks.
press qualities. Rc-inforced at points of strain. 
Western styled with wide, belt loops. Plain 
colors of gold, blue, olive and light green
PAK •■■■ Dual braking controls mid tricky frack 
chuck for ulzzlers electric curs. Ri|ce 'em 'n 
bi'iikc 'em aide by aide 
Rek. 6.88,
LADIES' WEAR
POLYESTER DRESSES — Assorted colors
in sizes 10-18 collectively, 




of plaids and plains.






















I, only. Reg, 49,95, 
L.P. CARRYING CASES - 
Hog. 5.09.
CAMERA GADGET BAGS - 
All our stock
Egg cups. Reg. 39c. ------  Now
100% ANTRON — 54”. Suitable for dusters or
CERAMIC ORNAMENTS - For the home. 
Pairs of cats and dogs, in four different
PICTURES.. Pom-pom by niiinber! Something
new and exciting Io create u beautiful llfc-
ln<’«l<»h‘ 
,1.69
WOODEN THERMOMETERS - 
Reg. 1,75. ... ...... -Now
NOVELTY WALL DECORATIONS - >
styled vinyl uppers. , 
Sizes 9 (o.l, Reg, 3,9!), ,
MEN’S DRESS SHOES
CUP amt SAUCER -- Royal Albert.
Reg, 2,1)8, .........  . . . Now
n„„ 1.37spice Rack 
Reg. 19,98.
DUAL LANE LAP COUNTER —S Automatic!
Counts laps for side by side racing. 1 u
... Now 4.49
housecoats. Red, green, 
blue, navy, Reg. 3.99 yd. ..
acts and pop up play seiii, Add more exciting 












knits. White and 
..... Now 4-00
by hand or machine. .
Reg. 49c. . ... . ...
TVs, STEREOS
12" FLEETWOOD B and W TV -
. . Now • for
7 fifi Month end clearance ... ■ .....





Sizes S-M-L, Reg. 2.99. —.. Now
LADIES’ DORM SETS — Permanent 
long sleeves. Pink, blue, yellow.
BRAD DOLL -• New talking Brad says dif­
ferent things! A great companion ,’r M 
for Kep, Reg. 9.99, Now only J»UU
G.L JOE ACTION PAKS - Adventure team 
acllou pak!l Choose Iron) fin1 tighter or
PIECE GOODS
WOOL and NYLON - 54”-58". Asstd.
colors and designs. Reg. 4.99. ... Now
BONDED TURBO ACRYLIC —
Now 1.44




BOYS' KNIT and WOVEN SHIRTS - Broken
LADIES’ PANTY HOSE - Colors beige and 
spice. Sizes S-M-L-XL. 7^£
Our new low price. -----  ----- --------- - •
HOUSEWARES
BISSELL DRY RUG CLEANER - Can he
Bissell 4 7 OO
Now 11 «<>O
used on every type of carpet
Reg 1 07 Keg.
2,98. ... Now l«7J 1,59.
Now 5.00
LEOTARDS - Broken 
,,,,,,,50% 011
COLORFUL CUPS and SAUCERS - Jf*
Reg, lf)c. Now AJU
SMALL BROWN PITCHERS — M.
Reg. 1,29, . Now O<M>
BEAN POTS 
Keg, 5,|)9, Now 6.50
Now 133.88
VINYL JACKETS for the wet-days. 7 ftft 
Red, blue and beige.'Sizes 4-11. *«VU
TOY DEPT.
STRIP ACTION SET — Exclusive torsion bar 
suspension, low friction wheel hearings, Cali-
SLIDE' PROJECTOR - Kodak ('nrousel No.
750, 1 only. ' ' 07 Aft
Reg. 138,88. .......... Now 7I.UV
SLIDE PROJECTOR - Kodak Carousel No,
MEN’S SWEATERS — Broken assortments 
in pullover and cardigan styles. 35 only.
% Price or Lew
Rust, green. Reg. 6.44 yd. -------- Now
100% BONDED ORLON KNIT -
60”. Reg. 6.60 yd. Now
STRETCH DENIM — 72”. Stripes
CHILDREN'S WEAR










TOPSALL SLEEPING ROBE — Features 3
lb., wool fill. Size 28”x70”, and as an added 
attraction. 2 robes may be $99
joined together. ........ ...
ALUMINUM TOBOGGAN — 6’, ideal for 
family pleasure. 1 Qft
Reg, 12.88. -  --- -------------------- Now
10-SPEED BICYCLES — Men’s arid Ladies’. 
These bicycles feature a padded racing saddle, 
taped handlebars, side pull brakes and one 
size frame 21” only. LL QC
Reg. 79.99. _____ ...... Now
52” POOL CUES — Assorted colors and can 
be broken down V PfifA
for easy carrying. -----------..... It, rilbv
BOXING GLOVES, — Jr. champion size. Ideal 
for the young sportsman. T 44
Reg. 3.69. Now *•••“
RACING HELMET - Ideal for the 4 QQ 
youngster. Reg.- 2.99. -- Now l»Ov
ALUMINUM CARTOP BOAT — 7AQ Aft 
12 ft. Reg. 229.00. .... . ... ...
LADIES' WEAR
PLEATED SKIRTS or CULOTTES — Plaids 
and solid colors. Broken sizes. A ftft 
Reg. 8.00. ------------------------ Now *1.00 
JEANS — Colored, assorted styles. 7 QQ 
Sizes 8 to 16. Reg. 6.99. Now LiTj
LADIES’ PANTS — Cotton, wool, bonds. Solid
colors and patterns. Sizes 8 to 16.
Reg. up to 8.99.
LADIES’ BLOUSES
... Now
- White cotton. Sizes 38
to 44. Short sleeves, tie neck. 3 QQ
Reg. 6.99.............  ... ...----- ... Now J«77
CRIMP POLYESTER DRESSES 
sizes and styles, solid colors.
Reg. 10.99, . Now
PANTS, SWEATERS, BLAZERS, TOPS — \ 
Mix and Match acrylic knits and fortrels. 
Broken sizes. Tweeds, patterns and solid 
colors. C ftft 7 lift
Reg. 11.99. ...............  Now and • '
PANT SUITS — Acrylic knits and fortrels.
Broken sizes. Tweeds, solid colors.
Reg. 19.00 to 24.00, 
PANT SUITS - 1 




Nylon knit. Navy, plum, 
. Now 9.88
— Acrylic knits, bonds,
polyester. Assorted colors, styles 17 ftft 
and weaves. Reg. 15.00 to 22.00. Now l*»Ov
PEASANT DRESSES — For the young miss.
Bright patterns and colors “
Sizes 8 to 15. Reg. 7.99. .
PEASANT DRESSES - Long 
skirt, colorful patterns, 
Sizes 10 to 16. Reg. 9.99.
Now
HOSIERY
MEN’S SPORT HOSE -r .Acrylic and stretch 
nylon. Sizes 1042, ftftf
Assorted colors. . ... ..........    ' VW
LADIES’ KNEF.-HI BOOT SOCKS — Ono size
Up t<. 50% Off










LADIES’ PANTY HOSE HOLDERS - Nude, 
brown and white. • Q7f
Broken sizes. Reg. 1.99. Now 71 v
LADIES’ ARNEL BABY DOLLS — Multi­
colors. Broken sizes. A AQ
Reg. 7.99. --- ---_______ ------ Now “»*I7
BIKINI SPORT BRIEFS - Assorted Jblf 
colors. Broken sizes. Reg. 1.99.■ Now 71 v
LADIES’ NIGHT GOWNS - 50% arnel, 50%
FURNITURE
CHROME SUITE — 5-pee. deluxe, OO; OO 
Reg. list 119.75. Month end clearance QO.OO.
MAKE-A-BED — Deluxe black vinyl. 4QO 00 
List 238.88. Month end> clearance .. 170.00
BEDROOM SUITE — 3-pce. Colonial. 5 drawer
PEAU DE CREME — 48 ”. Pink, mauve, 4 47 
yellow and azure. Beg 2.39 y&. Now I ■ 1.1
RAYON SHANTUNG — 48”. White, gold, 4 07 
green, blue. Reg. 3.73 yd. — Now I^OI
REDI-CUT TIE LENGTHS — Including inter­
lining, all washable fabrics. Reg. prices Q4a 
$2 and $3. Now clearing, any one at, ea. 7U8»
REPLACEMENT COLLAR — 14%-16" 47*
White. Reg. 79c. Now **• V
REPLACEMENT CUFFS — 77*
14Ms-16^. Reg. 69c. . Now JIV
SUPPLE HYDE PATCHES - Easily sewn
GLASSWARE
PORCELAIN COOKWARE - Cactus Flower, 
7-pce. set: IVi qt. saucepan and cover, 3 qt. 
saucepan and cover, 4% qt. dutch 77 ftft 
oven, 10" skillet, Reg. 39,95. . Now *».00
Pyrex store-ii-nec. 
.Reg. 1,39.
PYREX STORE N-SEE - 
80 oz. Reg. 2.79, 
STORE-.N-SEE ■ • 2 only. 
48 oz, Reg, 2.19.
PUNCH SET - 26 pec. 
Reg, 5,99, ...
SHOE DEPT.
CHILD’S CITY BOOTS - Black 
waterproof vinyl. Sizes 5 to 10. 
LADIES’ SHOES Assort incut
casual and dress shoes.
Limited quantity,
LADIES’ SLIPPERS - Assorted 
moccasin mid mule slippers.
Limited quantities, 
CHILD’S and MISSES’ OXFORDS
nww Ifcw M .04 MM rw IMH . rnMHk
Sizes S-M-L. Reg. 5.44.
LADIES’ ,LONG PYJAMAS 
press. Rose, blue, green. 
Sizes S-M-L. Reg. 9.98.,----- -
Pink, blue and green.
Sizes S-M-L. Reg. 5.99.
LADIES’ BRIEFS — Slight 
now. White. Broken sizes. 
Reg. 51c. . ..
HARDWARE
SOCKET SET — h” Gray Tools, 13-pce. 
Fully guaranteed. 77 ftft
Reg. 26.49. ..............__ ... Now
SOCKET SET by Gray Tool of Canada. 16- 
pce. Fully guaranteed. AA ftftReg. 49.99. . ■- Now 44.00
ELECTRIC MOTOR — li horse, 1725 R.P^M. 
By Hercules (1 only) 
Reg. 37.95. ... ..
turer’s clearance sweaters. Skinny rib style 
in pullover and cardigans. 43 only. Manu- A ftft 
facturer’s sugg. price. $10-$ll-$12. Nbw *»«OO 
MEN’S BLUE JEANS —Western style pock­
ets. Contrast stitching. 1 QA
20 only. Reg. 3.66. ................ Now l«7*r 
MEN’S DOUBLE KNIT PANTS — Completely 
washable fortrei in fancy . Herringbone type 
pattern. 9 only. z , 4 4 Q7
Reg. value 19.99. -------- ---- . — - Now l*»«7f
MEN’S GLOVES — Vinyl with knit £4a 
sidewalls. Reg. 99c; ... Now»“»
Month end clearance . .....
RECLINER CHAIRS - 3 position 
Month end clearance ..... ............ -
DAVENPORT SUITE — 3-pce.
Month end clearance ... ----------
DAVENPORT and CHAIR— 
2-pce.; Herculon cover. .....--------
Prices were up to 14.99.
PANT SUITS — Acrylic 
mauve. Sizes S-M-L..





















SANDER by Black & Decker. 1.9 amp 4 £ OO 
3800 O.P.M. (1 only). Reg. 19.95. Now
PAINT — ..Excl, brand exterior gloss oil type.
A product of A ftft
Sherwin-Williams. ........... .. Now, gal.
KEM. INTERIOR PAINTS — Super Kem Tone, 
Kern Gio, Kem High Gloss fiff
and Velvet, all .. . ................... IV /O VII
NOVELTIES
CERAMIC ORNAMENTS - 7C0Z. Off
Assortment of, black, ....... . /O VII
BLACK IRON VASES — Asstment of sizes. 
Beautiful design 7^^i fiff
on the vases. ---- -------------All *<* /C' VII
CANDLE HOLDERS, JUGS, 7£07 All 
VASES — Assortment of. All ** ”H
colors: Black, brown, green, 
yello^, Reg, price 5.98.
TWO-TIER CANDY TRAYS -
Reg, 3,98,














ODDS and ENDS TABLE with ftft% fiff 
boys’ and men’s items at up to VV /O Uli 
Cords, midis and vinyls. Sizes 8-14. Now
ROYV WEAR ■ SNOMOBILE SUITS - For toddlers.
WIJ WfcHU Sizes 2-3X. Were 12.99. Now
BOYS’ , FLARE PANTS — Made of polyester SWEATER. BARGAINS — For girls. Ski’
blend for machine washability, and permanent swcaters, cardigans and vests. 7 ftft
Any'Style. . . . *••*
A TABLE OF BARGAINS — For any age 
from 1-14. An assortment of sleepwear, 
T-shirts, blouses 4 Aft 7 ftft
and shorts. . .. ____ I.VU and *>UUBOYS’ DOUBLE KNIT SLACKS — Completely 
washable fortrei. Plain colors in. brokenQ 4 4 
sizes, 12 only, Reg. 12.99. .... ... . Now
BOYS’ DRESS PANTS - Flare leg style with 
full top pockets, washable. Broken sizes and 
colors. 15 only. T QA
Reg. 7.98 - 8,98. ....... Now
BOYS’ SKINNY RIB KNIT PULLOVERS —
sizes, asstd. colors and styles. 7 7A
8 only, Vhlucs to 6.99. ... .......... Now *•»**
CAMERA DEPT.
POLAROID BIG SHOT - For color 4T Q£ 
close-ups. Reg. 24.95. . , . Now ll«7J





,20" HUDSON A.G.S. B and W TV - VIII’, 
UHF. 1£7 77
Reg. list 179,95, , Now, only I JI UI
FLEETWOOD STEREO - Built-In cassctto 
stereo recorder, 4-spced Garrard changer, 
AM/FM stereo radio, three cabinet choices, 
Keg, Hat 349.05. Month end 7Q7 OO 
clearance price, , . ___ (Now only *71.00
‘Mug”
1.44
DARE DEVIL LOOP-360 ' drive Y 1 II 
in loop the loop. Reg. 1,77. Now .* for • 
JUMP RAMP la’iip through T <44 
space action. Reg, 1.77. Now* for I 
DUAL LANE CURVE PAK - Banked curve 
for side by side, figure 8, and 1 44
oval racing, Reg, 2,99, Now I
COATS MINI — A great pastime and iiitcrcst-
SIZZLERS JUICE MACHINE - Battery 
powered, rechiirger, quickly charges slzzlers 
in 00 seconds. 1 44
Reg, 2,99, Now 144
DUAL LANE SPEEDOMETER - Shows speed 
In miles anil kilometers (or side 144 
|>y side racing; Rog, 5,88, Now I *44
DUAL LANE ROD RUNNER . Hand slalt 
power booster, twin sticks, shift on every lap, 
Twin speed conlrols, No batteries or 144 
electricity needed. Reg, 4,99, Now I>44 
DUAL LANE SPEED BRAKE mid ESSEH
I USE THESE CARDS IN WOOLWORTH STORES ACROSS CANADA
• M
SELOWNA DAILY coxmnot, TOTE., MS. 54. IMl
LET WANT ADS MAKE YOUR LICENCE PLATE MONEY PLACE A COURIER WANT AD TODAY!'




13. LOST AND FOUND
LOST: FIVE MONTH OLD FEMALE 
tri-cokr (black with tan and white 
marking*) Shelll* (miniature eoUie). 
Tattoo oa left flank: 2SD2C. Reward. 
70-201* day*. 70-5196 evening*. 174
FOUND ON HUDSON AND HWY. 97 
large brown dog. Telephone 7634323.
172
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE WITH GAS 
range, close in. Kelowna. Near churches 
and stores. Nice and dean. Telephone
7&4-49JX m
16. APTS. FOR RENT
LOVELY TWO BEDROOM AFART- 
ment in triplex: wall to wan carpets and 
balcony, with fuU basement Available
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
March I. Telephone 765-8529. tf
MASONRY
HOME OWNERS AND CONTRACTORS 
DO YOU NEED YOUR FIREPLACE, BLOCK­
BUILDING, OR ANY MASONRY WORK 
DONE NOW?
We have two qualified crews ready to serve you. Ask for 
your free quote now before our regular contractors start 
again this spring. Competitive prices and quality workman­
ship are hard to find these days. We offer you both.
PHONE DON McNIVEN,
DON'S MASONRY - 765-7042
• T, Th, S 184
APPRAISALS
Bus. 763-4343 1561 Pandosy St 
Res. 763-7776 Kelowna, B.C.
P. F. STEEVES, A.A.C.I.
Accredited Appraiser 
Canadian Institute 
Real Estate Appraiser 
and Consultant 
Certified Municipal Assessor 














North American Van Lines Ltd. 
Local, Long Distance Moving 
"We Guarantee Satisfaction*' 
U20 ELLIS ST. 762-2020 





Delivered Anywhere in 
KELOWNA or VERNON 
AREA 
Phone orders collect 
Business—515-1311 
Residence 542-9664 or 766-2330 
LAV1NGTON PLANER 
MILL LTD




Your Bapco & SWL Dealer 
Paint — Wallpaper — Signs 
Art Supplies
1619 PANDOSY 762-2134
T, Th, S, tf
Del's
SPECIAL
OLD ENGLISH STYLE 
FISH & CHIPS
69 c 
REG. 95c Value 
ALL WEEKEND 
FEB. 24 -27





-115. HOUSES FOR RENT
Tommy Craft I
Saw & Tool 
Sharpening 
1166 St. Paul St.




AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, TWO 
bedroom duplex. Full basement, cath­
edral entrance, carport. KiUarney Road.
Rutland. Telephone 764-4032. 172
*100 PER MONTH. TWO BEDROOM 
apartment In Rutland. Refrigerator and 
stove included. No pets. Available March
1. Telephone 765-7233. tf
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE FOR RENT, 
also one bedroom basement suite. In 
Rutland. Telephone after 8:00 p.m.. 
765-6374. 171.172.175
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE AT 1691 
E1U* Street. *180 per month., Telephone
763-4536. u
AVAILABLE MARCH 1. FURNISHED 
two bedroom • fourplex unit overlooking 
Wood Lake. No pete. *95 monthly plus 
hydro. Telephone 766-2971, Winfield, tt
LARGE FULLY FURNISHED ONE AND 
two■ bedroom kitchen unit*. Electric 
heat and cablevision. Winter rate*. Pon-
NEW TWO BEDROOM FULL BASE- 
meat duplex on creek. *150 monthly. 
Can 765-7105, evening* 765-745L tf
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX. TELE- 
phone 762-2127, day* only. tf
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS, TWO BED- 
room home. Telephone 762-6319. 173
16. APTS. FOR RENT
derosa Motel. 762-0512. tf
PHOTOGRAPHY
FOR THE BEST IN PORTRAIT 
and Commercial Photography, 
Developing, Printing and En­
larging.
POPE’S PHOTO STUDIO 
Dial 762-2883
2820 Pandosy St, Corner 







Offers large, comfortable, air 
conditioned suites. Wall to wall 
carpets, drapes, stoves and 
refrigerators, plus free laun­
dry facilities, utilities and cov­
ered parking. Lovely spacious 
grounds. No children, no pets.





on Rowcliffe Avenue now rent­
ing. Featuring one, two and 
three bedroom suites in quiet 
neighborhood away from traffic' 
No Children, No Pets 
762-8068
QUIET MODERN ONE BEDROOM 
ground floor suite. Available April 1st 
Abstainers. No children, pets. $140 per 
month. 762-0534. evenings. tt
VISTA MANOR. ONE AND TWO BED- 
room suites. Close in. Newly decorat­
ed; carpeting. Retired or quiet living 
eouple. 765-6536; evenings 762-3037. tt
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT AVAIL- 
able March 1. $140 per month. Tele­
phone 762-2127 days, or 762-5197 evenings.
. __________ tf
RIVERSIDE APARTMENTS, 1770 AB- 
bott St. Bachelor suite,, partly furnish­
ed. Available March L' Telephone 762-
A FAMILY HOME!
AH rooms are large, 5 Bdrms., family room 
plus rumpus room, 1 Blk, to school and 
shopping. Priced to sell. To view contact 
Art MacKenzie 2-6656. Excl.
CLOSE IN — 3^BEDROOM
Price of $21,900 is a real bargain for this 
large older home containing 3 Bdrms., 17* 
by 15* living room plus separate 10’ by 11*, 
dining room. Full basement, modern kit­
chen, good garage, located 3 blocks south 
of Harvey Avenue on a smaH easy to main­
tain lot. George Trimble 2-0687. MLS.
LEVEL BUILDING LOTS
For only $3,800., you can purchase level, 
serviced building lots close to Westbank, 
in Glenrosa. Call Bren Witt 3-6300. MLS.
VIEW PROPERTY
Treed acreage in secluded area with view. 
Excellent building site, domestic water. 
Some cleared land. Good buy. Call Bob 
Robinson 3-5161. MLS.
DUPLEX
Rental from each side $165. per mo., new 
Rutland location. 3 Bdrms, on one side, 2 
on the other. Both sides have finished rec. 
rooms. Priced at $35,900. Good terms. Call 
Ernie Zeron 2-5232. Excl.
MOTEL OR RENTAL COMPLEX 
Beautiful location on Wood Lake, consist­
ing of 1—4 plex and 4 cottages only 2 years 
old. Shows excellent return. All units rented 
on year round basis, $87,500,00. MLS, Hugh 
Tait 2-8169.
Apple Valley Realty ™
1451 Pandosy St. *♦♦ SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY ♦♦♦ Office Ph. 3-4144
8354. tf
PARTLY FURNISHED TWO BED- 
room suite for rent. Close in. Avail- 
able Immediately. *90 per month. Tele-
phone 763-3377. tf
TWO BEDROOM UNITS IN FOUR- 
plex. Available March 1st and 15th, 
*145. Telephone 765-5111. office hours
or 763-5676. 174
ONE BEDROOM SUITE, FURNISHED 
or unfurnished, utilities Included. Adults, 
no pets, abstainers. Telephone 765-6370.
• 1721 
BACHELOR APARTMENT, FURNISH- 
ed. private entrance. Orchard Pirk 
area. Immediate possession. Telephone
763-7069. 172
TWO BEDROOM SUITE WITH BASE- 
ment, in duplex. *120. Telephone 764-4957. 
■ . _____________ tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES, 
some cable vision. O’Callaghan’a Re-
sort. 3326 Watt Road. tl
tf
। -.»/ Available immediately, lux-
tLtLIKvLuA urious new duplex featuring 
(Canada) Ltd. 13 bedroom main floor, full 
SALES & SERVICE Ibasement, plus carport. Lo- 
1963 Harvey Ave. cated on a beautiful treed lot 
762-3012 tf
•------————------ —------- in Spring Valley subdivision.
KIRBY VACUUM CO.
OF KELOWNA I II “7ZC “7AOZ 
350 Dell Road, Rutland L3II /OD‘/UOO 
Sales —- 765-9248 174
Service — 763-3270 (country living with lovely 
tf|vlew at MacKenzle Manor fiveplex, 
—---------- - । ... — —------:—|MacKenzle Road, Rutland. Two baths.
KRAFTHAUS APTS.
760 Highway 33
Large 2 bedroom suites. All fa­




FOR RENT BY WEEK OR MONTH, 
furnished one bedroom apartment with 
electric stove, refrigerator and all cook­
ware. Carpeted, direct dial telephone 
and cable Vision. Ideal for temporary 
workmen, those awaiting more perma­
nent accommodation, etc. Good until 
June 30. No children, no pets. Cana- 
mara Beach Motel, 763-4717. tf
THE CHATEAU—NOW AVAILABLE FOR 
occupancy. Adult building, complete with 
shag rugs, draperies, air conditioning, 
ranges and refrigerators, free laundry 
facilities; and sauna baths Close to 
downtown and park. Telephone Man­
ager, 762-3422. or Argus Industrie* Ltd.,
CAPRI VILLA-ONE AND TWO BED- 
room auitea on ground floor. No chil­
dren, no pets. Telephone 763-6114. tt
IMPERIAL APARTMENTS. ONE AND 
two bedroom suites, no children or 
pets. Telephone 764-4246. tt
WINDMILL MOTEL - OFF-SEASON 
rates. Children welcome. Telephone 763-
COL'I 'ON
CHOICE BUILDING srm 
Close to city boundari 
Builders terms or trades^ 
For details call us now. 
MLS.
DON’T SPEND YOUR DOL- 
LARS ON RENT! I It dee - 
just not make CENTS! 
Call- in and see us about 
this 2 yr. old 2 br. home 
just across from the beach, 
only $19,500.00 full price. 
Contact Al Pederson, office 
2-2739 or eve. 4-4746. MLS.
RETIREMENT HOME — 
Close to downtown South 
side. 21’ living room, 3 pee. 
Pembroke bathroom, ca­
binet kitchen, utility room. 
1 bedroom. Nicely land­
scaped and treed grounds. 
Full price only $16,900.00. 
EXC.
2523. «
ONE BEDROOM SUITE IN APART- 
ment block. Close to downtown. $92 
monthly plus utilities. 763-2837. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE FOR RENT. 
$115 per month. Telephone 765-7929 after
6:00 p.m. 173
LARGE ONE AND TWO BEDROOM 
furnished housekeeping units. 485 and 
up. Telephone 762-2532.. Th. F, S, tf





|‘aV6 bedrooms, spacious living, some
TWO BEDROOM GROUND FLOOR 
apartment; electric heat, cable vision, 
free laundry facilities. Close to Shops 
Capri. *147.50 per month, all 'utilities in­
cluded. No children or pets. Retired 
couples preferred. Apply Mrs. Dunlop,
of Kelowna 
Fast, efficient service
I children welcome, water and garbage I Suite 1. 1281 Lawrence Avenue or tele- 
I collection free. $135 per month. No pets, phone 762-5134. tf
Tele^T.7^3012 Of 76?-34?------------Jf WESTVIEW APARTMENTS—A'ITRAC-
on all AVAILABLE MARCH 1, LOVELY TWO Mw nE™ one bedroom suites, shag car- 
' bedroom duplex; 1% baths, avocado PeHng throughout, appliances, large pri- 
maKes OI vacuums ana I stove anij refrigerator, carpet through-1vate PktiOS, ten minutes from Kelowna 
— „ut. carport and large storage area. *110 Per month. Two bedroom suite
«« tadudfo water. Telephone 765-6145 with panoramic view of lake also avail- 
763-3270 after (.qq p,m, tf I &h!e. Telephone 768-5875. tf
tt rwer.w™, "J SEE OUR KNOX MANOR ONE BED-
------------------------ 1 WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE OF room apartments. Lovely, spacious and 
NOW CALL COURIER ■ downtowm and Capri, near new two bed- warm * tfrapes> cable, broadloom. 
CLASSIFIED ADS------------------------------------------------------------- wurrh’srf’ coiored stove and refrigerator. Elevator
ninprr and both bedrooms. Available March 1st. a d { washing facilities. Friendly
DIRECT, 763-3228 References ^required. Telephone Harry atmo here. 185S Pandosy stteet. Tele-
Maddocks, 765-6218. or 765-5155. tf ohnne 762-7918. tf
polishers.
502 Groves Ave.
TWO BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT WINDSOR MANOR - ONE BEDROOM 
duplex. Very near elementary school. | suites njw available for occupancy. 
*145 per month. Telephone Joe Lira-1 Sound proof adult building. Shag car- 
GRAF-FLOWER — Mr. and Mrs. Otto I berger at Collinson Mortgage <t Invest- peting, drapes, air conditioning, recrea- 
Graf, Gibson Road, announce the en-|faents Ltd.. 762-3713 days or 763-2338 tibn room, free laundry facilities, range, 
gagement of their only daughter, I evenings. tf I refrigerator. Close to downtown. Tele-
4. engagements
BARGAIN HUNTING? In Applewood Acres — over % acre 
with view. 1% years new, 3 bedrooms, full basement, 1,218 
sq. ft., large living room with carpeting and fireplace. A 
real bargain at $22,000 with $4,100 down. Call Dave Dein- 
stadt at 762-3713 days or 763-4894 eves. MLS.
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
SHARING THREE BEDROOM FUR- I 
nished suite near Hospital—large and II 
private bedroom, heat and light luclud- II 
ed, $79. To quiet gentleman. Telephone I
763-2093. tf
CLEAN LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING 
room, linens and dishes supplied. Gen­
tleman only. Private entrance. Tele-
phone. 763-4208. u
FURNISHED, LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING 
room,' suitable for working gentleman. 
Refrigerator, television. Telephone 762- 
3967. \ tf
FURNISHED BEDROOM IN QUIET 
home for steadily employed, respectable 
gentleman. Telephone 762-4775. tf
BUILDER’S SPECIAL! This 
building is sound and solid 
5O’x55’, 2 storeys, total of 
5,500 sq. ft. Could be a rest 
home, small apartment, art 
studio. 2 acres of land for 
expansion in a nice area 
close to lake in Okanagan 
Mission. $20,000 down will 
handle. Call Andy Runzer at 
762-3713 days or 764-4027 
eves. MLS.
WANT ELBOW ROOM — 
Then call me for informa­
tion on this 2 bedroom home 
with rec room and extra 
bedroom finished in base­
ment, and a large workshop. 
All on one acre. A terrific 
investment priced at $25,800. 
Call. Sylvia Roberts at 762- 
3713 days or 765-6936 eves.
LOOKING FOR A DU-
OVER 3 ACRES SUBDIVI­
SION — Land already zoned 
for residential 10 lots includ­
ing 3 duplex lots. A low down 
payment of $5,000, balance at 
9%. Hot buy! Hurry! Call 
Mike Martel at 762-3713 days 
or 762-0990 evenings. MLS.
ONLY $20,300 FULL PRICE 
—For this near new 3 bed­
room, full basement home 
on a landscaped lot located 
in Rutland close to schools 
and shopping. If you believe 
in getting the most for your 
dollar, call Harry Maddocks 
at 765-5155, 762-3713 days or 
765-6218 evenings. Exclusive 
listing.
Bill Woods 







270 Bernard Ave. 
Phone 762-2739
I Odette Pamela, to Greg John Flower, 1 _ FnnRPI wtth Phone Manager, 763-7234. tf
I ion of Mr, and Mr*. Richard Flower, IT”0 BEDROOM FOURPLEX WITH ----------------------------------------------------------------
I of WiUlam* Lake. The wedding wUl take] CBrp“rt on Leathead Road. $135 per 0NE AND BEDROOM FULLY 
I place June 23. 1972 at St Theresa's I W!»l refrigerator, range, rug. drapes, fUrniShed with kitchenettes. Available
I Church. Rutland. 1721 witer ind garbage collection included. weeIdy and monthly rates. Close to
■One child acceptable. Reference* re- shopping centre, Vocatlonnl School, bus,
qulred. Telephone 765-5578. 174 ctc cinnamon’s Lakeshore Resort. 2924
5. IN MEMORIAM TWO BEDROOM. FULL BASEMENT I Abbott Street. Telephone 762-1834. tf
A LITTLE GIFT IS RICHLY TREAS LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- ra„P.,.M.‘n WINFIELD. LARGE TWO BEDROOM
ored by your child. A clipping ol hl* tery new address; 1790 Hollywood Rd. I children welcome No nets Telephone un<«mlsbed apartment. Largo picture
Birth Notice from Th* Kelowna Dally | (end) Rutland. Telephone 763-6494. tf I SrSS" we,c<,me' No peu' lelepnon.e, window-beautiful view of Wood Lake.
Courier will b* appreciated In th* lu -------------------------------------------------------------- waU to wall carpet throughout. 765-6538.
lure year*. Extra dippings of thls| I THREE BEDROOM DELUXE DUPLEX. _________________ ____________________«
■otic* can b* had for friends and rel-1 8. COMING EVENTS 1221 Creekside Road. Rutland. With v------c - cnKT.irern
■tlvei. too. The day of birth b* sure.I—--------------------------------------------------------- built-in oven and range. Available Im- COMPLETELY SELF CONTAINED
lather, grandmother or someone Is In SUMMERLAND SINGERS AND PLAY- mediately. *150- Telephone 763-3737 or slXlne
.traded to place a notice for your ers present Gilbert .nd Sullivan’s light | 763-3900,_______________ tf | y.T“onaJ.£±^/±.g.e ac±‘h°nPP!!!£
®hUd. These ndlees are a* low as *2.50.1 oper«'‘Iolanthe'’ Tuesday, Februaty M I NEW THREE BEDROOM DU- Resort, telephone 762-3567. tf
Telephone 763-3228, a trainee «■ | at the Summerland Secondary School 1 nlM _.nv -nti 0« .»r.et car. -------------------- -------------------------------------------
writer will .sslst you in wording the Auditorium, and on March 1st at the m’.7 SEE* D ‘10nal TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX SUITE
■otic*. Penticton Secondary School Auditorium. I You oWe it tol yoursel? fo’ tbfo one' bchlnd *’pur Se“«on'' stovo an<l
————————— ——————————— | Genera! admission. *2,00; Student* .nd I 7«.«ag ■ tf refrigerator. $140 per month plus utilities.
Old Age Pensioners, $1.00. Both per- ,.... .................... 2———. Available March 1. Telephone 764-7123.
2. DEATHS formances to commence at 8;15 p.m. FURNISHED, TWO BEDROOM LAKE- 175
------------------------- ------ ------------------------------- Ticket* avaHabl* at the door. shore cottage available until June 30. |
JONES — Master Daniel Allan Jone* I 170. 172. 174 $130 per month, utilities included. No J/WR^EX SUITES FOR RENT IN
•f Fort St. John passed away at Kei-1 ~■—- ■ 1 11 -........ | pets. Boucherle Beach Resort. RR I, I Jutland. Wall to wall carpeting, «re-
owna on Feb. 21st. 1972. at the ag« of A MEETING WILL BE HELD FOR Westbank. Telephone 768-5769, tf frlgerators and doves. Children and 
I v*ar* Daniel I* survived'by his par-1 th* organizing ot k Kelowna and Rut-1----- -------- --------—--------------------- ------ | peta welcome. Immediate occupancy.IntZ Mr rad Mr. AHari Jonea. and land Young New Democratic Youth ITHREE BEDROOM FULLY CARPETED | Telephone 764-7139._____________ tf
two iUteri at. home. The remains I Group* oa Saturday» February nj I house, Double oven Kaa ^*ove* I furnished ONE AND TWO BED- h.v* been forwarded to Fort St. John 3;00 P.m. Thia meeting will be high-1 ba.ement. Two block:i East Rutland L™«NIsnKD ONE^AND -IWO^BLD 
for funeral aervlcea and Interment. THE I lighted by Mr., R°n <,o''n.on> provlnclal I b>’«lnM« dlstrlct. Hlghway 33. Call alter school and College Winter
GARDEN CHAPEL FUNERAL DIREC- organlrer of the _Y.N.D. This meeting « E-™-. 704-7330, $160 monthly. 174 lonr^M°nh s„'nil. kenort. 3356I Writ 
TORS have beer; entrusted with funeral wHl. bo held at th*: home ot Mr. Rot two BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT Rond. Telephone 762-5272. tf
arrangement*. (Telephone 762-3040). 1721 Ilrabchuk, 12 Vlrta Road (just oH Ij™].,, W|th refrigerator and stove on ----------------------------------------------------------------
■——---------- -- ------- —------ „ Leathead), Rutland. 173 jurom* Road RutlnndI S135 ner month WO BEDROOM SUITE AVAILABLEFALL — Mr*. Ella Maud Hall of —   ' I including water Available March 15 Immediately. Stovo and refrigerator In-
Winfield, B.C., passed away on Febru- THE SEPARATE SWINGERS WILL M « eluded. $150 monthly. Including utilities,
ary 2J. 1972. at th* nor of 91 years, hold a Leap Y*ar Dance on Saturday, l«>*phone 762-6714._________ ._________ tt A|J nppIlcants mU(t h3V0 rc(ereneca.
S'i. waa predecea.ed >v husband February 26th, 1972. In the Women’s | FURNISHED CABINS, $70. PLUS PRO- Telephone 766-2872. tf
„,,y„‘jy* Institute Hall. 740 Lawrence Avenue. | panel furnished one bedroom suite, $105 nllnn aMII—i-nunm ,-v.——n,-n"■on*. Fred and Chnrtes, of Winfield; | All widowed, divorced, separated, and I and $110l two bedroom, $120, utilities RUTLAND l-OURPLEXi TWO BM)-
on* daughter (Mildred) Mrs. Jack Lingles ov«;r 30 are welcome. For In- Included. Sam’s. Wood Lak* Road. Win- H0?"1’ ‘J,’.’0 ni‘
MacKenzle, of Whltehorae, eight grand I formation, telephone 762-609* or Write I field. Telephone 766-2504. 176 icfricerator and stove., No peta, Ono
children. 26 great grandchildren, and p,o. Box 834. Kelowna. 1741--------------- ------------------- ------------------ --------- child accepted. Vacant March 13. Tele-
four great, great grandchildren. Fun- ......... .......... ...................................................... DELUXE FOURPLEX SUITE IN RUT- phono 705-6923. tf
•ra! service* for the late Mr*. Ella IMMACULATE CONCEPTION FOURTH i»ndi two bedroom*, full basement, . Nn „„vn nFnlinnM nFI nvK
Hall will b* held from The Garden Annual Baron of Beal Dinner, Capri|P«ved driveway, landscaped, close to *”1) TWO iiedhuom heloxe SbKU’ Mth^tl.^n'm’^lZh^hJyr’nm IA,?ii?/a1 as’I GOO^u m** P“'‘ Te'*P 76’'3M1 "'}?( «y Adult^
FfbrUBTy 29lh* M p«m( With IhOl 4-8 p.m, Adults IX&Oi Children* 91,25,] p»nb 1741 *|nu,p]|ff- TAlcnhnnA Mr Collard it 7iH.Kt  fg KV8ryt,<><ly WC1C°n>,‘ m| BKAND NEW DUPLEXES. TWO AND g"8' 9 7'tf
Memorial Park Cemetery. THE GAlt-1KEIX1WNA AND DISTRICT JAY- f«7emerir02wnort rPdnrid!hMmrt.c'k' in’ CIX)SE DOWNTOWN FOR ADULTS 
DKN CHAPEL FUNERAL DIBECTOllS catte. Ilumm.se Sale, Saturday, Fet>ru. ',’,'rn'nt'fa^"rl'J"'1'1' ’-"' only--deluxe two bedroom aulte, air
■re *rim»tcd with th* funeral arrange-! ary 26. 1:00 p.m.. St. Josaph’* Hail. 863 occup*n?yd conditioned, Intercom, fre* laundry, car-
Manta. (Telephone 762 M40), 1721 Sutherland Avraue, m I Telephone 7M 6509..pets, drapes, range and refrigerator In-
I PLEX? Carports on both 
18. ROOM AND BOARD sides, stucco and siding, tar 
ROOM AND BOARD AVAILABLE FOR I gravel roof- WaU-tp-wall 
gentleman. 1346 Ethel street. tf in living room and bedrooms, 
--------- ~ I fridge and stove both sides. 
19. ACCOM. WANTED Built-in closet for washer/ 
—----------------------------------- — II dryer. Some terms, full
^r^’seh^^udent"^ Price $26,750. Call Wilf Ruth- and board for high school student* area I r *
around Capri preferred. Box A 563» The II Ctford • at 762-3713 days or 
Kelowna Daily Courier. 172 763-5343 eves. MLS.
20. WANTED TO RENT gj? VISIT WILL CON- 
------------- ------------------ -------- VINCE YOU — Spacious 1,- 
WORKING COUPLE WITH NO CHIL- 50q 2 fjrenlnPP<,
dren desire to rent a two bedroom home S<*’ * nrepiaces, rec
within easy walking distance from down- I room, four feature walls. 3 
town for April 1. House should Include I bedrooms up and 3 down, 2 
appliances. No objection to lease. Ref- hathrnnmc ChiiM efr^nt in 
erences available. After 5 p.m. tele- I, Damrooms. WUiet Street in 
phone 763-6252. 174 Glenmore. All landscaped
for march 31ST. three bedroom I aJ?d fruit trees. Call Gordon 
house, large yard preferred, pets to be I Marwick at 762-3713 days or 
allowed, maximum $150/month. Kei- I 7(M.2771 nvonhifc MT 
owna area. Yearly lease required. Write evenings. ivuz>.
G^Blngham. Box 477. Lynn Lake. Man- HIppITY . HOP TO THE 
garage for week or Two, to GROCERY SHOP — And the 
overhaul car. vicinity Telephone Com- I School and the golf Course 
pany. Reasonable rent. Contact at 1302 I from tills well planned 3 bed- 
St. Paul Street. Telephone 763-3698 eve- I 
nlngs. No call* Friday night, Saturday, I TOOin family home complete 
__________,_________________  173 I with wall-to-wall carpeting 
"wanted to rent” cabin on ok- II and a view of the entire city, 
anagan Lake with water frontage for I Full price $28,500. Call Terri 
family of four. Auguat 1-15, 1972, Replyi I Mecklinrr at 762-3711 rinvn nr 
Mrs. S. Javorsky. RR 1, Fore.t Crescent. MCCKIing at ibZ-JflJ aays Or 
Lanzviiie, ,B.c._______________ 173 I 763-6657 evenings, MLS,
YOUNG EXECUTIVE WISHES TO nmVPNTTF CTITTTT A hnn.. rent (wall to wall) three bedroom home , , SUITE—A beau-
In good area. Will pay up to $250 rent. I tifully kept 2 bedroom home
KELOWNA’S FINEST EX­
ECUTIVE RESIDENCE — 
Located in the elite Alta Vis­
ta area, over 3,000 ft. of fin­
ished area. 4 beautiful bed­
rooms and 3 bathrooms. A 
deluxe living room featuring 
a 14’ ceiling and a lovely 
fieldstone fireplace. A mas­
culine den with fireplace, a 
20’x40’ heated-pSol and many 
extras, built-in range, dish­
washer, etc. Call Bud Dalley 
at 762-3713 days or 765-6959 
evenings. MLS.
NO FUSS — LEAVE THE 
FINANCING TO US— Only 
3 yea/s old: 4 bedrooms and 
room for a 5th, 1% baths, 
many built-ins, feature wall, 
stove and fridge included. 
Very close to elementary and 
senior schools. Vendor anx­
ious and will assist with fi­
nancing. If you think you 
can’t afford a home, call me' 
on this one. Clare Angus at 
762-3713 days or 762-4807 eve­
nings. Exclusive.
Telephone 703-31C7. 174
RCMP COUPLE REQUIRE THREE 
bedroom home In Kelowna. Call 702-
2637. 172
WANTED; FURNISHED TWO OR 
three bedroom home In Kelowna area, 
Havfl two children. Telephone 763-4645. tl
In quiet location close to bus 
and schools. Income from 
the lower suite helps with 
the expenses^ To view call 
Blanche Wannop at 762-3713 
days or 762-4683 eves.
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE H?ary ■ ^ah,e „ 
--------------- !.............. .............. || Ken Mitchell
LKES — In Vlctorl*. B C , on Febru*ry ------------------------------------ ------ -------------------- |TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX SUITE, eluded. Telephone 763-7234._____________
D^’Xiw wX'; 11’• business personal
BHX DOWN USE •m,n‘ " ’“J
land and n «»ldent of Victoria for the WB TAX BHX DOWK USE KM.------ --------------------------------------- ------”? Ono or two lululh only. Prefer quiet,
!•’* 1 'st‘ for r*Ml.tirid p.mloT Ind ret'Jm.nt FUHNISHED TWO, BEDROOM HOUSl?. couple. Telephone 76.1-6520.______ 170
Arthur G. Ue«.d'Delta.kB*c’ and WIL Chor»<Ion at £™pl*bpr*jeIr <No*Mte ^n-imlker*1 WATERFRONT EXECUTIVE TWO AND
m .;.r*8urr«I! li.C.; htr dau*h. 7“l-tormatlon. 174 ftg** 'r.hPhon. 7M 23W: l"rM Three' b»‘h’' »h««
t.’/M". y. F, (Laura Helw) Wright. j6rDAN;8 BUUS -TO VIEW SAmH In bedroom*. Inflhlto heat jlov*. Coloured
feT TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX.- IldTOAND T^el! Ro^L U5
aith^rffTl!^ ’n- * JnrtaUrthm tj .B>a|r,±r: WANTED - GIRL IN TWENTIES 'Hl
KM o?nclatfng. Cremation Arrange. KRUEGER HEATING SUPPLIES LTD. | *re*. Telephone 764-4408 or 765-5527. If | &,en*w j,1*0 jA’Srch Jfit Tricntt 
meat* by the Sanda Mortuary Limited lfurnae«^ aianmore* EL^Talophono”*^ PEI-U*E 'DUPLEX. TWO BEDROOMS, I 7<>2-33l0 bcloro li30 p.m. or 7OJ-2319 
17a|Mjy ' ' ’ heumenl. Neer Klementery SchoolJetter 5:00 p.m. r/3
tt
DELUXE 'DUPLEX. TWO BEDROOMS, 
__ ____________________ ------ mH basement. Neer Elementary School. 
McDONAGH — Passed away In th* I ---- ____ ---------- ” I Rutland. Avallabl* March 1st. Tele-. nimnnnM unc.r nntnnv
Vernon Jubll** Hospital on Tuesday, I CAJUN FOR WEDDINGS. BAN-1 phon* 761-4860 after SiOO p.m. tf 
w.u *■*>..< ufaM • rvt» m**. I flti>tfa1 <l*nc4i*s Old tim*. modim I1 f“~i~1 "vothi* im-- ■ ... -.uti, -1 i-.-m I DAscmcint BiiltCi rcingerAton utovc*
= wtt. wd count™ music. W IU Pr°n nKNT 1N RUTLAND TWO BED- laundry facilities, utilities Included.
JrtnHMd or 7654M3 »»»W»* dupl„ with carport, avallabl* Available April 1st. *140 per month.
hM hXnd .nd dos aw . -------------------------------- ------- !! March I. *140 per month. No pet*. Tele- Adults, no pets. Telephone 762-3079. 173
Burvtvlng am Mr husband and on* son . I,phon* 761-3733. tf I---------------------- ------------------- --—------- ---------
Gregory at Mm* *nd on* daughter Jen- j- BEDVAklAIC —-------------------------------------—--------------- - NEW TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN S1X-
\ alter (Mr*. Brae* Bray) of Ladnar. B.C.; IX. FtRSONALS ------------------------- ----------------- ---------
\ two grondchlldrsn. three brothers and'------- --------------------------------
DELUXE TWO BEDROOM FOUR. | plex. Unfurnished, carpets. Cloae to 
, a oenua vo, mm "w",!.T,|jniN Tine nw-wn. «>u 1 ■“•M *a Rutlandi full biiement.I downtown Rutland shopping area. Tele-
«M eUteri R<W Berger In Bavelitoke. ^<» »CAA FUN ta ,clwwu, No pati. T.l.phon. 761- phon. 7C2-02U or 762 0601. , tt
SET.” ^'“iiK? 'X'" “m™.i^ii TOTO-.>a:iia'mTlni IN
SIimSSb. lin^MbervIce for the laU I ?.CA* Agency. *» Martin I NEW TWO OR THltKE BEDROOM I the nicest and lafesi apartment. No
Mra. McDonagh will ba held from Dav’t I Penticton. B.C,_____________III I duplex, full basement and carport. Bed-1 children, no peti, Telephone 703-3641,
Chapel of Bemembranco on »Ylday'jr»5 ALCOHOUCg ANONYMOUS - WIHTkI ” tl 1 , ________ —J!
95th. a* 1 o'clock. Rav. B.. Prichard M p.o, B« B«7, Kelowna. B.C. ■n.lw.hm.. I >*r month. Telephone 7t5 "IU, tf BEDROOM SUITE IN NEW 
Vernoa wra femdurt l!l* *tn 2?^% *«-W» or 7«MW&. tn I SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX fourplex; wall to wall carpel Immediate
“■’Ul In ttsA Gardw o< winil.M 7W-2107. It Ihara a drinking I with Bnplace and carport. Quiet real- occupancy. Telephone 7651M)7J, after 6iM
Leteeview Menorial Park. Day « Fuo- preh!ttn rra-kemiT Contact Al-Ancn deaUU area. Tkkphon. Midvalley R.alty L.m, „
era) Renae am la charge ti the afr «t 7CM3WI er 76*474*. tt Ltd.. 7»34!$7. if -------------------------- ------------------------------------rangementa. I =----------------------------------------------------------- FURNISHED THREE BEDROOM
L'a UmmR. MF*; I FORWENT ON WALROD ST.. TUREK lault. downtown. Eapedally suitable forRKART J^OUNDATIO N — DEKr I n, approved method. Righty. I bedroom nite tan *M< by aldo duplex. I mature ladle*. All utilities Included lor
*ltt *“W Mtra •»- Avanablo March I. I1M par month. Tslo- »73 each. Telephone 7M-10M. tf 
departed latnlty. Mend* and I pertoace. For further tnformattea. lelo. I phoaa 70337$. tt-----------------------—-- ---------------------------------
with a mosnMUl gm to. ttj WnMilphrno Helen Gray. 7«M31g III-----------——5--------- -’ TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX NEAR
FosuMlaUoa. Rahwaa Vail. FA Boa | rrrrr?":—-7': -:1. -    :1 -.......   - - - I AVAILABLE MARCH 1$. |. A RG El school*; rarpet. sundeck, Avallsbl*
MA tt WOULD LIKE TO MEET KIND SIN-1 thro* bedroom oulte tu fourplex. near! March 1. *ltt per mouth. Telephone
2-___ ' U ...I 4*48 yesm. for com. afore* ia Rutland. Na pefo. Telephone 70055. tt
TKK CANADaAI* CANCEB nln-i—as I putauai*, Wr<ta B*a ANA Tha K*|.| immt tt! ...... ............... .. . ...... ........... .................gratefolty accepU d««etl<«» ta memory I ^wnaDeltr Courier. R 174]—-.... ...... ........ -I ONE AND TWO BEDIIOOM SUITES,
ef l*v*4 MM*, ta further I -------------4--------------I TWO BEDROOM ROME FOR RENT. I Furnished, carpeted, color television,
eaeqnsrfof aaneor. Oenfort B«1\O»- DRAMA NKXD3 GROUP. Tt$KHIONE I Wall Ie wall carpet, fau basement, car-' No children, ne pefo. Telephone 763-ttM. 
■aasaa Mottoa. Tb. F. B. tt|TWNH. . , m>>*rt. Tsiepboaa BB4TM. U , tf
VIEW HOME IN RUTLAND. 
Indoor-outdoOr living in this 
3 bedroom deluxe 1240 nq. ft. 
split level home, Living room 
has wall to wall carpet and 
fireplace, Ills and hers pav­
ed driveway. Beautifully 
landscaped, Only 4 years ojd 
and in Immaculate condition. 
Owner transferred and this 
house must be sold. To view 
call Otto Graff evenings at 
765-5513. Exclusive.
$5,000.00 REDUCTION I | | 
Absentee owner says ’SELL’ 
The $5,500.00 down payment 
makes this nearly new du­
plex an investment within 
reach. Double glazing, fIren 
places, carports, top loca­
tion. A home you can be 
proud to own. What’s wrong , 
with old friends getting to­
gether and putting up $2,750 
each? Full price only $33,500, 
For more information call 





















IF YOU CAN PAY RENT 
YOU CAN OWN THIS HOME 
—Just $172.85 monthly, prin­
cipal, interest and taxes, 
with 5% down payment to 
NHA mortgage. 2 bedrooms 
up and 2 in basement. Cor­
ner }ot in quiet Glenmorc 
area, providing lots of space. 
$18,500. Call Roy Paul at 762- 
3713 days or 765-8909 even­
ings. MLS.
Joe Llmberger ......... 3-2338
Frank Ashmead ..... 5-6702 
Fred Kyle ........... 5-8804 
Bill Campbell ........... 3-6302
MORTGAGES AND APPRAISALS - Darryl Ruff - 764-7536 
KELOWNA — 483 Lawrence Ave., 762-3713 
RUTLAND — Shoppers' Village, 765-5155
INTERIOR'S LARGEST REALTOR
SOUTHSIDE STARTER: If you arc thinking of starting 
out or slowing down, have a look nt this cosy little two 
bedroom home located near the hospital and one-half 
block from the lake, It has a fireplace, good utility area 
and fenced ynrd. Asking only $17,250 with good terms 
available. For details call Hugh Mervyn at 3-4343 or 
2-4872. MLS, ’
; DOWNTOWN COMMERCIAL BUILDING: With busihess- 
Ideal location, excellent return on investment—present­
ly leased or business may be assumed, Building In excel­
lent condition — terms available to right Investor. For 
full details please contact Jim Barton at 4-4878 evenings or 
3-4343 days. MLS,
QUIET COUNTRY SETTING I 11 Combined with an ex- 
cellcnt view of the lake Is what this home has to offer, 
Features spacious modern kitchen, large living room 
with fireplace, dining room, 3 bedrooms, and rec, room 
with fireplace. Situated on a .57 acre lot only minutes from 
downtown Kelowna, For appointment to view,' contact 
Murray Wilson at 703;4343 or 762-6475, MLS.
. Dennis Denney 5-7282
Lakeland Realty
1561 Pandosy St. LTD. 3-4343
\ INFORMATION ON ALL M.L.S. LISTINGS ( 
AVAILABLE FROM OUR REALTORS.
Orchard City
1759 SMITHSON DRIVE: If 
you are looking for a 2 year 
old home in Glenmore, close 
to schools, then let me show 
you this one. Home has shag 
carpet throughout, 2 bed­
rooms up and 1 down, fire­
places up and down, finished 
rec. room, sundeck and car­
port. Vendors are asking 
$28,400 and are open to ©L? 
fers. For an appointment to 
view call Alan Elliot at the 
office or evenings at 3-7283.
Gord Funnell 2-0901
Ben Bjornson _____  2-6260











T, Th, S, tf
FOR SALE
BY OWNER
Brand new 3 bedroom home in 
Kelowna. Spacious kitchen with 
eating area, dining room with 
sliding glass door, onto sundeck, 
LR, l^i baths, wall-to-wall car-... 
pets, two fireplaces, carport, 
$25,600 full price, $1,100 down 





DISPLAY HOME < 
CRESTVIEW HOMES
Open from 2-6 p.m, every 
Tues., Thurs., Fri. and Suh. 
from 2-5 p.m. Sat. Follow 
Black Mtn. Rd. to Hollywood 
Rd,, turn right on Falkirk Rd., 
turn right on Dundee.





will build you r' 
3 BEDROOM HOME 
with carport and double win­
dows, including lots, in Win­
field or $18,500 for 2 br, 




________________  T, Th, S tf
$33,000. BY OWNER 
Beautiful view of lake, Dchre
3 bedroom home in pines. 





NEW 4-PLEX y 
Two-bedroom units, carpcft 
throughout (8 units with fridges, 
stoves); Carports. Hein Road, 
Rutland. v
Call 765-9071 1
, T, Th, B tf
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KELOWNA REALTY
Wr . |
/• 243 BERNARD AVE. - KELOWNA 1
BLK. MTN. RD., RUTLAND MAIN ST.. WESTBANK I
2.03 ACRES OF TREED PRIVACY - Few minutes from I 
Rutland Centre, with modern split level home. Natural 
stone fireplace in 12x18 L.R., 3 bdrms., 2 more down. 
Ample water, on school bus route. A fine summer home 
or suitable for year round living. Fritz Wirtz lot financing 
3*5676 or 5*5111. MLS.
’ NEW LISTING on NEW HOME - 1100 sq. ft, 3 bdrms., I 
; 18 x 14 L.R., spacious dining area, roomy kitchen. Fire- 
■ ’ place, full bright bsm’t. 24 x 14 sundeck, landscaped 
^’grounds. See this one soon! Call Fritz Wirtz 3-5676 or 
I office 5*5111. MLS.
{ACREAGE — NEAR WOOD LAKE — 13% acres of 
! level land in Winfield. Property all fenced, 8% acres 
■> may be bought separately. This acreage on paved road 
< would make fine holding property. Easily subdivided into 
ranchette lots. Fritz Wirtz 341676 or 5-5111. MLS.
‘ THE PRICE FIRST! - Just $16,500.00 for retirement 
; home in Kelowna, close to shopping and transportation. 
! Beautifully landscaped with large shade trees, covered 
.Lpatio. For more details call Stew Ford 2-3455 or 5-5111.
"Trading Dollars Unlimited"
diW'
f YOUR PROMISED HER A LOT! — Now put a house on I 
it! Just listed one in new subdivision, not far from schools. I 
.. Priced right at $3,650. DUPLEX LOT - Not many left. 
< Priced at $7,000. For details on these and others available 
! cal! Bill Kheller 545841 or 5-5111. MLS.
HURRY! RED HOT SPECIAL! — Try your offers on this I 
H^stress sale. To be sold soon. $1000 down will put you 
BMEthis 2 bdrm home, large L.R., all carpeted. Roomy 
■Btchen with built in stove and oven. Level lot, short I 
^Rvalk to shopping etc. Stew Ford 2-3455 or 5-5111. EXCL. I
'> A LOVELY THREE BEDROOM HOME — on Desert 
. Pines Rd. in Peachland area. The most beautiful view 
; of the lake and valley from the wrap-around sundeck.
Lovely landscaping. Feature walls—two fireplaces. Swim- 
’ ming poor nearly completed—many extras. For details, 
. call Marvin Dick 5-6477 or 2-4919. MLS.
! UNFINISHED AT PRESENT — This three bedroom home 
• is located on Villa Vista Road in Rutland. Insures com- 
7 fclete privacy with a panoramic view. A quality home 
' throughout with a unique floor plan. To view, call Marvin 
: Dick at 5-6477 or 2-4919. EXCL.
J 2’4 ACRES WITHIN CITY LIMITS — Zoned R2 multi I 
dwelling. A prime investment. Call Marvin Dick at 5-6477 
or 2-4919. MLS.
YOU’LL LOVE ME — as my tenants pay % the payments 
A —I am a lovely custom built full basement DUPLEX 
# down, rec room, 3 bedrooms plus built-in-vacuums. $5,000 
dose to all amenities. Outstanding fireplaces up and 
'■ down and good terms—Please call Eva Gay 768-5989 or 
7624919. MLS.
$17,900. LARGE WESTBANK O/T HOME — Beautifully 
i kept, 5 bdrms, basement, cherry, walnut trees, attractive 
1 garden, fruit room. One block off main street. Lake view. 
!* $8,500. Call Dick Steele 8-5480. MLS.
; HANDYMAN SPECIAL, WESTBANK TOWN CENTRE— 
Small O/T home, 3 bdrms, good kitchen. Needs consider* 
' able renovation. Full price $6,900. Phone Dick Steele 8- 
I 5480. MLS.
VERY NEAT, $19,300
Ideal for retirement or starter, 980 sq. ft located on 
Leathead Rd., % acre, 2 good size bdrms, L.R., large 
kitchen with eating area. Clear title. Elaine Johnson 
763-7900 or 765-8352. NRS and MLS.
PRICE — FINANCING - LOCATION
The price is right, the financing is excellent, the location 
choice!
‘BRAND NEW DUPLEX
Two bdrms, ea. side, w/w, 1% baths, fridge and range, 
carport, tool shed and many more.
ONE YEAR OLD DUPLEX
Two bdrms, ea. side, could easily be 3 in the partly de­
veloped lower.
100 FOOT FRONTAGE, MAIN STREET OLIVER 
With 3 revenue buildings. Call Pat Dunlop at 763-7900 or 
763-3604.
FOR LEASE
1800 ft. and 1500 ft. at $250 and $245 per month. New 
building on Cary Road, close to White Motors. Suitable for 
all sub trades, parts, or?? Bill Gibbons at 763-7900.
DRIVE BY THESE SPECIALS
Sycamore and Wallace Rd. 3 bdrms., finished basement. 
Listed at $22,500. Low down payment.
450 Dell Rd. 3 bdrms., separate D.R., extra large lot.
For the above call D. Adamoski, 763-7900 or 765-8982.
Block Bros.
A LOVELY HOME FOR $28,500 - 3 Bn; built by Guidl 
Construction —■ close to schools and shopping; fully carpet­
ed throughout; some nice trees; suite could be finished 
in the basement: NHA financing; call Lloyd Bloomfield 
. 2-3089 eves or 24544 daytime. MLS.
MOTEL STYLE APARTMENT 17 units; showing good 
revenue; in growing community; $150,000. Call Mike 
Chepesuik 4-7264 eves or 2-5544 daytime. MLS.
BUS AT THE FRONT DOOR - 2 BR retirement or starter 
home; 220 wiring; nice yard with fruit trees smd room 
for a garden; only $14,200. Call Betty Elian 3-3486 eves or 
2-5544 daytime. MLS.
A VERY NEAT HOME — In a quiet area: large lot with 
a few fruit trees; priced at $14,000,with $3,000 down. Call 
Penny Callies, Peachland 767-2655 eves or 767-2202 day­
time. Exclusive.
ONLY $23,000 — For This lovely 2 BR home in Rutland on 
Hollydall Road; extra BR in full finished basement; car- 
• port and double fireplace; on-domestic water and con­
nected sewer; only 3% yrs. old; $18,000 mortgage can be 
arranged. Call Jack Sasseville 3-5257 eves, or 2-5544 day­
time. MLS.
APPLEWOOD ACRES — 2 yr. old 3 BR. home on approx­
imately 1% acres. LR with w/w rug; DR; attractive kit­
chen; quiet country setting; asking price $26,000. Call 
George Silvester 2-3516 eves, or daytime 2*5544. MLS.
Okanagan Realty
551 Bernard Ave, LTD. 2-5544
We Trade Throughout B.C. 
Ruth Young 3-6758 
Peachland Branch 767-2202; Bert or Mae Leboe 767-2525 
Penny Callies 767-2655
“ALWAYS OPEN SATURDAYS!”
“GLENMORE — NEW LISTING!”
This full basement home is 4 years old and has 3 
bdrms on main floor. Situated on a large lot (82’xl50’> 
with fruit trees. The full price of $24,900 includes all rugs,
drapes, washer, dryer, 
Please call Cliff Wilson 
762-2958. MLS.
fridge, stove and dishwasher, 
at 762-3146, eves and weekends
i
CALL CLASSIFIED ADS DIRECT 763-3228
BEAUTY SHOP: $7,500.00
Located in a large new area of quality homes. Brand 
new with every indication of success. 8 dryers and chairs— 
6 styling counters in modem leased premises at reason­
able rent. Price includes all stock and fixtures and % cash 
would be acceptable. Health reasons forces sale so any 
offer will be considered, MLS.
RARE LAKESHORE LOT:
' $13,900. 100’x200’ view setting 8 miles from downtown 
Kelowna, superb beach with substantial wharf and bar-
■ beque area. Ideal privacy—but excellent access. Deep 
i i diving area for water skiing yet protected bay for chil- 
, dren’s wading. You can count remaining Okanagan lake- 
1 shore lots on one hand. Act quickly. MLS.
' HOBSON ROAD LAKESHORE
■ Superlative residence. 2,200 sq. ft. outstanding 12 year 
old, 9 room bungalow on 90x125 lakeshore with wharf. ,
' Remarkable floor plan and quality with features ex­
pected of “the best there is". Walk-in cooler deep freeze, 
radio controlled double garage doors, new carpeting, 2 
sandstone fireplaces, and air conditioning, intercom, 3 
J bathrooms 6 bedrooms, den-utility breakfast nook. Ex- 
T citement at every turn—knockout grounds with covered
60 foot patio. You’ll be smitten by the comfortable terms.
' Don't delay. MLS.
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD.
"ESTABLISHED IN 1902”
364 BERNARD AVE. DIAL 762*2127
John Bilyk ...... 763-3666 George Martin .. 763-7766




— Large Living room
— Spacious Kitchen with eating area
— Dining Room
— Fireplace
Hh — Near the Lake
Hr — Garage
— Beautiful landscaped and treed lot
— Very low price of $21,800 with terms to 
qualified purchaser.
This one won't last long! I EXCL. Call Harold Hartfield 
! evenings 5-5080, '
LEON AVE,
* Very seldom do homes come for sale in this first class 
area, This home features 3 bedrooms, plus 2 in the base- 
,ment, a completed rec room, 2 bathrooms, fenced yard, 
Wall to wall carpets and Is fully landscaped. Vendor has 
purchased another home and MUST SELL! I Don’t miss 
this opportunity to make a good deal. Call Harold Hart­
field' evenings 541080. MIS. '
HOME & ACREAGE
If you are a horse enthusiast, inobiller, or just enjoy 
open space, this Is the property for you. It contains a 
lovely two bedroom cedar home with wall to wall car- 
pets, large open beam living room, modern kitchen 
and many other features. Your backyard Is five acres 





f Phil Moubray , eves. 3-3028
Bill Gaddes eves. 2-4237
762-3227
Len Neav« «ve», 5-5272 
(Gary August eves. 3*57)9
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
3 BEDROOM LUXURY HOME
Drive by 1626 Lambert Avenue and see m fine a , value 
at $26,900. of any home in Kelowna, Three bedrooms, 
finished basement, large landscaped lot which includes 
cherry, peach and plum trees. Owner anxious. Please 
call Interior Real Estate Agency to view this MLS. 
listing. .







21. PROPERTY FOR SALEI24. PROFERTY FOR RENT
NEW HOME, RUTLAND
See this well built 2 br., full 9? NorSri cStecMm-
~ I Ham* Moving and Storage (B.C.) Ltd. basement home located in a I Teltphaa* TO4340 (or further particulars, 
nice residential area close to in
Rutland Secondary School, booking for shop ob war&bousr
Large kitchen, ample —- 1
boards, w/w in l.r., d.r. 
master br. Basement is
cup-1 spicg on Gltnmon Stnot — will bulM 
and I 2.000. l.WO. 1,000 gquiro feet, 
well I Te,ephW1* W3-2945. ti
and LUXURIOUS OFFICE SPACE. 400 TO
family room. Will take late|drap««. ujs Sutherland Avwia. i»i»- 
model car or % pickup as part phona w TO4144. tt
down payment. (Ford or GM office and warehouse space 
preferred). I available at 1144 St. Paul Street Te!4-
I Dhont 7(9*2940. tf
OPEN HOUSE WEEKENDS |7fe<j'"««jAwE fee^ of comber. Lot 1, Eugene Rd. 765-71331 ci*) w*Ce available Immediately. North-
172, 1741 S»te Plaza. Telephone TO-37S2. tf
irvxTr.trr » /n r((lCENTRAL DOWNTOWN omex . LEN NEAVE, R.I. (B.C.) epaca. Reaionabte rent Apply Ttt-StU. 
_ .. „ ’ ... or alter 3:00 p.m. T02-2326. «
Gaddes Realty Ltd.
t>ctay A rrvre a rm Th i Tenn I SPACE FOR RENT — YOU NA Kit PT* REAL ESTATE APPRAISER wo have it Tha Cannery Group. TO*
CONSULTANT 
547 Bernard Ave.




536 Bernard Ave. Phone 763-7900
LAMBERT & PAUL CONSTRUCTION LTD
.63 ACRE ON SUTHERLAND AVE.
Older home set among tall shade trees with Mill Creek 
across front. Lot is 80’x342’, zoned R2. Full price $25,500. 
For further details call J. F. Klassen at 762-3146, eves 
and weekends 762-3015. MLS.
FINE ORCHARD
JUST PAST THE GOLF COURSE
12 acre full bearing orchard with beautiful 3 bedroom, 
full basement family home with huge sundeck and. car­
port. If you check this you will find it probably the best 
buy on the market. To view call Harry Rist at 762-3146, 
eves and weekends 764-7221. MLS.
Phil Robinson 763-2758 Mel Russell 763-2243
543 BERNARD AVENUE 762-3146
Wilson Realty"™
OFFER THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN
HOLLYWOOD DELL GARDENS, HOLLYDELL RD.,
RUTLAND. t,
, See these superb Condominium Units, the modern concept I] DELUXE EXECUTIVE
in contemporary living. Low down payment. , \ ’ ,, ,II 3 large bedrooms, 2 full bathrooms, 2 full fireplaces up 
Buy one and accumulate equity while making monthly I and down, quality carpeting throughout, are only a few of
payments like rent. Payment covers everything except I the distinctive features of this 2000 square foot home;
electricity and phone bills. ' I Beautiful kitchen cabinets. Built-in oven and range, eating
. , _ „ I counter and formal dining room makes it a pleasure to
Buy how and stabilize your housing costs. Dont suffer II serve the best for your family and friends. Full base- .>
another rental increase. I ment with roughed-in plumbing. Large lot with a terrific
T-rvrv TXTBrvT»x<A'rrrvxT nunvit < com o Aino I view and pine trees. Call us for full details. Full price
FOR INFORMATION PHONE 3-5569, 5-5982, 2-4128 $45,000.00. MLS.
Th F S tf I LARGE STORE. IN EXCELLENT LO* •______ ’’ * ‘ I cation in Kelowna. Living quarters In*
COMFORTABLE FAMILY HOME, cludtd> Asking TO.93O. (Existing mute
dost to lake and park. Two bedrooms and den, with oak floors throughout. I P e*s* . H*' PiX*
Completed basement rumpus room, two Worsfold, Hooter Realty Ltd.* 2r5034* 
bedrooms and bath, carpeted hall and •'en“8» MW. 
stairway. Direct from owner — cash to IM‘ 172. 173. 176, 177* IM, 141 
th0M°TO 4011 a75 AbbOtt Stt*eU ldtf OT'IrtCE BUI1JMNG. COMMERCIAL 
phone 76--4011._________________ « property on Main Street. Westbank. The
SAVE COMMISSION - SALE BY OWN- er. Owner being transferred. Holly dell °“er’ J^'^rtUtTeeSh 
subdivision. One year old, 3 large bed-ls®.“‘stbank. Telephone >64- 
rooms, full basement, double windows. a811, "
FOR SALE - SMALL WELL-ESTAB- bumldification. Fabulous view. Priced 
to sell. Call Al Claus, 7654745 or 763- ,5 rl’.a
cj.a I equipment. Lots of work, cash to mort*
gage. Telephone 763-7946. 174
YEAR OLD THREE BEDROOM HOME. I 
shag carpeting, cement carport, partially oz MORTGAGES LOAMS 
finished basement. Private sale. Owner «• MUKIUAUW, kVANJ 
leaving B.C. Will sell with or without r ' .
furniture. Will consider most anything I *4a*«Ii*
as full or part down payment. Telephone I OOBGIal UCfllS 
768-5215. tf ”
COMFORTABLE. FOUR YEAR OLD THr hnHlPOWnPFS 
home. 1240 square feet. Close to school I Ivl IICUWIIUI 0
and shopping. Three bedrooms up. I . . ,
fourth bedroom with bsth. family room! jhf ASCOriATPS 
with second fireplace in completely QI nOOUUIQIGO 
finished basement, double carport and |If you’re buvinK TOUT house, w.**^
X M Homtwner Lou, .t Associate*
Rutland. Complete with carport* sun- pUty tim® you Tieetl C3Sh. 
deck and earpet througiwut. close to That means we may be able to 
school, park. bus. ete. Telephone 76te you a better deal. Lower 
... Irates ... or longer terms .. .PRIVATE SALE. COMFORTABLE I _ ... ’
home, dose in. Wall to wall carpet, 1even bottl. 
fireplace with heatllator* two bedrooms IThe amount you can borrow 18 
m«td^.«°97ib&;enVun bM-United only by the equity you 
Th. F. s. tf have in your home. $5,000, $10,- 
iim close planted orchard* maJ'he $25,000 or more. So 
with good two bedroom home. Many |if you have high-interest debts 
young fruit trees. Excellent view prop- outstanding, Ot if you need Cash 
erty. and good soil. Reasonable offers I.-- _ “j ________
considered. Telephone 765-5404. r?F a secoh“ car, a boat, Or. any 
169.172,174 other good reason, talk to As- 
only 3500 down, old home, ISOCIabout a low-interest 
choice southside location, suitable for Homeowner Loan. See how 
'retired couple or small family; 630 much better off von'll bn . 
Cadder Avenue. Asking price, 314,900. , Deuer JOU 11 De —
What offers? Telephone 762-2346, days; I long-term. 
762-0491. weekends and evenings. 1741 287 Bernard Avenue
HOUSE TO BE MOVED. LOCATED ON I 763-4218
Franklyn Rd., Rutland. Bathroom fix- ASSOCIATES REALTY tures. Move it or demolish it. Call Gas- rnwTtrrif TTtiwwrV
ton Gaucher at 2-2463. Hoover Realty UUkUll.UMll.BP
Ltd. 170.172.1741 172
OPEN HOUSE SAT. & SUN., 2 to 5 P.M.
T, Th, S 178
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
OKANAGAN MISSION, CLOSE TO BEACH. Brand new 3 
bdrm home in Walker Subdivision; Quality workmanship. 
1290 sq. ft. of living area. W/w carpeting. 2 fireplaces, en­
suite plbg, Walnut cupboards. Price $33,400. (MLS) I 
have the key, call me Ed Scholl 2-5030, evgs. 2-0719.
PERFECT RETIREMENT HOME. Only 3 blocks from' 
downtown area, this lovely,2 bdrm home has LR., DR., 
large kitchen and utility room. Horizontal gas furnace to 
warm your floors in winter and lots of trees to keep you 
cool in summer! Call Jean Acres at 2-5030, evgs, 3*2927. 
(Excl) to view.
RANCH-STYLE - ONLY $18,850. 1110 sq, fl. of beautiful 
living in this 3 bdrm home, featuring shag carpeting, en­
suite plumbing, a pretty kitchen, aluminum exterior and a 
carport attached. Ideal for fussy people! For details 
please phone me, Olivia Worsfold, 2-5030, evgs, 2-3895. 
(MLS) ( ■ -
VENDOR MOVING TO COAST! And is sorry to leave one 
of the prettiest houses in town.-4 yr. old, 3 bdrm house 
with fireplace, finished rumpus room, 2 vanity bathrooms, 
separate eating area off kitchen. Huge cement patio, at­
tached carport, paved driveway and beautifully landscap­
ed. EXCELLENT DECOR THROUGHOUT! ONLY $28,300. 
To view please phone Olivia Worsfold 2-5030, evgs. 2-3895 
(MLS)
Evgs. Luella Currie 8-5628, Gaston Gaucher 2-2463 
Orlando . Ungaro 3-4320
Hoover ™v ■ V-Z V L. I X 426 Bernard Avenue
248 Bernard Ave.
W. B. Roshinsky 4*7236
ROYAL TRUST
Phone 2-5200
0. A. Penson 8*5830
J; J. Millar 3-5051
RURAL RETIREMENT
Compact 3 bedroom cottage. Kitchen with dining area. 
Comfortable living room. Garage. Storage. Lots of yard 
area. Low, low, overhead and taxes. All for only $13,500.00. 
For more details, call Austin Warren, at 3*4932 or even­
ings, 2-4838. MLS.
SUMMER COTTAGE, WOOD LAKE
Start planning for an enjoyable summer, next year. 
Terrific little cottage with 2 bedrooms, living room, 
kitchen and bathroom. On a well treed lot, with 80 feet 
of safe, sandy beach. Offered at $20,000.00. Terms consid­
ered. For more details, call Erik Lund, days, 3-4932 or 
evenings, 2-3486. MLS.




LUND and WARREN REALTY LTD.
446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE; CARPORT, :~
sundeck, full basement. Glenmore are*. rqn/ A/ MfWTr.Am
N.H.A. Low down payment. Lou Guidll UoAv/ WlVlAlV/lUli
Construction Ltd., 763-3240 or 744-52CT. (J /4 /O MONEY 
private SALE, GLENMORE AREA, Amole conventional residential three bedroom home, ten years old; half ConvenuwiM resiaemiai
basement, hardwood floors, interior re- mart Case funds availahi a fnr- finished, garage, large lot, $21,000. Low I'Mortgage lunas avauapiQ lor 
down payment. Telephone 768-5267. 178 Lew and existing houses, COn- 
LOW DOWN PAYMENT ON THESE . ......
homes: Dundee Rd. and Cactus Rd. Strucuon UlAWB* Iflit SCW1CC. 
Mortgage can be arranged under NHA.
»roi IINSON RFAI TORS
FOR SALE IN RUTLAND, NEW THREE
flZrX483 Lawrence Avisnue . on main floors carport and large base* | 
ment. Telephone 762-4688. ti Telephone 762-3713 .
OYAMA - BEAUTIFUL VIEW HOME ff
300 yards from Wood Lake. 3 bedrooms. .............——  ________
double fireplace. Carpets. Close to MONEY AVAILABLE 
schools, stores. 322,500. 766-2071. tf . yor
HOUSE TO BE MOVED and lot Commercial and Industrial 
cleared. Located at the corner GJanmora 
and Lawrence. Best offer. Telephone . „. ?*.
765-9014. 176 . SAWLEY REALTY 8e
duplex " - sacrifice' sale by DEVELOPMENT LTD. 
owner. Two and three bedroom suites, 1447 Ellis Street . 
fully carpeted. Includes large shop build- Kplnnmn n n
tag. Call sfter «:00 p.m., 764-7330. 174 . wnoal.n’ ’
NEW HOME UNDER CONSTRUCTION, z——-----------u------------ ---------- ------ ----”
to be tlnished by April 1. Will sell less IS THERE A PRIVATE PARTY WHO 
rugs and final Interior paint. Telephone) would like to give a first mortgage of 
765-6271, 173 118,000 at 744% for 25 yearsf Five year
.■..M • ram .B.moo.1 »omE 
one block from Bernard Avenue, Large I bally Courier itulot, New kitchen, 1475 Graham Avenue.I-.......  ........
Telephone 763-3384. 172 MORTGAGE MONEY — CONVEN-
•......—------- ---------------------------------- ----------  lent rates. Wo buy mortgsges and agree-
AM HKAKrm, 4.. A A*M*.M. B*ll Hunter, Lakeland Realty22. PROPERTY WANTED ttd„ 1O61 P.ndosy Street, Kelowna. 743- 
------------- ,----------------------------------- :------------ - 4343, (f
SAWLEY REALTY & 28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
DEVELOPMENT LTD. order your grape plants now 
for spring Planting. Varieties avslisblet 
Commercial Proocrtv Onlv. nie.iing*, seibeis 5379, woi, 7053, vAHiiiiravim nupvity winy. #n0( #5W> ,W| Mon„he, Vlne;
Lupton Agencies ltd
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI \ PHONE 762-4409
NEW SPLIT LEVEL WITH REVENUE
" SUITE IN RUTLAND
Situated on a large coiner lot on McCurdy Road, thin 
3-bccivoom carpeted family home, offers a unique and 
very private revenue \or linlaw suite that isn’t in 
the basement!! Add to this, two fireplaces, 3 bathrooms, . 
a breakfast nook and room for yet another bedroom and 
large rec, room ip the basement and n double carport! 
And you have orie "I!” of a gixxl buy nt $28,500 - Full 
Priori MI.S, Call Dudley Pritchard at 708*5550 or 762- 
4400,'
Collinson
Commercial and Investment Properties
COMMERCIAL LEASEBACK
6,000 sq, ft,, one and half year old commercial building 
in excellent doWn town location. Owner will sell and 
lease back on a five and five at $1,000 per month net 
toase. Excellent retirement and investment property. 
Full price $120,000. We will accept your home as down 
payment. Exclusive listing. Please call Jack McIntyre 
at 763*5718 days or 762-3698 evenings, or Lindsay Webster 
762*3713 days or 762-0461 evenings.
763-6442 4^
______________________________ _____J? APPLES, POLISHED - SPAHTAN.
WANTED - SMALL ACHEAGE OH *ron»
firm with or without hou«« for »eml.O'**1”***1 
retired couple, Apply N, Pldhemy, 2920 * **■•« Co-op, 1M1 Ellie Street.
Henze Hoad. Prince George. B.C. T, Th, S, ft ,
Hi, F, fl, 172 '
ADVANCE. WENT |rtih~<)i'TION TO IA/L A. * A ।
buy, three bedroom or larger, or ex- WnHI IC U
change 410,000 equityJn nice Arcadia, VVIIUI JO r\
California home, 702-7031. 17a ' ।
1447 Ellis St.
23, PIIOF. EXCHANGED ]2 Year Old
Two bedroom older house ■ 
with potential'on % acre, OK. rlhAhCPi CA 
Mission Trees, creek. Have IHIUllbV x-U.
$7000 equity—will consider % 
cash phis car or truck. Offers? 
764-7174
T, Th; S 104
172, 174
OUTSTANDING VIEW OF I.AKEI NEW 
Ihraa bedroom homo situated In btaull- 
ful Lakeview Halghte, featuring two F/C 
flraplacea, quality aha* carpeting, hugk 
covered sundeck< with Indoor-mtldoor 
carpet, aluminum aiding, partly land-
■caped .nd »n Mfih.lt driveway, 
rtllrni buy it 3M.930, To vlaw rail
REVENUE DUPLEX
Excellent location, 4 yeius old, 2 bedrooms each unit, 
4' basement for storage, Present revenue >250,00 per 
month. Ideal for retirement, live in one unit and have 
revenue from the other. Full price $27,900.00 with terms 
to 7r; Mortgage. MLS Call Bill Fleck at 2-4400 or 3-2230.
Olivia Worifold, 761-3OM, avenlnga 742- 
3395. Hoover Reklly Ltd.
162, 144, IM, 1*7, 1W. 172, 174
RUTLAND BrECIAL, BUILDER HAh 
redsted the price of this charming Ino 
bedroom cathedral entry home to 471,400 
foe quick sale. Features Includ*. car­
port, separata bsesmsnl oxirane*, shag 
carpot, maple kitchen c«blo*l», over 
steed sundock* roughed In plumbing in 
buamant. No down p*ym*nt to quail- 
ited buyor, For Ml th* details, call 
Dee WaUtadar. 7*34M4 er ('raatwood
|MW<. MMW7.
nUH.DEII-B bPl'X'IAL, THIS SMART 
three br<lrn<>m hungelow feature* e 
unique exterior with cerport end court- 
y»rd. Marble vanity tn bathroom, maple 
kltchrn cabinet*, and full baienlent with 
roufhed-ln j>|umbln«. On lar*e NHA 
IM. AH for only *21,400, with no down 
payment to qualified buyer. For *11 Iha 
detail* call Don Walllnder, 7M-4004, Or 
Creftvlew Home*, 744-1717, 174
BY CONTRACTOR, GI.IINktORlTAnEA, 
nearly completed three bedroom houie. 
Carport, eunderk, N.H.A., lew .down 
payment lo thoae wfio quality,, Ixm 
(lutdl Co«»tru<l|on ,Ud., 1U-U40 or 7M- 
M«7. ____ m
BKDUCED TO flOJOC. IUEAL ONE 
bedroom retirement homo, New Creak­
wood kitchen cabtnete. oink and plumb- 
inr. new carpet Ihroutrhout. immediate 
orevpaney, Telephone 7«14W3, tf
24. PROPERTY FOR RBNT| 
FOR RENT - LOOT S(ilJARE FEET OF 
fully linlahed .nd beautifully carpeted 
ollie. «»■<. fn downtown Rutland. 
I'rsvloualy used by phy.lclan, bu| o.a 
bo easily adapted to any profaaalonal 
prrnon r.t, real rutalr, etc. M,40 par
oquare foot, 'iLl.'/WL 173
rilOFKH.IIONAI. OFFICE SPACE 
available - In air-conditioned hue eloray 
building, centrally located. Ample ertaif 
and client parking, Cuuom renovation 
may bp arranged, rumiahed tf deaired. 
Pleeae telephone Mr. J. M. Hobertx, 742-
MOI If
STOUR SFACE FOR BENT IN «HOF. 
para* Vlllago* Rutland. 14'.74' or cai 
divide to aull. Suitable for mualo .tore, 
randy ehop, put .hop, dry goods, sports 
whop. alt. or Isay's wo»r~uono In <h« 
•r«« 7'alephona 74T-7Z3I or '*»|,iU4
oveningo *.d If
With 2 Legs?
Answer: Your Local 
Courier Carrier on Collec­
tion Day. Arc you prepar­
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29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
JUST ARRIVED FROM EUROPE
—Clocks . . . all kinds. Spring. 1 and 2 weights, 
regulators in quantities, grandfathers.
—Art and colored glass.
—Cranbury and Vaseline glass.
—Brass, copper, pewter, iron.
—China, pottery, bisque, etc.
—Loads of furniture. French, English, Chinese.
—Oil lamps, Tiffany type lamp shades, art glass shades. 
In Fact Most All Kinds Of Antiques, 
Come In And See For Yourself.
SALES TRAINEE
By office supply company in 
the Okanagan. Willing to learn 






TRADES ACCEPTED FINANCING AVAILABLE
Hours: 2:30 - 6 p.m. — 8 - 10 p.m. Thurs, and Fri.
THE BRASS KEY ANTIQUES
1159 Sutherland Avenue Phone 763-6505
173
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE 29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
Must have good aptitude with 
some experience- preferred.
Good salary and working con­
ditions in both above positions.
Send resume to:
BOX A 573












If you are neat and pleasant, 
enjoy fresh'air 'and meeting 
people, then phone Mrs. Del- 
court at:
762-3190
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
1967 MUSTANG. 2*9 AUTOMATIC. 
Green with clean, wWe interior. Good 
condition. . Telephone 765-716$. or 765- 
*419. 174
1960 CHEVROLET SEDAN. 283, V4. 
automatic transmission, power steering. 
In good condition. First $100 takes. Tele-
phone 763-4765. 173
1964 CHEVELLE FOUR-DOOR SEDAN, 
automatic, six cylinder. Very good con­
dition. New. tires. $750. Perfect second
car. Telephone 762-4527. 173
1964 FALCON SEDAN. V-8 AUTOMA. 
tie. running good, body good. Now only 
$550. Telephone 762-4706 days or eve-
nlngs. 172
FOR SALE OR TRADE ON SMALLER 
car. 1963 Chevrolet Impala ’ four-door 
sedan. Power steering, power brakes.
automatic. .Telephone 763-6161. 173
1963 VALIANT SEDAN, 1962 OLDSMO- 
bile sedan. Both excellent tires and 
fully equipped. Best offer. Telephone
764-4981. 175
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
1906 CHEVROLET HANDLVAN, HAS 
1973 pistil. Motor, brakes, clutch and 
front end rebuilt Win taka pick up in 
trade. Phone <66-3943 or view. at Park-
land Chevron. Winfield.! 174
1971 FOBD RANGER XL »« TON V-8. 
automatic, power stearin* and power 
brakes, custom interior. Under 13,000 
miles, $4400. Telephone 762-M1*. 177
1970 GMC TON TRUCK. LONG 
wheel baie; one owner, four-speed. V-* 
350, four-barrel, carburetor. Telephone
763-0444. 177
1952 LAND ROVER FOUR BY FOUR. 
recondlUoned engine and transmission. 
Good running condition. $490. Telephone 
762-4527. 172
1961 CHEVROLET PICKUP IN GOOD 
running older. First $375 takes it. Tele­
phone 765-6141 evening*. 174
1969 IHC 1700 SINGLE AXLE ON AIR 
brakes. 5 to 7 yard Reliance box and 
hoist. With job. Telephone 765-9061. 179
46. BOATS, ACCESS.




Deluxe model, full camper top. 
1971 50 h.p. MERCURY Out­
board, controls, electric start, 
battery. Ready for the water— 
$2295
VERNON SPORT & 
MARINE CENTRE LTD. 
3109 - 30th Ave., VERNON 
542-3154; eves. 545-1596-
Th, F, S, 185
1968 VAUXHALL VIVA. 2 DOOR AUTO-' 
matic. A real nice little car In Al 
Condition. Low mileage, $1095.00. Phone
1966 FORD HALF TON, RECONDITION- 
ed motor, four speed, long box. with
766-2533. 173
canopy. Telephone 763-4851. 174
IMPERIAL PORTABLE SEWING MA- 
chine, $20; hammock, $20; 4’ black light, 
*25: posters, $10; picnic and end 
tables; bedroom suite $100; two cots; 
three brush floor polisher, $35; air ride 
vacuum, $15; brown and beige wool 
braid rug. Il’x7', $40: 9’xl2’ light beige 
wool rug, $35; green colonial Chester- 
field and chair, $100; Underwdod type­
writer $25. Caravelle laminate skis with 
step-in harness, five buckle "Tyrol bools, 
size 8, and poles, $75, Telephone 763-
PANASONIC STEREO COMBINATION 
radio-record player-cassette. One year 
old. Telephone 762-5468. 172
FOR SALE: WEDDING . DRESS AND 




Recent high school graduates, 
free to relocate, willing to ac­
cept paid 30-day training pe­
riod. All transportation paid. 
Starting salary $350 per month. 
Must be neat (hair cut) and 
aggressive and able to start 
immediately. Apply Suite 104 
Stetson Village Motor Hotel, 
Thurs. and Fri., 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
(High school dropouts consid-
between noon to 1 p.m. or 





NEW COFFEE TABLE, WALNUT AND 
slate finish, $30. Bird cage and stand, 
$5. Counter top Bake ’n' Broil oven, $15. 
Spanish colfee table, $20. Wood play 
pen, $3. Baby bathtub, $2. Baby walker, 
$3. Three tires, A78 x 13" wide oval, 
whitewalls one Ford 13” rim, $35. 
765-8180. 173
LESAGE SPINET PIANO, WALNUT, 
with bench. Sacrifice, $650. Telephone
763-2695. 174
ered). 173
32. WANTED TO BUY
WANTED
1967 MUSTANG FASTBACK, MAROON 
color, mag wheels, tachometer, tape 
deck. Telephone 762-4511 days, or 763-
1961 MERCURY HALF-TON PICKUP.
$300. Telephone 765-9274. 173
2412 evenings. 172
1963 ACADIAN, SIX AUTOMATIC.
Very clean, excellent transportation. 
$395.00. Telephone 765-6723, evenings or
ONE BRANTFORD SINGLE AXLE 24’ 
Highboy trailer. Telephone 765-9061. 179
FOR SALE: 1953 CHEVROLET PICK- 
up; must sell. Telephone 763-2845. 174
weekend. 172,174
1958 VOLKSWAGEN. ENGINE A-l 
condition. Very economical. Ideal for 
dune buggy. Firm, $150. Telephone
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
766-5069. Th, F, S.tf
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
RETIRED PERSONS
Is required for general 
kitchen cleanup. Evenings.
Steady employment.
For an interview, call
762-0789
ONE OWNER 1966 CANSO ACADIAN, 
two door hardtop. 283. V-8. automatic. 
SHOO. Telephone Westbank 768-5295. 176
1962 INTERNATIONAL TRAVELLALL. 
V-8 four speed, posi-traction, radio, stud-
ded tires, $600. 765-5851. 175
LICENCE PLATES RUN OUT? WE 
buy cars. Fabbi Auto Wrecking. Tele-
phone 763-6380. 175
1970 TOYOTA COROLLA, GOOD CON- 
dition. $1,600. Telephone 765-5776. No
SPECIAL
33 STANDARD ENCYCLOPEDIA, 1970 
edition, $50; laundry tubs, $15; General 
Electric floor polisher; electric lawn 
mower; new 30" x 54" garage window, 
*15; akllsaw; vibrating sander; 240 
amp 220 volt electric welder. Tele-
phone 768-5328. 173
BEATTY, DELUXE, AUTOMATIC 
range and Beatty two door frost free 
refrigerator, matching set tn avocado 
with - woodgrain trim. Six months old. 
Cost $879, asking $500. Talephone 765- 
*359, 174
FIRST *1,800 TAKES HOUSE FULL OF 
new furniture and appliances. Refrigera­
tor, itove, chesterfield suite, bedroom 
suite, washer, dryer. Telephone 768-5844.
172
Logs and Standing Timber 
8” diameter and over. Phone 
542-8293 evenings. 547-3091 days 
or write Riverside Forest Pro­
ducts Ltd., Box 370, Lumby,
Lead active, enjoyable and pro­
fitable Uves as Avon Repre­
sentatives. You’U be your own 
boss, earn good money selling 
Avon products in your neigh­
bourhood. CaU for an appoint­
ment:
between 9-12 a.m. or 
2-5 p.m.
172
36. HELP WANTED, 
MALE OR FEMALE
calls after 10 p.m. 175
1968 FIREBIRD 350 STANDARD. LOW 
mileage. Excellent condition. Best offer. 
Telephone 765-9251, after 5:00 p.m. 173
1967 THUNDERBIRD IN EXCELLENT 
condition. Must be sold. Telephone 762-
5018 after 6:00 p.m. 173
1961 FORD ZEPHYR, RUNS WELL, 
looks good. $200 cash, Telephone 762-
B.C. 188 ;
SPOT CASH
We pay highest prices for 






NEW UPHOLSTERED GOODS FOR 
sale at wholesale prices. Large selec­
tion in new styles. Terms C.O.D. Tele­
phone 765-7772, Room 19, or leave mes- 
sage at switchboard. if
J
items.
Phone us first at 762-5595





SMALL REFRIGERATOR, $50. DIN- 
ette suite, six chairs and two leaves, 
one year old, $125. Black and white 
television, $125, very, good condition.
tf
Telephone 763-2064. 172
WANTED - WALK IN COOLER AND 
freezer. Must be in good condition. 
Telephone Winfield, 766-3123 days. 175
TWIN BEDROOM SUITE, SCANDI- 
navian design, 7-piece kitchen suite, 
platform rocker, double desk. Telephone 
762-3632, Apartment 208. 1855 Fandosy.
'173
33. SCHOOLS, VOCATIONS
KENMORE SPP NER-WASHER, LAWN- 
mower, wheelbarrow, older-type electric 
Singer sewing machine, lady’s blonde 
wig. Telephone 763-6931. 173
HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME. CANADA'S 
leading school Free brochure. National 
CoUege. 444 Robson St.. Vancouver 688- 
4913. ' . tf
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
Recent high school graduates, 
free to relocate, willing to ac­
cept paid. 30-day training pe­
riod. AU transportation paid. 
Starting salary $350 per month. 
Must be meat and aggressive 
and able to start immediately. 
Apply Suite 104 Stetson ViUage 
Motor Hotel, Thurs. and Fri., 





for the following areas:
RUTLAND





The Circulation Dept. 
THE KELOWNA DAILY 
COURIER.
Phone 762-4445
Carrier must be between the 
ages 11 to 15 years. . tf
48-INCH BOX SPRING . AND MAT- 
tress. $45; wringer washer, $15; ten life 
jackets, $10; Skidoo cover, $10.. Tele­
phone 765-7048. ' 172
ONE SET OF BUNKBEDS, FIVE- 
piece . dinette suite. Both new and never 
been used/.Telephone 765-7647. 175
DELUXE VIKING ELECTRIC RANGE 
with, rotisserie. Teephone 764-7170 after 
6:00 P.m, 173
THE BRITISH COLUMBIA HUMAN 
rights act prohibits any advertise­
ment that discriminates against any 
person of any class of persons be­
cause of race, religion, color, na­
tionality. ancestry, place of origin or • 
against anyone because of age be­
tween 44 and 65 years unless the dis­
crimination ts justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work involved.
WANTED CHRISTIAN MIDDLE­
aged woman as companion and house­
keeper for semi-invalid woman. Live 
in. Telephone 767-2729 ((Peachland).
■ m
GESTETNER MIMEOGRAPHER MA- 
chine, older model, in good working 
order. Telephone 762-8023 evenings. 173
WANTED — CARETAKER FOR APART- 
meat block, light 'duties, steady em­
ployment. Telephone 763-6847 after 5:00 
p.m. 1<5
ENGAGEMENT BROKEN — SELLING 
diamond engagement ring and wedding
band. Telephone 763-6122, ■ 173
EXPERIENCED JANITOR, STEADY 
employment. State salary required. 
Reply to Box A574, The Kelowna Daily
Courier. 173
ELECTROHOME AIR CONDITIONER, 
5000 BTU, brand new. $169.' Telephone 
765-7879. 172
BOYS, 11-15 YEARS, FOR VAN- 
couver Sun routes in Kelowna. • Tele­
phone 762-6294 after 6:00 p.m. 176
18 CUBIC FOOT FREEZER. AS NEW. 
*150 firm. Contact Terry Steward 548- 
3887, Oyama. 172
BENNER COLORADO 175 CM. WOOD- 
en skis, almost new; buckle ski boots.
MEN’S HAIR STYLIST FOR “THE 
Spaniard.” Orchard Park. Telephone 763-
6504. 173
size 6. $35. Telephone 763-4824. 172
LICENSED MECHANIC REQUIRED. 
Apply in person to Ray, Kelowna Esso 







All the girls love vivid vests— 
crochet both quickly!
Perfect for spring! INSTANT 
CROCHET, potholder vests—use 
gay knitting worsted scraps for 
centres Pattern 890: children’s 
sizes 4-6; girls’ 8-10; 12-14 in- 
eluded.
SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS in 
coins (no stamps, please) for 
each pattern — add 15 cents 
for each pattern for firat-dass 
mailing and special handling 
-- to Laura Wheeler, care of 
the Kelowna Daily „Cou5lSf’ 
Nccdlecrnft Dept., 60 Front St. 
W Toronto, Ontario residents 
add 4C sales tax. Print plainly 
PATl’ERN NUMBER, your 
NAML and ADDRESS.
NEW 1972 NeedlVelaft Catalog 
. (alniKnis fashions, accessories, 
gifts. Knit, crochet, cinbrpldci. 
Free patterns. 50e. .
NEW! Easy Art of Hairpin 
(.’loclict has 26 patterns. $1.00 
Imdaiit-Crochct Book — "tep-by- 
»ftep pictures, patterns. $1,00, 
Coniplete Instant Gift Book - 
more than 100 gift-v $1.00 
Complete Afghan Book--$1.00 
•16 Jiffy Bugs" B<K>k 60c 
Book of 12 Prize Afghans. 60e 
Quilt Book 1-16 |>atterns, 60c 
Museum Quilt Book 2 'Z®0c 
Book 3. Quills for Today a 











Get your parts — Rollers, 
Winches, Rope, Wheels, Coup­
lers, Springs, Fenders, Bunks, 
Axles or Hubs, Seals, Bearings, 
etc. from —
DIC-WIL INDUSTRIES
Cor. Ross and Stevens Road, 
Westside Industrial Park
R.R, 6, Kelowna — 763-4523
T, Th, S 183
A few new 1971 units at greatly 
reduced prices. 1 used 12’x52’— 
a steal! Used 8' and 10’ wides— 
open to offers. Trades accepted. 
1 single horse trailer in excel­
lent shape. 1 ’64 Ford Fairlane, 
$100 off this weekend.





are that the second session of 
the 17th Saskatchewan legisla­
ture, which opens today with 
the speech from the throne read 
by Lt.-Gov. Stephen Worobctz, 
could surpass the record 53-day 
session of 1939.
Officials Of the Ngw Demo­
cratic Party government have 
estimated there will be more 
than 100 bills presented. The 
total could go as high as 120, 
which would be close to the 
record 125 bills introduced in 
1949.
Several cabinet members 
have during the last several 
weeks sketched major new pro­
grams, policies, department re­
organizations and altered priori­
ties for their departments.
Despite that, Premier Allan 
Blakeney has said he will be 
able to bring down a balanced 
budget March 10 which will npt 
contain any tax increases w-< 
l fecting large numbers of people.
However, he has hinted that 
’ there may be increases in other 
forms of taxes, particularly 
, (hose paid in royalties by the 





1969 FAIRLANE TWO-DOOR HARD- 
top. Excellent condition. Telephone 762-
5243. 172
WANTED TO BUY: 1961 TO 1965 
Volkswagen Beetle without motor. Tele-
WANTED—YOUNG PERSON WILLING 
to train for career in printing sales. 
Write Box A-569, The Kelowna Daily 
Courier,’ stating education, salary ex-
pected, etc. 172
phone 762-0007. 172
1963 CHEVROLET SEDAN, STANDARD 
six. Cheap transportation. $375 or trade 
for Ski-doo. Telephone 763-2164. 172
1965 EPIC ENVOY. GOOD RUNNING 
condition. Tapedeck and built-in speak­
ers. $500. Telephone 762-4562. 172
1958 FORD FOUR-DOOR. WHAT OF-
fers? Telephone 762-3707. 173
37. SALESMEN AND AGENTS
SALES TRAINEE
2 POSITIONS WITH GROWING COMPANY OFFER:
— Professional Status
— Career Training Program
— No Seniority for advancement,
— Exceptional Pension Plan
— Potential Yearly Earnings $9,000. — $14,000.
— Guaranteed $125 in Commissions per week first 4 
weeks.
— Positive and 





for Sales and Public Relations
— Own car. Be a Good Driver,
To arrange personal interview, please call:
MR. D. CLEMENT, 763-6614




1968 CHRYSLER. 55 H.P., ALTERNA- 
tor, controls. Excellent condition, $750 
or nearest offer. Telephone Harry 
Brown after 5:30 p.m., 762-0578. 174
MOBILE HOMES LTD.




KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGULAR 
sales every Wednesday, 7:00 p.m. We 
pay cash for complete estates and 
household contents. Telephone 765-5647 
Behind the Drive-In Theatre. Highway
nounccd it will impose a suTjl 
sion duty and legislation wilXj_ t 
needed to cover ap arrangement' 
whereby the federal govern­
ment will collect the duties.
Mr. Blakeney, who also is 
provincial treasurer, has been 
close-mouthed about his budget, 
but total expenditures could sur­
pass $500 million compared with 
i $451 million in 1971-72.
1969 DODGE WINDOW VAN. SLANT 
six. Cash or half ton.' Telephone 765-
7571, 9 a.m. to 12 noon only. 174
TWO 1972 SKI-DOO ELANS, STILL 
under warranty. For sale or trade for
boat. Telephone 763-2845. 174
1969 OLYMPIQUE SKI-DOO. NEW 
track, new motor. $350. Telephone 763-
5240. 172
1969 SKI-DOO 371 NORDIC, 18-INCH 
track, absolutely top condition. $575.
Telephone 764-4023.
12’x60' THREE BEDROOM MOBILE 
home with 12'x32’ mobile addition. 
Trailer includes new carpet throughout, 
frost-lree refrigerator, electric stove and 
stacking washer and dryer. Heated ad­
dition is fully' wired and insulated and 
includes rumpus room and store room. 
This complete home is skirted and set 
up in trailer park on the lake. Reason­
able price for quick sale. Telephone 768-.
*7- North. • U
49. LEGALS & TENDERS
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 






43. AUTO SERVICE 
AND ACCESSORIES
1937 FIAT COUPE BODY, $200. TWO 
Smith ’tachs, four inch face, $25 each. 
Late model . torque-flite transmission, 
short tailshaft,. $50. Telephone 763-7000.
174
5078. 175
WANTED — USED % TON TRUCK. WE 
have a used 10’ x 46’ two bedroom-mo­
bile home. Your Vi ton truck can be 
used as down payment. This unit is in 
good shape. You should see it at Carle­
ton Mobile Homes Ltd., Highway 97N 









44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
QUIGLEY INDUSTRIES 
LTD.
Announces positions open in 
sales dept, for enthusiastic, in­
dustrious, commission sales 
people only. Full or part time 
work. Age . no handicap if suc­
cess is your goal. No invest­
ment needed. Applicants sub­
mit resume to:
BOX A-571
The Kelowna Daily Cpurier 
(This is not door-to-door 
household selling.)
174
TIIREE BEDROOM 12’x66’ MOBILE 
home, completely furnished. With extras: 
television, radio, electric mower, deep 
freeze, dryer, barbecue, etc. Telephone
768-5272. 174
20W MARLETTE, THREE BED- 
rooms, 1’2 baths, wall to wall carpets, 
walk in closet, china cabinet, loaded 
with extra features. Telephone 765-7845. 
173
are hereby required to send 
them, duly verified, to the 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE, 635 Bur- 
rard Street, Vancouver 1, B.C. 
before the 17th day of March, 
1972, after which dgte the as­
sets of the said Estate will be 
distributed, having regard only 
to claims that have been re­
ceived.
CLINTON W. FOOTE, 
Public Trustee.
CLASSIFIED RATES
Classified Advertisements and Ntf6 
ices for this page must be receivJJ 
by 4:30 p.m. day previous to publica­
tion, except 12 noon Saturday for. Mon­
day publication.
Phone 763-3228
-WANT AD CASH RATES
One or two days 5c per 
insertion.'
Three consecutive days, 
word per insertion.
Six consecutive days. 4e 
per insertion.
Minimum charge based on









1968 2O’x44’ SQUIRE DOUBLE WIDE, 
three bedroom, unfurnished. Set. up 
skirted. Number 8, Winfield TraUer 
Court, Beaver Lake Road. Telephone 766-
2452. 172
SHASTA TRAILER COURT ON LAKE- 
shore Road. Children welcome. No pets 
please. Cable TV included. Telephone
PHONE 
Courier Classified Dept. 
763-3228 
To place your message
763:2878. u
LAMPLIGHTER HOUSE TRAILER, 48 
feet long. ■ One year old. Price $6,000. 
Telephone 763-4683 between 5 p.m. and
6.-30 p.m. 187
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Carrier Boy delivery 60c per week. 
Collected every two weeks.
1970 GMC SINGLE AXLE DUMP 
truck, $5000. 1957 Mercury half ton,- 
$250. 1962 GMC single axle dump truck.
250 amp. D. C. portable welder. Best 
offer. Telephone 767-2771, Peachland.
. 177
WRITTEN OFFERS ARE INVITED 
for the purchase of a 1965 Chevrolet 
stepside pickup, short' box. For further 
information, or to view, call 762-2416 
days, or 764-4715 evenings only. 172
MECHANIC’S SPECIAL — 1960 HALF- 
ton Mercury. Good rubber, four-speed 
transmission; 1962. International halMon 
pickup. Both need work. $350 for the
pair. Telephone 762-4314. ' 175
1964 CHEV TRUCK. FOUR-SPEED
WANTED—A GOOD COUNTRY HOME 
for one-year-old male German shepherd.
Telephone 768-5682. 172
BANTAMS FOR SALE, 30 CENTS 
each. Telephone 763-7838. 172
CHIHUAHAU - TERRIER PUPPIES 
for sale. Telephone 764-7307. tf
41. MACHINERY AND 
EQUIPMENT
1966 JOHN DEERE 450 COMPLETE 
with bucket, winch and log grapples. 
Good condition, $6500. Telephone Peach-
land. 767-2518. 176
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
Applications Invited
To fill vacancies in our sales 
force, Kelowna area. Sales ex­
perience an asset but not neces­
sary. Earnings $16,000 assured 
to qualified men.
Reply to BOX A 575
The Kelowna Daily Courier 
174’
HILLER BRUSH COMPANY 1711). BE- 
quire* full or pirt llm« representative! 
for Kelowim »rr». Apply D, Sergent, 




12’x52’ SAFEWAY. MAKE A LIST OF 
all the features you would like in a 
mobile home — then come and compare.
Telephone 762-6585. tf
GHEEN BAY MOBILE HOME PARK, 
Green Bay Road off Boucherie. Land­
scaped lots available in family and re­
tirement areas. Telephone 768-5543. tf
REPOSSESSION—1970 12" X 66’ THREE 
bedroom, utility room, new furniture 
throughout. Okanagan Mobile Homes, 765-
7077. tl
16-EOOT TRAVELAIRE TRAILER WITH 
brakes and heater, $1550.. View at Alice
Road, Casa Loma. 174
transmission, new tires. $650. Telephone ........ ... ____
762-5576. 173 Trailer Park.
12’WIDE TWO BEDROOM GLENDALE 







months ........ 13.00 
months ..........    7.00
MAIL RATES























AU mail payable in advance. 
THE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER
5c per word, minimum $2.50.
Death Notices, In Memorising. 
Cards of Thanks 5c per word, mlnl« 
mum $2.50. ’ <
If paid prior to Initial billing, a 106* 
discount may be deducted.
LOCAL CLASSIFIED DISPLAY
Applicable within circulation zon* 
only.
Deadline 4:30 p.m. day previous to 
publication, except 12 noon Saturday for 
Monday publication.
One insertion $1.89 per column inch.
Three consecutive ■ insertions $1.82 
per column inch.
Six consecutive insertions $1.73 per 
column inch.
Read your advertisement the first 
day it appears. We will not be res- 
ponsible for . more than one incorrect 
insertion.
BOX REPLIES
50c charge for the use of a Courier 
box number, and 50c additional if 
replies are to be mailed.
Names and address of Boxholdera 
are held confidential..
As a condition of acceptance of a 





endeavor will be made to for— 
replies to the advertiser as 
as possible, we . accept no Ha­
in respect of loss or damage
alleged to arise through either fail­
ure or delay in forwarding such re­
plies, however caused, whether by 
neglect or otherwise.
33,000 miles, 350 V-8 auto., P.S., 
P.B., radio, 7 tires. Best offer 
over $2,500 takes it. 763-4247 
days, 764-4920 evenings. tf
SIMPSONS-SEARS
Simpsons-Senrs "February Bargain Days" are now in full swing! Re-check your 10-page 
flyer and shop tonight and Fri.'til 9 in Kelowna.
SHELF SHOP







Zip up mid travel .sirulglit into 
spring in a SWIFTY skimmer 
with the side dart shaping that's 
so figure flattering. For blends, 
cotton.
Printed Pattern 9363; Wom­
en's Sizes 34, 36, 38, 40. 42, 4-1, 
46, 48, Size $6 (bust 38) takes 
3’n yards 35-inch fabric.
SEVENTY-FIVE CENT'S <75c) 
in coins (no stamps, please) 
for each pattern—add 15 cents 
for each pattern for first-class 
mailing and special handling. 
Ontario residents add 4c sales 
tax. .Print plainly SIZE, NAME, 
ADDRESS and STYLE NUM­
BER,
Send order to MARIAN MAR­
TIN, Care of The Kelowna Dally 
Courier, Pattern D«'pt, 60 Front 
St., W., Toronto.
SEE MORE Spring Fashions 
and choose one paftern free 
from new Spring-Summer Cat­
alog. All sizes! Only 50c >
INSTANT SEWING BOOK gew 
todnv, we,ar tomorrow. $1. . 
INSTANT FASH IQN BOOK — 
Hundreds of fashion (act*. 11.
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
PAINTING - INTERIOR AND EXTER- 
lor, Good workmanship at reaionablo 
rates, Free estimates, Telephone 763-
4593 anytime, tf
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER FOK 
linishing and remodelling basement 
suite nr what have you, Hourly or 
enntrset. Call 766-3109, Winfield. tf 
AMnirious ,young man reeking 
part time employment weekends and 
after 5:00 p.m. weekdays, Age at). Tele-
JACOBSEN 
PONTIAC-BUICK LTD. 
"Your Total Transportation 
Centre"
1658 Pandosy Ph.: 763-77(10 
Used Car lot 763-6060
__M’ T'„W> Th tf 
I960 I’LYMOUT'II ST'ATION WAGON - 
radlo, tinted windshield, dual action 
tall gate. Ono owner, with approx, in.. 
000 mile warranty remalnlnK. Excel­
lent condition, $2293.00, Telephone 7lifl- 
2333. 173
1966 PONTIAC PARISIENNE ”"CON- 
vertlble, with glaaa back window, auto­
matic tranamlaalon, power . aieorlnif. 
power hrnkca, rnrtlo, »70« or nearcM 
oiler, 7<»5-9<MI9, If
"must Hi':LL~i9i>6~i:niiYHLEit' 3<io’■’v-ii, 
automatic, radio, bucket aeata, power 
window*, power ateorlng, power brakes, 
now paint and rubber. Telephone 7fin-
8266. 174
phone 763-3036, 173
WILL IX) BABYSITTING IN MY 
homa, 1300 block, Bernard Avenue, week-
day*. Telephone 763-2141, 172
EXCEPTIONALLY CLEAN 1969 OLDS 
two-door hardtop Delta 88, Power aim­
ing, power brakes, atereo tape, Aaklng 
87,705, Telephone 765-1068 after 6 p in, 
, ,175
Share-a-post design lets you add on even around 
corners. Each shelf holds up to, 2Q0 lbs,; and 





II, 10-Shelves — 














at low, low pncee.all
HANDY*”MAN WANfs WORK. FULL 
Ilina nr nd<l Job*, raaannabl* wage. Have 
Inola and aliilty, Call 763-7643, 17$
WANTED - FKA MING BY CONTRACT’ 
IlcAMinabla ratra. C, II. Wlrlw. tele- 
p|mne 7«’7M3_ _____ 171
ilOUHifxLKANING.' Exi'EniENCEl). 
U.K) hour. Telephone 7611-5119. 173
iTin”m:kH~iioufiiewonKT” tele-
phone after 6 p.m„ 76J M9J. 173
40. PETS ond LIVESTOCK
TWO MONTH OLD DACHSHUND
pup.i Iwn in*l«, hhi’k «nd t*n 
irinxl*. T»kphon« 767*2731, Penchlgnd, 
171
KJXllsiliREli”- QllAR'ITiR ” HORSK 
lllly, bunk.kln, Wgntvdi » w«ll hrnk«, 
grntlf hone, «ull«bl« for lady Io rid*.
Telephone 7M-7I28 in
rurriES for hale-fart poodle 
end mlhialur* hu«k>, »3. Telephone- 7*v
am. in
1951 ZEPHYR. SIX CYLINDER, 
cellent running gear, hotly and 
good, block healer. Nerds paint 





1964 FORD FAlHLANIf. TWO-DOOH 
automatic V-8, $IM oil Ihl* weekend. 
Carleton Mobile Home* l.ld., Highway 





Rambler Claaaic in good running order, 
Beat oiler, Apply at Cabin 4, 1961 Glen- 
more HI, 177
19d7V‘»LKliWA<il'.N BEETLE. GOOD 
ahape, 13 volt, low mileage, gaa heatri. 
*095 firm. Telephone 763-7940 alter 5;00 
p.m. ' 176
new” IW1 CORVETTE* HTINGRAV 
Coupe, I’S. PB. lilt wheel, AM-FM 
radio. $7000 firm. Telephone 7MIKMI8
after 6:00 p in 176
MOVING-MUSVSELL i»M RAMBLER 
Mation wagon' In immaculatn condition
Telephena 7M-3884 IWmheMl, II
Elegant shelving with removable





















Hancly shelf unit comes in box 
with screwdriver, cGreQt- for 
students.' In Walnut finish, 
Site 4'x2'xl0" deep.
Simpsons-Sceri Low Price,
Slm|»onn*Searai Stationery <3> Kelowna 7(13481^.,
Eg,
997
Park Free While You Shop Simpnonn-Sean, Orchard Park, Kelowna.
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12. Group of 
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32.‘‘Diamond 39. Budget 
—” item
33. Oriental 40. Helen’s
nurse address
34. Without 42. Journalist
Nelly(LaL)
DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE - Here’s how to work it: 
A X Y D L B A A X R
is LONGFEL LO W
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is 
used for the three L’s, X for the two O's, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words.are all 
hints. Each day the code letters are different
CRYPTOQUOTES
Mp tjlomte fj IFRHRFF
fit KJMTE RYYMSMRTLHG LO’PIi 
LBOMSO FOJIHK TJL UR KJTR PL
■ JHH.-VRLRW Y. KWISARW
i jSJsterday’s Cryptoquote: A GIRL WHOSE CHEEKS ARE 
iCOVERED WITH PAINT, HAS AN ADVANTAGE WITH ME 
OVER ONE WHO AINT.-OGDEN NASH
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
V
im»;
TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH
This One Person
Who Mustn't Drink
By George C. Thosteson. 31.D.
By G. C. THOSTESON, MD
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I have a 
friend, 47, who has been in the 
hospital twice in three years for 
cirrhosis of the liver caused by 
alcoholism. He is now back on 
his feet and claims the doctor 
says he can have two bottles of 
beer a day, but he drinks much 
more. Does this sound logical? 
-H.F.
Not logical in the least, but it
isn’t too unusual for such pa
tients to say the doctor said
that. 1 don't know who they 
think they are fooling. The 




Dear Dr. Thosteson:-My doc
By Ripley
Mr
GERMANYS OLDEST CITY HALL
THE CITY HALL OF 6ELNHAUSELL 
GERMAN^ WAS BUILT IN 1180 
AND IS STILL IN SERVICE
792 YEARS LATER
member exactly when. Should 1 
have a test for venereal disease 
now, or Js six years too long a 
time.—L. L.
A small, painless sore or, le­
sion that lasts only a short time 
is one sign of syphilis. After it 
goes away, a rash follows. That 
also disappears. But the germ 
does not disappear. It may be 
years later before its conse­
quences become apparent, but it
tor told me I had high blood 
pressure but didn’t say how 
high it was. He gave me some 
tablets to take. I am 51 and 
never had any sickness what­
soever. He did not tell me what 
to eat or do. other than to take 
the tablets. I am expecially in­
terested in what.. I should or 
shouldn’t eat.—V. A.
What you eat is not of any 
special importance in control­
ling your blood pressure, so 
long as you keep your weight 
under control. Overweight, most
GQ
r is still there, | uj
Of course, other things may k 
have caused that bump and the 
rash, but there is only one sen- 
sible thing to do: be tested for 
syphilis, and, if you have it, get 
treatment for it at once. SiX|'zr 
years is a long time, but it cer-l 
tainly isn’t too late to be N
treated.
Dear Sir: Can you tell me 
why celery eaten after a rich 
meal is wonderful in preventing 
gas or an upset stomach? My 
88-year-old mother has had lots 
of trouble with her stomach, but 
when she avoids fats and rich 
food and eats half a stalk of cel­
ery daily she is relatively free 
of trouble.—Mrs. B. Z.
Couldn’t it be the secret lies
decidedly, should be avoided. In 
some cases, salt should be I 
avoided.
i EARTHA IAN*. IX c COWS 
A LONG t\AS’.,„SLAP 
yxi've finally -v*’ 
NOTICEP THAT )
A\ HECS ’.
IT SAYS HERE THAT WOMEN 
CONTROL EIGHTY PERCENT 
r OF THE NATION S MONEY r
ALL 
YOU .
















yxi TWNK ■ 
YOU
&E ABLE TO FIGURE OUT 
SOME WAY TO GET THAT 
•—r OTHER TWENTY a— 
PERCENT S-
o
$25,000 JUST FOR 




HAG to 6>S POKE !-=R£ 










in the fact that, she avoids fats □ 
and rich food, and the celery 
just makes her think her stom- 
ach will behave? o
Dear Dr. Thosteson: About 
six years ago I had what ap­
peared to be a small'pimple or 
bump on my vaginal area. I am 
20 now and it is only in the last 
couple of years that I have 
learned about venereal disease., 
I had forgotten about the bump 
until lately. .
. Dear Dr. Thosteson: I am in 
my 70s and have been taking a 
one-a-day vitamin, tablet with 
iron for about two years. Is it 
possible one. can get too much 
iron or too many vitamins’.’—'
GQ
M. V. S. ■ .
It's possible, but not if you 
are taking only one a day and
have no problems that indicate
It only lasted for a week or i excess iron from any other
so. I did have a rash once source. The amount of iron in' 
around that age but I can’t re-1 such tablets is not large.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
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four hearts and West led the 
nine of spades, covered by dum­
my’s ten, East’s jack and de­
clarer’s king.
After drawing trumps, de­
clarer led the king of diamonds, 
which lost to West’s ace. Back 
came a spade and East gobbled 
up dummy’s Q-5 with the A-7 
before returning a club to 
West’s ace for down one.
Now let’s go back to declar­
er’s opening play. Let’s say he 
had played the queen of spades 
on the nine, instead of the ten. 
In that case, if East ducked, 
South’ would eventually score 
the queen and king, while if
East took the ace, he could 
afford to return a spade 
cause of dummy’s ten.






would ultimately prove 
to the defense. Whatever 
returned, South would 
discard a spade on dum- 





my'sIn many hands declarer can tell from the bidding and play 
the cards each defender holds 
in a particular suit. Knowing 
their location makes the play of 
a hand much simpler, and sel­
dom will a competent declarer 
misfire in such cases;
But declarer may sometimes 
fail to read the handwriting on 
the wall, as faslTfoncd^by the 
bidding or play, and come’home 
lame as a result.
. Here is a hand where de­
clarer went wrong. South, got to
make the contract.
It is, not difficult for declarer 
to' read the disposition of the 
spades. He can tell that East’s 
spade bid. was probably based 
on four or five spades to the 
A-J and that. West’s opening 
club bid denoted the ace of dia­
monds and five or six' clubs 
headed by the A-Q-J.
Playing the queen of spades 
at trick one yvas therefore, prac­
tically certain to. do the job.
WHO HAD 
NURSED CHINESE EMPEROR HIAO- 
CHUN-T1' AS AN-INFANT, WAS REWARDED 
20 TEARS LATER 8Y HER APPOINTMENT 
AS GOVERNOR OF THE 
PROVINCE OF CHAN YANG- 
BUT SHE WAS DISMISSED 10 YEARS 
LATER. IN 143, WHEN THE PROVINCE - 
EXPERIENCED. 180 EARTHQUAKES. 
IN A PERIOD OH A- MONTHS 
. ~AW A LAN HAS ENACTED MAKING 
IT ILLEGAL FOR ANY NURSE 70 
SERVE AS GOVERNOR OF A PROVINCE
QUEENIE By Phil Interlandi





w । WHITE 





; Friday, Feb. 25
Aries (March 21-April 19): 
Finish your workweek neatly, 
paying-little attention to friends’ 
extravagant ideas, Your own
Aquarius (.Tan. 20-Feb. 18): 
Plans are well enough along so 
you can find definite roles for 
people, and you can tell the less 
strategic elements of' your plan.
ideas arc unorthodox enough foiy Pisces (Feb.; 19-March 20): 
your family, as it is.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): If
you travel, notes and schedules 
are helpful but start early even 
if you create a slack moment 
later; use it to collect your 
thoughts.
Gemini (May 21-Junc 20): 
Double-checking your appoint­
ments for time and, place may 
avert misunderstanding. Emo­
tional ties are not very smooth 
today, nt best, Rely on your 
own serenity, '
Cancer (June 21-,Iuly 2'2): 
There is no substitute for safe 
habits, enre, and courtesy, Be 
gentle but firm |i> dealing with 
young people, No short cut 
opens in career building now,
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): For 
once, , let others take centre
Between your hastiness and in­
terference from bystanders, you 
have your hands full working 










put a sign police on RCMP 
buildings mid vehicles are for 
purposes of Identification only, 
a spokesinan for Solicitor-Geh- 
eral Joan-Pierre, Go,yer raid
THE CASH
BOY « r—'
stage, Be prepared to rescue'
friends, pick up the pieces, Hei,y' He said there Is no Intention 
on your own resources, , I whatsoever of downgrading the
Virgo (Aug. 2:i-Scpt. 22):'mime Hoynl Cmimllan Mounted 
Speak your feelings rather than Police,
risk being thought Indifferent.I, 11(. wm;'eomincnling on pro. 
Sehedille.s, budgets tend to be, tests hom'd rccontly In the West
scattered In the winds by clr
Police Hunt IRA Terrorists 
After Bombing At Aidershot
' ALDERSHOT, England fCI’i 
•— Police pressed n vast bunt 
In Britain for, the men respon­
sible for the IRA terror killing 
of nn mihy chaplain and six 
civilians in a bomb blast that 
wrecked an officers' mess in 
this military centre, I
Aa British authorities checked 
railway stations and ' nli )sn ts. 
searched cars around Aidershot 
and cniertloned scores of IiE'v 
men living In this coinuiy, Iyad' 
mg iticiiibers of tin- U|id”i • 
ground Irish Republican Army 
and its political branch'were ar- 
♦ rested n Dublin .after their left- 
w ng grotin had . la incd rcspon- 
h bdity for (hr Tue-d.iy Ivoinlr-
Among those rounded up bv 
liii'h |x>lii'c nhoilly after mid-
night Tuesday night wiin Caihiil 
Goulding, chief <>f staff of the 
"official" faction of the militant 
guerrilla organi/.atloii,
General Secretary Tony lief 
fernmi and two other nivnibcra 
of the official Sin Fmii a Iso 
were taken in under Hie %anu’ 
six'ciiil law which emomveix nil) 
Ihorities In the remilibe to de­
tain any jierson for 18 hours 
without charge,
cunisl mieei;,
Libra (Sept, 2,’)-(»ct. 22): Some 
loss of time iind convenience Is 
Inevitable, Let intuition iiriMi to 
poiiy y<nn* pnlh. People In disa­
greement remain so; there’s lit,- 
(l<» you can do.
Scorpio (Oct, 23-Nov, 21): Ex­
pect the minimum: let life, un­
roll without promising to go 
down with the ship if you ciln't 
have youi,' way. Things you 
don't cling to slay longer,
Sagittarius (Nov. 22.Dec. 21):
‘ I'KLl'AKI. FOR WORST
TOKYO < AI’i — The govern­
ment announced plans to spend 
more than SI 5 million during 
the next three vears to rebuild 
biidiii". .uni -ii ciig'.lu a lin;li- 
wiijK for eineigviivy transporta­
tion m-twoik* in cum' of earth­
quakes,
Financial matters close
watching as you shut down the, 
workweek, Get a second opinion 
from somebody wln> lias been 
tin,High the experii'iice,
Capricorn (Dee. 22-Jan, Illi:
Showing your pet peeve merely 
acts you up, foil miolher provoca­
tion. Temporize, make a trade
with partners to :.:«‘t yimix'lf' n
.<,1. .............. «. J Ih nl., ................
over 'tiie decision, first taken in
11)119, over plaiir to use the po-
government ’iltemntini,’ to
.make the national police force 
known ,'dniply In the riollce 
rnthcr than the old mid honored 
niniii'<HCMP. ,
Mr, (ioyer's 'Hixikcsiniin. sfild 
the word police' is prominent 
and ea.'illy Identifiable,
lie said if "mi IndlvIdnM 
wnnts the jxdii'e, be wants jhi- 
liee" mid is iml eonrerni'd vyitl: 
titles. ’The Individual would sec 
the word p<>llv<- fn-t mid as he 
iippi'inicli y| ebi'iiT to the build-
11CMI’ - inmenla ’ on which the 
name is spelled out,
In the I'oinmoiis last week Mr, 
(lover told Jolin Diefenbnker
Prinve Alberti there is no
■change of pace to think a'fout intention of climigiiig the* name
what you want to do next. -
MARATHON MOTORIST
STHOl'l), Em'.l.ind H'P>
or Ilie (inn lion nf the BCMP,
' 1!" ;
.. XL Di
Alroyd Levs, 71, siiyx lie ha­
lting up three in,II,mi mile-, of
nceidenl-fi i-r . n c in
years. The Gliiuci-.mr-dme 
er an li.i li,i<| 17 r.i i ■ ilie; 
and still (hives ,<b,ail ', 
in,le< a nudi:Ii cull' <d ng
I' I'liargii by CQ
Inliim of the I’CMP milk Ils re'- 
new b<Hh\placement bv a
Ml, (iol Cl v s|Hikesin>in said






IWR YOU GOT *GET Up FATTY [ IT’S ' 
ONE THA'^ SAVS ALL IN YOUR, MIN0J"?







Whole Fryers J Or Cut Up Fryers Qf
Froch _ _ •. Ik ^TT Fresh . . . . - - - . . . . . . _ _ lb. W'f
Fresh
BEEF LIVER Fresh, young and tender. Sliced ib 59c
LEG OF LAMB ‘SoJSend
FRESH COD FILLETS B.c................. ........ .... 
PORKCHOPS Rib or Tenderloin End ........ ............




SIDE BACON Sliced, No. 1, Swill's or Maple Leal lb. pkg. 75C
VEAL PATTIES Fresh daily, spiced to taste ............ lb. 49c
COOKED MEATS Sliced Cryovac .... 6 oz. pkgs. 3 for 98c
CHEESE, SPICED GOUDA a.™
SALAMI Hunter or Beef. “Vancouver Fancy’
“Deli’ ... 10% OFF
. ib 89c
GROUND BEEF S’lb. 65c 3 nJ 95 5 lte 3.19
PORK SAUSAGE Burns Breakfast . . . . ib. pkg. 69c
BOLOGNA Burns, by the piece ......... ib 39c BEEF HIND QUARTERScXXCUa' 7ft
frozen for your freezer ..................  ...........................   lb /yc
EGGS Grade "A" Medium - - - - 




Robin Hood . .
Blue Ribbon
25c coupon pack in each
Spaghetti or Macaroni
BATHROOM TISSUE ;“X.
PAPER TOWELS Kleenex, asst’ .......... .
J CLOTHS Towels, asst, colors..........:....... .
... 6-roll pack 89c 
pack 2 rolls 59c 
.......  12s pack 55c
GARBAGE BAGS “Tpack3 J.00 
GARBAGE BAGS GI2^36”............ .... Pck 59c
JAVEX BLEACH i28 oz « c, 79c
FABRIC SOFTENER Fleecy ............................. 64 oz, jug 79c
LIQUID DETERGENT 2.„z 79c
LUNCHEON MEAT Prem .22 fOT 99c 
BEEF STEW X.,.15 „z. ... 3 te1.00« Oz. .»49c 
WHOLE CHICKEN Bonus ....... .......... 3 lb. 4 oz. pack 99c
SOUP Tomato or Vegetable. Clarks ......... 10 oz. tins 8 tins 1.00
LUCKY KEY WINNERS
W. Ktipchiinko, R.R. 3, Kelowna 
S. Wcnlmer,. 1410 Glcnmorc St.
J. Tokarchuk, 470 Geihmar Rd,, Rutland 
Sharon Slutters, 395 Perth Rd.
Mr. N, Wcdman, 4584 Pnrct Rd,
20-1.49
Catelli 5 Ib. pack 99c
MAZOLA OIL US oz. gallon .... Feature 3*4^
CORN FLAKES 3pkss-11
PEANUT BUTTER w.......k79c
ASPIRINS Bayer. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 10O, park 79C
PEANUTS . 2 “>■ 99c
WAGON WHEEL S By Westons. 12 pack 49c
CRACKERS or Plain ...........
SKIMMED MILK Carnation ..... 
TEA BAGS & pen pack ... 
INSTANT COFFEE NaboTLt
CRISCO SHORTENING
SCOPE Mouthwash .......... ....................
CREST Featuring 1 oz. trial size ....
2 ibs 79c
..... tall tins 6 for 1.00
Feature, 120sl«49
.... . 10 oz. jar 1.49
1 lb. prints 2 lbs, 99c 
......... 17 oz. bottle 1.19
............... ..... pkg. 15c
FEATURED IN OUR IN-STORE
CAKE DONUTS Plain or sugared...... .
CRUSTY BUNS White or brown
RAISIN BREAD “m.......





... 6 loaves 1.00
HAMBURGER HELPER 2 Pk8S. 99c
ROOM DEODORANT I,oricnl6 3 te1.00
QUICK COOKING OATS Robin bag 5 lbs. 69c 
CATELLI DINNER “12™ Pkes. 6 97c 
STRAWBERRY JAM Oau...............8 .u. 99c
STONE WHEAT THINS by Westons 3 pkgs. 1.00
MINT' PATTIES 289c
"GREEN GIANT FEATURES"
rnPM Nib,ets °rvUImI Cream style, fancy
BEANS Gu,w°r 4 ■ $1
PEAS & Match..... .....................> I
PORK AND BEANS ... I4 oz. ti„s 5 rorl.OO 
OVEN COOKED BEANS . . 14 oz. lta 2 fOr 59c 
PUDDING Jolly .............  , 5 oz. tins 7 for 1.00
MUSHROOM SOUP a± 10 M. 5 f„rl.00
v
15 oz. tins 8 for 89cDOG FOOD l ido by Husky Free Saturday, 10 a.m. — The first 200 customers to buy 6 bottle ' 
pack of Pepsi Cola will receive free a book “Hockey As I Sec It,” by 
Bobby Orr,
TOMATOES .. . . .49c
GRAPEFRUIT “18° 89c
Cauliflower = 49c Apples sS- 8 - 89c
LemonsS’ 3 39c Lettuce ~' 25c
"FROZEN FOOD FEATURES"
“r
DCAC 0R Vegetables. n nn
■ CAO Froz.o ...... .................  2 Ib. pack Z for 7/C
MEAT PIES -.ST 
FRENCH FRIES . .
r «...■ 4 for 1.00
...... pack 4 lbs. 89c
OR, JUICE b4 n,r99c. '.hiT' 2 99c'
BREAD DOUGH
IAJACCI EC RcS* or Buttermilk
WArrLCJ by “Aunt Jemima” ..........
IfC fDCAAA Noca, asst, flavors. 
KX UKCAiyi Gallon plastic pail .....




Open Monday to Saturday 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
CORNER OF BERNARD AND GLENMORE - PHONE 762-3349 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES.
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ToBe Bared In Few Months
OTTAWA (CP)—The govern- i 
menl’s promised industrial । 
strategy will be announced in i 
1he next few months, Industry 
Minister Jean-Luc Pepin told 
the Commons Wednesday.
He was speaking during the 
(fourth of eight days of Com­
mons debate on last Thursday’s 
'throne speech, in which the in­
dustrial strategy was among Ue 
'dustrial strategy was among the 
(government for the current par-
The debate continue today.
Mr. Pepin said he will, in 
coming weeks, outline the prob­
lems involved in making neces­
sary compromises and setting 
priorities. He will also give the 
I history of various sectors of the 
I economy and suggest how the 
I new strategy will be put into 
leff&t.
' He said his officials are al­
ready talking to businessmen, 
getting their views about the 
new “global” approach to eco­
nomic planning.
The Wednesday sitting ended 
with the Liberal majority out­
voting the three opposition par- 
tjgfckkdefeat Social Credit and 
ifflMWative amendments to 
IYMgBoeral motion approving 
ItURrone speech.
I CHARGE MISMANAGEMENT
I The amendments charged the 
| government with mismanaging 
| economy. >
In the Senate’s throne-speech
ng an over-all industrial strat­
egy that would spur growth in 
all sectors.
The problem, the minister 
said, is to reconcile conflicting 
goals within an economic plan 
and decide what aims are most( 
important. ,
He also defended government 
handling of the trade talks with 
the United States, saying it has 
been combining flexibility with 
toughness.
He said that to disclose the. 
government bargaining position] 
in the negotiations would de-r 
stray its chances of success.
He said the government is 
making unprecendented efforts 
to increase exports to other 
countries citing trade missions 
he has led abroad and invita­
tions to foreign businessmen to 
visit Canada.
Earlier, the Commons re­
ceived the government’s spend­
ing estimates for the fiscal year 
that begins April 1.
Expenditures, loans, invest­
ments and old age security pay­
ments are projected at 
$18,809,080,169.
i C. M. Drury, president of the 
; treasury board, told the House 
the government is giving top 
priority to regional expansion,
• protecting and improving the 
! environment, assistance to In­
dians and Eskimo and foreign
i aid.
Simpsons-Seori "February Bargain Day*'* are now in full swing! Re-check your 10-page flyer and shop 
tonight and Ffl.'til 9 in Kelowna.
SJSIMPSONS-SEARS
Kenmore Time- Savers
These Feature-Packed Match-Mates Have Special Permanent-Press Cycles To 
Help Prevent Wrinkles.
debate, Oppositidn Leader 
Jacques Flynn Quebec said 
the government is guilty of 
chronic mishandling of the econ­
omy.
He accused the government of 
economic bungling and exces­
sive interference in the econ­
omy, saying it was run by men 
"who long ago cast their lot 
with the noisy anti-capitalists of 
the left.”
In the Ammons, Mr. Pepin 
sai^. Opposition Leader Robert 
■S “ Id had been pious in urg-
Former NDP Leader T. C. 
Douglas said government state­
ments about the economy’s 
health show it complacent and 
self-satisfied.
Only large corporations—not 
the majority of Canadians—are 
in good economic shape, he 
said.
Counting manpower depart­
ment trainees, married women 
and Indians—who ate not in­
cluded in unemployment figures 
—he estimated that 750,000 Ca­
nadians are unemployed.
L^er Raps Law Society 
In Move On Trust Deposits
(! VANCOUVER (CP)—Lawyer 
Victor Stephens of Courtenay,
ii B.C., has termed imnroper a 
j move by the Law Society of 
| British Columbia to compel law- 
h yers to deposit their trust funds 
' in interest-bearing accounts to 
h benefit such programs as legal 
p aid. ,
‘ In a letter to Attorney-General 
; Leslie Peterson, made public 
here Wednesday, Mr. Stephens
I; said the majority, of the prbv- 
lince’s lawyers do not support 
I the society’s request. He urged 
l a poll of all law firms on the 
|; issue.-
| The Law Society, which gov- 
Eerns the B.C. legal profession 
I: through an elected board, re- 
I cenljy requested the attorney- 
|: general to amend the Legal 
11 Professions Act by making par- 
|[ ticibation in the Law Fouhda- 
I tion compulsory.
I’ Tne foundation was estab- 
r lished by the provincial legisla- 
II tur| and allowed to be credited 
I with the interest from trust 
I funds. The interest finances 
Il sotpe of the administration costs 
I; of the provincial legal aid office 
j( and contributes to legal educa- 
r tiort, legal research, law reform 
I, and law libraries.
I Lawyers are not allowed to 
|i benefit from interest on the 
trust funds, so the money has 
I; generally been kept in non- 
|! interest- bearing accounts—thus 
I, giving banks free use of the 
I funds.
|< Mr, Stephens said only 129 of 
| the 863 law firms in the prov-* 
| inc# now arc participating in 
K the foundation on a voluntary 
H basis. He said this indicated the
many cases, the client may not 
want the interest because of his 
tax position. In any case, he 
added, clients can have their 
money deposited in separate, 
interest-bearing accounts if they 
wish. -
Mr. Meredith said pressure 
for the change from a voluntary 
to a compulsory basis had come 
mainly from lawyers in small 
centres who feared they might 
be discriminated against by 
their bankers if they demanded 
interest be paid on trust funds.
He said the Law Foundation 
fund now is worth less than 
$250,000 but could be expected 
to increase to $1 million in one 
year if membership was made 
compulsory for all lawyers, This 
would finance improved legal 





Kenmore Automatic Dryer with 
Exclusive "Soft Heat"
I true attitude of most lawyers 
toii&rd the Law Society request.
•While I have no particular 
desire to protect the bank’s 
position, I fail to see the justifi- 
! cation of one group using the 
| same funds for the lawyers' pet 
' project," ho said.
I Mr. Stephens said the pro- 
r grama should bo sunixirted by 
II the public at large through tax- 
I atlon.
I ■ Ken Meredith, a Law Society 
I bencher and a governor of Ihe 
L Law Foundation, said. Mr. 
I' Stephens’ b a s i c premise is 
I wrdng.
I "He assumes the client la 
I being done, out of money; but 
I he*can't bo done out lieciuso 
I you can't Identify ownership of 
I interest," Mr, Meredith said.
I lie explained that varying 
I nf nionov belong to the
of a law firm hit plac'd 
HMVic general trust account, 
■WWlcs arc constantly being 
I deposited and' withdrawn to 
I carry out clients’ business and 
I it would be inqxassible to deter- 
I mil)c who should share in the 
| intercut paid oil a minimum
GE Workers
Back On Jobs
PETERBOROUGH, Ont, (CP) 
— About 2,600 workers at the 
Canadian General Electric plant 
began returning to work here 
Wednesday following accept- 
ance Tuesday night of the com­
pany’s proposal on local issues.
The workers, members of 
Local 524, United Electrical 
Radio and Machine Workers of 
America, walked out Monday 
night.
Meanwhile, another 196 union 
members at the Canadian Gen­
eral Electric plant at Trenton, 
Ont., voted for strike action 
Tuesday after a ,walkout Mon­
day.
The union's negotiating team 
at Peterborough had unani­
mously rejected the company 
proposal.
The Peterborough union mem­
bership will vote later on the 
national contract projiosaI 
which deals with wages.
A union s|x>kesman said the 
present average hourly rate at 
the Peterborough plant is 4.15 
an hour, A company spoke,si ian 
said the company is offering in­
creases ranging from 41 cents 
to 51 cents an hour over a two- 
year period,
A union spokesman nt 1'rehton 
said the basic issue tliere is 
wage parity with the Peterbor­
ough workers, He said women 
employees receive 67 cents an 
hour loss than those In Peter­







Mr, Meredith said thill In
CLAIM TO FAME I 
TUNBRIDGE WELLS, Eng-| 
land (CP' — Many descendants 
of novelist Charles Dickens 
have resisted the temptation to 
I bedome writers, though a num- 
I her have entered publishing, A 
I century after the death of her 
| great-great-grandfather, h o w- 
| cver, Elizabeth Dickens Is all 
I act* |o restore the family name 
I in journalism, Elizabeth, 17, re: 
cently left high sch<x»l nnd plans 






t Printing Calculation* 
Rent — Lease — Purchase
Bunhiean Equipment Ltd, 
By the Paramount Theatre
Normal, delicate and perm-press programs, with a special cool-down 
to help prevent spin-set wrinkles! There is an extra pre-wash program 
that loosens extra-tough soil. Five wash/rinse temperature combina­
tions give you the right temperature for your wash. Variable water 
level control with positive fill, regardless of water pressure. Super 
Roto-Swirl agitator.






to# Ah > (White)
This Is the extra, personalized profes­
sional care every Slmpsohs-Scapi Tech­
nician gives to your appliances whenever 
you call Simpsons-Scars for service. Yes, 








With the exclusive "Soft Heat" feature, the heat diminishes as clothes 
become dry, to stop over-drying. Special cool-down helps prevent heat­
set wrinkles. There's a no-heat "air" setting for fluffing towels and 
blankets. The lint screen is top-mounted for easy-reach. High air 
speed for fast drying. Door safety switch stops spin if door is opened. 







Our trained crew can make 
your car look like new. 
Smoothing out dents, custom 
repainting our specialty.
Just set the dial, Each fabric lias 
its own individual ■ time, ,spcdd 
and temperature. There are pre­
soak 1 and pre-rinse programs; 
normal, delicate and perm-press 
rograms; an1 optional second 
rinse with cold water optior.. Seo 
\it for yourself, r
In Avocado or Harvest
Fabric master lets you select tlie 
degree of dryness for every 
fabric, then it shuts off\auto- 
matically, A special "^tinkle 
guard" tumbles clothes every 5 
min. up to 2’/z hours, prevents 
heat-s^t wrinkles. Handy end-of- 
cycle signal and many, many 
,more deluxe features,
In Avocado or Harvest
Thi capacity wringer
wgsher features: 3-vane agitator, 
Safe-T-Stop roller-wringer that ‘ 
stops at slightest pressure, Auto­
matic pump drains 'tub in two 
minutes. Rolls easily on casters, 
Handy cord holder.
Gold color $10 extra Gold color . $10 extra
” KERR AUTO BODY SHOP
jHl# 81. P*ut Kelowna 762-2300
SliiipftonH-Scars: Uashers, Dryers, Dhhwaahcra (2(1) i’lionr





I ' 1 '
With 'four automatic programs 
including a 150" Sani-wash. 
Temperature indicator lights, 
stainless-steel masccrator elimi­
nates pre-rinsing. Dual detergent 
dispenser and rinse injector. 
Silverware basket.
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Tax Cuts A Possibility
In An 'Election Budget'
Victoria Faces Two Law Suits 
After Granting Permission
QTTAWA (CP) — The federal! 
government plans to spend 
about $896 for each man, 
woman and child in Canada 
during the next fiscal year, a 
slight increase from the $890 
this year for each of 21 million 
Canadians.
The small spending increase 
may permit a spring election 
budget with tax cuts.
The government asked Parlia­
ment Wednesday to approve 
818,809,080,169 in expenditures, 
loans, investments, and old age 
security payments for the new 
year which starts April 1.
. Total government estimates 
are up only six-tenths of one per 
cent from the $18,693,940,921 al­
located for the current fiscal 
year.
But a shift of money from 
loans and investments to . de- 
- partmental programs leaves the 
government with more of its 
spending for projects more visi­
ble to the voter's eye.
Also, the estimates do not in­
clude expenditures for the re­
cently-announced two-price sys­
tem for wheat or for planned 
housing and neighborhood-im­
provement programs.
The estimates were prepared 
during December and January. 
Supplementary estimates will 
be presented to Parliament to 
cover new spending. .
LISTS PRIORITIES
In presenting the bulky book 
of estimates to the Commons, 
Treasury Board President C. M. 
Drury said the government is 
giving priority to regional eco­
nomic expansion, protection of 
the environment, assistance to 
Indians and Eskimos, northern 
development, and foreign aid.
At a news conference, he said 
less money will be needed to 
stimulate the economy and cre­
ate jobs because government 
measures now are boosting the 
economy and reducing unem­
ployment.
Mr. Drury said the increase 
in government spending over 
the last few years has been at 
about the same rate as in­
creases in the gross national 
product.
But Conservative critic Mar­
cel Lambert (Edmonton West) 
attacked the government for al­
lowing expenditures to almost 
triple in 10 years: _____
crease $48 million to $1.9 billion I 
because of higher pay and al­
lowances. .
A change in bookkeeping pro­
cedure will reduce the payment 
to the Unemployment Insurance 
Commission to $1.1 million from 
$168.5 million.
Instead of paying into the 
fund on a regular basis, the 
government will pay only when 
unemployment is more than 
four per cent of the labor force. 
The amount it has to pay, if 
any, will be calculated in retro­
spect.
Officials said Canada’s for­
eign aid spending, much of
VICTORIA (CP)—The provin­
cial government has granted 
permission for two lawsuits to 
be filed against it.
The move, disclosed jn cabinet 
orders made public Wednesday, 
coincided with a complaint by 
Garde Gardom (L—Vancouver- 
Point Grey) that the government 
denies the public the right to 
sue the government and its 
agencies. Mr. Gardom said the 
permission has been granted 
only once since the Social Credit
government was elected in 1952.
One lawsuit involves Mrs. Le­
titia Tom of California, who was 
injured when the Comox-Powell 
River ferry struck a piling while 
it was docking.
A petition filed by Mrs. Tom 
in B.C. Supreme Court claims 
she grabbed a door jamb at the 
entrance to the car deck to keep 
her balance when the ship 
bounced off the piling.
The petition claims the door 
slammed shut, breaking
C. M. DRURY 
. . . bulky book
‘Government gets bigger and 
notbigger and bigger and it’s 




loo) said the estimates show in­
creased costs because of a 
mushrooming bureaucracy. So­
cial Credit Leader Real 
Caouette suggested that the gov­
ernment can pay a $100 divi­
dend to each Canadian if it can 
afford to spend more than $100 
per capita simply paying inter­
est on the public debt.
The public debt stood at $46 
billion Jan. 1. Most interest on 
this debt is paid to Canadians 
who own government bonds. 
The estimates provide for $2.2
which goes indirectly to Cana­
dian firms, will rise by $67 mil­
lion to $491 million. The new 
estimate is .49 per cent of gross 
national product, compared 
with .47 per cent last year. Both 
figures are a long way from the 
one per cent recommended by 
the United Nations.
Allotments for public works 
projects include $70.5 million for 
work in 1972-73 on the planned 
international airport at Ste. 
Scholastique, Que., $42.8 million 
for planning and land purchase 
for a new Toronto-area airport 
and $15.3 million to improve the 
airport at Malton, Ont.
Public works allotments by 
provinces are: Newfoundland, 
$5.7 million: Prince Edward Is­
land, $826,000; Nova Scotia $9.2 
million; New Brunswick $6.4 
million; Quebec $55.8 million;
i Ontario $167.3 million; Manitoba 
$16 million; Saskatchewan $5.7 
million: Alberta and N.W.T.
i $14.2 million; British Columbia 
i $16.2 million; and the Yukon 
; $6.4 million.
Gin TO NIXON 
MIFFS ZOOLOGIST
TORONTO (CP) - Cecilia 
Long, chairman of the Metro­
politan Toronto Zoological So­
ciety is discouraged.
She has spent more than 
two years unsuccessfully 
trying to obtain a pair of 
panda bears from China for 
the Metro zoo.
Now, China has given two 
such bears to President Rich­
ard Nixon of the United 
States.
She sent a letter Wednesday 
outlining her predicament to 
Mitchell Sharp, federal minis­
ter of exernal affairs.
“We felt confident that Can­
ada’s chances for success 
were far greater than those of 
Mr. Nixon because of our dip­
lomatic recognition . of the 
People's Republic of China,” 
she said in the letter.
What also disturbs her is 
that the two muskoxen being 
given China by the U.S. are 
bred from animals from Can­
ada.
of Mrs. Tom’s fingers and 
ing permanent damage.
The suit claims $461 in
r
billion in interest payments.
The estimates show that de­
partmental spending will rise to 
$15.75 billion from $15.18 billion. 
Old age security payments will 
go up to $2.27 billion from $2.21 
billion.
Payments to the provinces 
under the Canada Assistance 
Plan for welfare programs will 
jump to $489.6 million from 
$441.2 million, while grants to 
industries in depressed areas 
will soar to $174.4 million from 
$116.2 million.
The defence budget 'Adil in-
Canadian Exporters Face 
More Competition In China
1 OTTAWA (CP)— If President 
Nixon’s current trip to China re­
sults in more liberal trade be­
tween the two countries, Cana­
dian exporters may find more 
competition in their new market 
there.
■ While final figures for 1971 
are not yet available, Canadian 
exports to China exceed the 
$200-million mark last year, a 
70-per-cent increase in two 
years. By far the biggest mar­
ket has been for wheat, other 
foodstuffs and metals.
Before his departure for Pe­
king, Mr. Nixon announced 
some relaxation in American 
prohibitions on trading with 
. China. The trade department 
here said they would have little 
significance on Canadian ex­
ports.
But there is a feeling here 
that if the U.S. becomes much 
more inclined towards exporting 
to China, Canadian exporters 
will suffer. This could be par­
ticularly true if Canadian ex­
porters who only now are be­
coming interested in selling to 
China feel that the obstacles of 
competing with the U.S. are too 
great.
Canada shipped goods worth 
approximately $204 million to 
China last year, compared with 
$141.9 million in 1970 and $122.9 
million in 1969. Imports from
China last year amounted to 
only $23.3 million,
In nine months last year, Ca­
nadian exports included; $157.1 
million in wheat. Other grains 
and foodstuffs, $6.4 million in 
metals, and $2.1 million in 
woodpulp and other forest prod­
ucts. Other exports were small 
and scattered, ranking from 
$198 worth of isotopes and radio­
active materials, to a $248,000 
boat.
The U.S. trade restrictions 
that were relaxed a week ago 
covered heavy equipment, such 
as locomotives, rolling mills, in­
ternal combustion engines and 
construction equipment. I 
One source here said these 
products are not likely to be 
significant in Canadian-Chinese 
trade—nor; perhaps, in Ameri­
can-Chinese trade, because 
China prides itself on being a 
producer of heavy industrial 
equipment which it is sending 
as foreign aid to other coun­
tries.
Canada will put on its own 
trade fair in Peking this year, 
from Aug. 21, to Sept. 2, in 
which some 250 Canadian firm's 
would like to participate. Each 
one of the fitms which does par­
ticipate, however, will be specif­
ically designated by the Chinese 
as one whose products are of 
specific interest to Chinese, state 
buyers.
US. News Media Now Enters
I . ■ ' ■ ' (
t Realm Of Law Enforcement'
'WASHINGTON (AP) — A 
lawyer for a reporter told the 
Supreme Court Wednesday that 
reporters in the United States 
arc rapidly becoming an exten­
sion of the law enforcement sys­
tem rather than providers of In­
formation to the public.
“The effect of a distressingly 
Increasing pattern of prosecu­
tors and other elements of, the 
law enforcement apparatus to 
subpoena reporters is to make 
the news media an appendage 
of that apparatus," said Edgar 
A. Zingtnan.
Zingmnn argued tor Paul M, 
Branzburg, an investigative re- 
porter for the Ixmisvlllc Cour­
ier-Journal in Kentucky, In one 
of three landmark cases the 
court is hearing to decide 
whether reporters can lie ex­
empted from testifying before 
secrecy-shrouded grand juries,
In the others, Earl Caldwell of 
the New York Times seeks to 
avoid an appearance before a 
San Francisco grand Jury inves­
tigating the Black Panthers, 
Paul Pappas, a television cam- 
crainnn-reportcr for WTF.V in 
Now Bedford, Mass., declined to 
tell another grand jury what he 
•saw during a visit, th a local 
Black Panther headquarters.
WROTE rOT’STORlEH
In the Kentucky case, Rranz- 
burg wrote two stories quoting 
confidential sources, describing
in one the production by two 
young people of hashish from 
marijuana and in the' other the 
widespread use of marijuana in 
and around the Kentucky state 
cnpitol building in Frankfort,
In arguing the Caldwell case 
Tues d a y, Solicitor-Genera] 
Erwin Griswold said: "I had 
supposed that everyone in the 
country except the president of 
the United States was answera­
ble to a subpoena before a 
grand jury,"
Following that theme, justice 
department lawyer Willi n,m 
Reynolds said exempting re­
porters from grand jury testi­
mony would he tantamount to 
establishing a "new and specific 
class of citizen” under the First. 
Amendment of the U.S. conslitu- 
tion, which guarantees freedom 
of the press.
Zingmnn said there are times 
when a rcixirter should bo ro- 
qulrc(| to disclose his sources or 
other information tn a grand 
jury, but the d •• c I;; l.o n on 
whether he s h o u 1 d appear, 




Living Room • Dining Room
• Wall Components
NORBAN IMPORT
282 Bernard Ate. 763(3816
C. I. KELLERMAN
IIHIOI.STKRV
Specializing in household 
furnishing1 repair and recov­
ering. Serving Kc|ownn and 
District for over 20 jenrs,
“Free Estimates In
। Your Home'’
' No. 3 Windsor flquarn 
(off Spall Rd.) 763-7125
Treasury Seeks 
Computer Plan
OTTAWA (CP) — The federal 
government will set up a new 
computer system during the 
next five years to cope with in­
creasing needs, the treasury 
board announced Wednesday.
Following a year-long study 
into government use of elec­
tronic data-processing cquip-
ment, tha board said computer 
use will be set up under three 
broad categories.
Departmental computer 
centres will be used for special­
ized or confidential matters 
within government depart­
ments; other centres will be 
used to serve a number of de­
partments or agencies on spe­
cific topics; still others will be 
used to serve several depart­
ments or agencies which have 
related computer needs.
The government will continue
to use equipment supplied by ■' 
private companies in all cases । 
where it is most economical. ■ 
Currently, about $81 million a i 
year is spent on computers.by j 
the government. By 1975-76,Mhe i 
cost is expected to rise to about 
$205 million. -■ |i
MORE PEOPLE
The population of England 
and Wales reached 48,815.000 in 





ages to date, as.well as unstated 
continuing danrages.
The second suit was filed by 
Lucaya Development Corp, of 
Vancouver, which is claiming 
$31,834 from the provincial gov­
ernment.
The company built a stores 
building for the highways de­
partment at Canal. Flats, and 
claims the public works depart­
ment demanded that the com­
pany provide features in the 




with MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICF
Only Multiple Listing Service gives you complete coverage and fast results. 
When selling your propertyt list through the Multiple Listing Service — your 
local realtor is a member.
RESULTS
1




A large, safe 12' boat that gives you the secure feeling of stability. You 
can actually stand up to cast frorp this boat. Rated for a 15-h.p. motor. With 
full foam floatation; painted Gold color inside, Red outside. Weighs 124 lbs.
Ea. 349.98
Ea. 279.98
INSIST ON THE BEST - LIST AALS 
Call Your 
Local Realtor




NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — 
A group of researchers at Van­
derbilt University’s School of 
Engineering is experimenting 
with a method of sending sonic 
waves through fractured bones 
to measure healing. In the new 
technique sonic vibrations are 
measured on an oscilloscope 
and analyzed by a computer. By 
comparing the results with a 
measurement from a person’s 
unbroken limb doctors can tell 
whether a patient’s broken limb 
has healed sufficiently to be re­
turned to normal use.
Rea




4-Man Rubber Boat with motor mount ..
Park Free While You Shop Simpiona-Scari, Orchard Park, Kelowna.
16' Fibreglass Canoe ...
14' Lapstrake Aluminum Boat 
12' Lapstrake Aluminum Boat 
12' Cartop Aluminum Boat.....
Niinpnon^-Neara: .Sports Centre (6) Your Marine Accessory lloa«lquarl«;ra. 
Kelowna 763-5814,
Everyday Low Price, Ea. 199.98
SPORTS CENTRE
. a. iiu
2-Man Rubber Boat — Hoavy-duly triple neoprene doaled nylon for 
greater durability; less weight,' 3-ply floor; 2-attached seats; AQ AA 
wrap-around tow rope, ........ ............ Everyday Low Price, Ea. HtwovO
'' ' . i
5 H.P. Outboard Motor—Smooth running. fully enclosed by a removable 
high-impact plastic shroud, Ideal for trolling, and packed lOQ QQ 
with power Io got up and go.......Everyday Low Price, Ea.
16' Cedar Canoe —: With No, 1 cedar planking, covered with high- ■ 
quality canvas. 700-lb. capacity, weighs only 9*1(1 Qft
60 lbs....... ...................................... Everyday Low Price, Ea. 4lyiv0
Sil
g 







12’ Sportspal Canoe — Aluminum canoc has motor mount, aar locks, 
life-preserver scats, waterproof canister in seats; . OCQ QQ 
Weighs only 33 lbs. ............". Everyday Low Price, Ea. AvvhvO
; Ea. 89.98
